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PER LUCHTPOST

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
PLEIN 23 - THE HAGUE - TEL. 614941

Mr. M. lejeune

E'xecutive ecretary

Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Researchi

Washington C 2043 U.S.A.

International Technical Assistance Department*) Date: December 13th, 1974

Subject: Information on Agricultural Research Ref.: DTH/VH Research
Activities 283622

I have pleasure in foriarding, herewith information

on agricultural research activities as reque ted in

a memorandum of the Executive Secretariat dated

September 12th, 1974. The information refers to re-

search projects financed by Dutch aid funds, either

in developing countries or in the Netherlands.

Any research relating to the activities of the inter-

national centres financed in ways other than by aid

funds is not included.

THE MINISTER FOR DEVELOPING COOPERATION
For the Ministgr

Head Technical Assistance Prepaeration Division

cc. Members of the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research,
Members of the Technical Advisory
Committee, Directors of International
Agricultural Research Centres and the
Executive Secretariat of the CGIAR

) Address: Muzenstraat 30, The Hague, Postal address: Casuariestraat 16, The Hague. Telegr. address: Celer, The Hague.

1897-9-70
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NTERNAT!ONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
r'LCONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

0FFCE MEMORANDUM
70: Files DATE: November 12, 197L

FROM: J.K. Coulter

uBJECT um- !ch and Off-Campus Programs of the
International Agricultural Research Centers

Introduction

i. The terms toutreach' and 4off-campus' are sometimes used
ite.rchangeably and sometimes with different designations. Some
programs, termed 'outreach', may actually take place on-campus and
be funded with special funds* On the other hand some off-campus
programs may be funded with core funds.

2. A good deal of discussion has taken place on these programs,
on some occasions to find out what the centers are doing and on others
to try and understand their interactions with national research pro-
grams. The 7th and 8th meetings of TAC, the CG meetings of 1973 and
1974, the Bellagio V1 meeting, the Secretariat paper CG/74/5b, and the
replies of the Centers to the Secretariat request for details of their
off-campus programs have all dealt with this question. For purposes
of this discussion therefore off-campus programs are defined as "those
activities undertaken by or on behalf of the Centers at sites outside
their administrative control or those activities at Centers funded
outside the core program".

3. This paper is an attempt to analyse these programs, to classify
them and to show their cost (Table 1).

A. On-campus bilaterally funded projects. These appear to take at
least four forms:

(a) Specialist documentation services. Examples are the
Cassava Information Center at CIAT funded by IDRC;
Agricultural Economics and Development for Latin
America funded by Ford Foundation. Other documenta-
tion services at CIAT are planned. Other Centers
may have similar programs but no information is avail-
able.

(b) Special development projects such as the machinery project
at IRRI funded by AID; the grain storage project at IITA
funded by FAO. The degree of Center participation in
these varies from the minimum, e.g. provision of land,
to close participation and proposals for eventual inte-
gration into the Center's program.

(c) Special research projects in which a research institute
or university in a developed country sets up a research
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program on the Center campus. The project provides
staff (paid for directly by the sronsor-1- institute),
equipment, etc. The Center promdes , - and presumably
some equipment and assistant staff. The COPR program
at IITA is an example of this; the Texas A & M group
at CIAT is possibly on the same basis.

(d) Special training courses. IDB has provided additional
funds to CIAT to run special courses in animal produc-
tion. Provision of funding for graduate thesis work
is provided at some institutes.

B. Off-campus programs at Centers of Advanced Research in Developed
Countries. This has been included in the term collaborative or co-
operative research. It would appear to include

(a) Research contracts financed by the Centers at institutes.
CIP has 11 such contracts financed out of its core budget.

(b) Research contracts at institutes financed by the govern-
ment or a private agency of the host country. Rockefeller
funds work at Kansas State and Oregon State of interest to
CILZ'T and work at Minnesota linked to CIP. Centers
appear very interested in expanding this kind of activity.

C. Off-campus programs at Research Centers in Developing Countries.

(a) At national research centers giving general research
support; an example of this is the three-man CIAT team
at ICTA, Guatemala. This is the only example of this
type of activity that can be located though IITA may
ultimately do the same under its farming systems program.
Research reports suggest that CINMYT teams in North
Africa, though designated as wheat teams, work also on
wheat/legume cropping systems.

(b) At crop research centers working on a specific crop.
Teams may vary from one to several scientists. One
or more man-teams are provided by IRRI, mostly in the
Far East, by CIMMYT, mostly in Africa, and by IITA, all
in Africa. By a strange coincidence each institute
has 20 staff in this program and altogether 36 are
located in Africa.

(c) At one center but serving a region, i.e. as part of a
network. CIP has developed this approach whereby the
'potator world has been divided into seven regions:
South America, Central America, Tropical Africa, Middle
East and North Africa, non-Arab Muslim countries (the
reason for this definition is not clear), India, and
SE Asia. Only one scientist is stationed or will be
stationed in each region and the program is core funded.
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D. Off-camus demonsrationprograms. CIMMIT reports farmer demonstra-
tion plots on maize and wheat in a number o cour. as where it is operating.
Other Centers probably do likewise without speciiically reporting them.

E. Advisory Teams. Some Centers, e.g. CIAT, provide teams to act in
an advisory capacity to national production programs.

Funding

4. Table 1 sets out the funding of these various programs, as far
as can be discovered from the budget presentations. The greater sums
of ioney go on type C and it appears that these are usually funded on a
client/contractor/donor basis. This table shows also that nearly 70%
of the cost is borne by two donors: Ford Foundation and TSAID. It is
not possible to find out the period of funding for any of the programs
though it may be assumed that they have fixed periods. Neither is there
an indication of whether the staff are regular Center staff or recruited
specifically for the contract. It is possible that a high percentage
of the Ford contribution is in the fora of Ford staff. However, some
of the IITA contracts have been filled by contract staff.

Control of the Programs

5. Each Center appears to have its own system of controlling the
variously called off-campus programs. In CIMMYT the wheat and maize
programs are under their respective directors of research, though there
is a director of outreach as well. At ITA the director of outreach
apparently has control over the program with the commodity staff par-
ticipating to a greater or lesser degree.

(h eral Observations on the Program

6. The origin of the off-campus programs may be thought of as that
in C(a) whereby the Centers arranged for sites to test their materials
for resistance to diseases and adverse conditions, not presentin a Cen-
ter's host country. From this the process seems to have been one of
development into strengthening national research programs. Thus the
original program was basically an extension of the core program, with
the Centers gaining new information on their materials. In the en-
larged programs this still occurs, but the greatly enlarged staffing
is obviously designed to help the national production programs.

7. Whilst the Centers can only work in countries to which they
have been invited, the distribution of staffing in the off-campus pro-
grams is not easy to understand. Thus CIMMYT has a maize breeder in
Egypt where the crop is a rather minor one and only one maize agronomist
in the whole of Latin America. Discussions have taken place with CIAT
about their role in maize in the region but if CIAT is 'awarded' the
Latin America region, then there would appear to be good reasons for
IITA to deal with maize in Zaire, for example, where CIMMYT has three
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staff. In the wheat program also there are similar questions. Thus
2uy with eight million hectares ,f wheat rs twx .eat specialists
whilat Tunisia with one-tenth that area has four. IRRI has one rice
specialist in Bangladesh and eight in Indonesia. Doubtless there are
reasons - technical, economic and historical - for these arrangements
but it would appear that the situation needs to be under continuous
review so that the reasons for having a particular staffing program
can be explained, if only to pass the lessons along to other institutes
and to the donors to help them in long-term planning.

9. The TAC discussed these programs at its 7th and 8th meetings
but the meetings seem to have devolved into philosophical discussions on
the role of TAC rather than a critical analysis of the situation and a
statement of long-term objectives.

10. Yet there are good reasons for looking critically at these
programs. The Centers' mandates are clearly for research; there must
came a time when the size of the off-campus program becomes so big that
it has too much influence on the core programs. The Centers were not
conceived as contractors in a client/contractor/donor situation; they
have fallen into or taken over that role at the request of clients or
donors because other agencies have failed in such a role. Neverthe-
less, as Table 1 shows, the donors are overwhelmingly North American.
As the non-North Americans, i.e. the European and now the OPEC countries,
become more prominent in the CG what will their attitude be to these
programs? The Centers have the great advantage of being apolitical but
once they become deeply involved in a national program they may lose
that image. At the Bellagio VI meeting for example the French paper
stated that the Centers should not exert moral pressures on the national
programs and that they should not attempt to divert to their own programs
resources which the national programs could use.

11. IRRI has drawn attention to the difficulty of staffing off-
campus programs with high calibre staff because they cannot offer career
appointments. IITA has something of the same program, whereas CIMMYT,
perhaps because it has relied on Foundation staff, seems to have had
few problems. However if the new institutes follow this pattern they
too are likely to encounter just as many problems as have the donors and
the international agencies in recruiting high quality staff.

12. This review is an attempt to analyse the problem using not
very satisfactory data. However, visits to the Centers can be used
for updating information and for getting a clearer understanding of the
operation of the system.

cc: Messrs Lejeune
Graves
Cheek
Fransen

JKCoulter : jf
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The Agricultural Development Council, Inc.
UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES - LOS BA&OS

ROBERT E. EVENSON BOX 365
ASSOCIATE COLLEGE LAGUNAPhilippines

November 3, 1974

Montague Tudelman
Consultative Group on Inte.national Agricultural Research
1818 H. st., x. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U. S. A*

Dear Monty,

Bruce Cheek was good enough to send on to me the comments on my
paper for CGIAR by the UK "authorities." I appreciated the work put
in by the UK authors and I oan only really quarrelX with them on rela-
tively minor matters of emphasis,

One of the main points of their comments is essentially that the
data base is weak and that they are skeptical of the use of publica-
tions. My reaction is two-foldo

First, very few people have addressed the problem of developing
adequate measure of scientific activity. We are rather like the histo-
rians who devise indexes of prices or other activity based on the skimpiest
of evidence0 Critics should undertake some effort to appraise the
difficulties of measuring research activity. The fact that the Kislev-
Evenson series is the only international series available should indi-
cate that this is not a simple task. Critics of publications data are
usually criticizing the "publish or perish" business and haven't really
thought about the measurement problemo

Nonetheless, I don't think that my UK critics are off-base. We do
in fact need to upgrade the data on expenditures and other measures of
research activities. I suspect, however, that a major improvement over
the Kislev-Evenson measures, if undertaken by FAO or IBRD, could easily
require several hundred thousand dollars and two years.

You may recall about a year ago that I broached the possibility of
a few thousand dollars in support for such an effort by myself and a
very skilled young man named James Boyce. You were not interested but
I managed to 1 .1 Us&- scrape together enough funding to get the
study done. Boyce and I are now compiling the new data.
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The Agricultural Development Council, Inc.
UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES - LOS BAROS

ROBERT E. EVENSON BOX 365
ASSOCIATE COLLEGE, LAGUNA

I can report that our efforts have resulted in a major upgrading
of the data on expenditures and scientific effort. We have revised and,
improved most of the earlier data and brought it up to date (1973-74).
In the past, I was unwilling to claim that the Kislev-Evenson data really
could be considered superior to the publications data. I consider the
new Boyce-Evenson series to be definitely superior in most regardso

We are pressing forward with the writing now and should have a
draft of a short (100 pagesor so) manuscript ready in six weeks or so*
I no longer am looking for fuhding of the work, but frankly, I would
like to see the series published in some form. I have talked briefly
to Vern Rattan about A/D/C's interest in this, but have not gotten a
very definite response0 I do not expect one until the draft is available
for review. It occurs to me that the Consultative Group might possibly
have an interest in seeing the material published. In any case, I shall
be sending the manuscript upon completiono

Sircerely yours,

Robert Evenson

c. Bruce Cheek
Yernon Rattan
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

October 17, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Documents for Meeting of October 30-31, 1974

1. Attached is a short paper provided by the Ministry of Overseas
Development of the United Kingdom: "Comments on 'Investment in Agri-
cultural Research' - a Survey Paper by R. E. Evenson".

2. Professor Evenson's paper was prepared for the Consultative
Group's discussion in November 1973 on 'Data Requirements of the CGIAR'.
The attached paper comments on the main points raised by Professor
Evenson and a technical annex deals with some of the methods used in
his paper.

3. It is proposed that any discussion of the subject be taken up
under Item 8 "Other" of the Provisional Agenda for the October 30-31
sessions.

Attachment



COMMENTS ON "INVESTMENT IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH" -
A SURVEY PAPE( BY R E EVENSON

(Prof. Evenson's paper was presented to the
Consultative Group in Washington in November 1973)

Professor Evenson's paper prepared for the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research is addressed to three topics. Part I surveys data regarding
investment in agricultural research and extension; Part II considers studies of
the contribution of research activity to agricultural development; and Part III
discusses the prospects and problems of improving the information resources related
to the international research system.

Part I - Investment in Research and Extension

In Part I Professor Evenson considers the data at present available in making an
attempt to answer four questions:

(1) How much investment in agricultural research has been undertaken in national
research systems in the post-World War II period?

(2) How does investment in research compare with investment in extension?
What are the relative "prices" of research and extension resources throughout
the world?

(3) How can "quality" standardisation be achieved?

(4) How have internatond aid donor flows influenced investment decisions by less
developed countries? What is the net effect of the shift of donor flows from
support of national systems to support of international centres on national
investment?

The answers to questions (1) and (2) require fairly comprehensive and comparable
data on agricultural research and extension for all countries of the world.
Evenson a n d Kisle have attempted to compile such data using both published
information and direct survey. Although they have made every effort to achieve
comparability they recognise that the results are subject to error resulting from
variation in coverage and differences in definitions particularly of scientist/
technicians and research/extension. Secondly inter-country or inter-region and
inter-temporal comparisons require that financial data is converted to common units -
in this case 1970 US$. The methods used to convert the data to 1970 real prices
is not stated but the results will differ according to the method used and the
basis chosen. The conversion to US$ has been made on the basis of official exchange
rates and as Professor Evenson recognises this may lead to some errors. We believe
that these errors may be considerable. In a recent study by the World Bank 2

Pro feas o r Kravis has shown that very different results are obtained for inter-
country comparisons depending upon whether official exchange rates or purchasing
power parities are used.

Because of the doubtful quality of some of the basic data and the errors that may
have arisen in conversion to 1970 US$ we suspect that the picture provided by the
results in Tables 1 and 2 of the paper is likely to give a distorted answer to
questions such as (1) and (2) above.

In Section 1.2 of Professor Evenson's paper the share of agricultural product spent
on research and extension is used to compare investnant levels in different regions
in 1965, for which year rather more reliable data werecollected by Evenson and
Kialer. If the quality of the basic data can be improved to the extent where local
differences of coverage and concept are of insignificant importance, then a measure

1



of this nature, independent of the problems of exchange rates, could be useful for
inter-country comparisons. Because of the problem of aggregating across countries
within a region this measure would not provide useful inter-region comparisons.
They would have little purpose in decision-making however unless they could be
compared with some norm or target. We are not aware that such norms have been
determined for developing countries and we do not believe that the use of norms
such as the share of agricultural product spent on research and extension in
developed countries are necessarily relevant to developing countries.

It is not clear whether the figures used by Professor Evenson for agricultural
output are those for gross output or not but we believe they are. If so we are of
the opinion that value added by the agricultural sector rather than gross output
would provide a more meaningful comparison between countries with such dissimilar
types of agricultural industries and at such very different stages of economic
development. It is the value added component which is the measure of the contribution
to the gross domestic product by the agricultural industry and it is to the increase
of this that research and extension is directed.

Professor Evenson discusses the various ways of measuring the output of research
activities, and the difficulties of taking ino account the differences between
countries and between different types of research. Expenditure on research is
rejected as a measure of output because of the different rates at which scientists
of a similar level are paid in different counties. Number of scientists or scien-
tific man-years is rejected because of the difficulty of setting a suitable standard
for the quality of scientists themselves. The measure Professor Evenson prefers is
the number of research publications which meet the standards of certain international
abstracting journals and this is the measure used in the research studies referred to
in Part II. We do not believe that there is sufficient evidence at present to support
this measure for inter-country comparisons of output. On the contrary we believe
that the measure could as well reflect the differences in institutional arrangements
for research and publication as it could differences in quantity or quality of output.
We would wish to see evidence on the relative ease or difficulty with which a
research scientist from a developing country can get his work published in comparison
with similar quality work by a scientist from a developed country. Secondly webelieve that it is possible that the institutional arrangements for agricultural
research work in many developing countries, particularly in Africa, are such that
the results of their work are to a much greater extent embodied in internal memoranda,departmental reports and in their own extension activities than in the case in
developed countries.

Should further examination show that publications are an appropriate meavure, weconsider that the methods of selection and allocation of publications would need tobe reviewed. We would need to be sure that the editorial staff of interna tionalabstracting journals are able to make a uniform world-wide choice and also that thechoice, which must be subjective, is also consistent between journals and over time.Secondly we would need to be sure that the allocation of papers geographically wasrealistic. For example we are well aware that a considerable amount of researchwork in developing countries is carried out by UK expatriate staff. The results ofthis work, which will have been included in expenditure on research by developingcountries, are often published after the scientist's return to the UK or for someother reason his address is given as that of his parent UK organisation. Thispractice obviously increases the number of papers allocated to the UK and reducesthose allocated to the developing country.

Professor Evenson attempts to answer question (4) in Section 1.4 of the paper andagain admits that reliable data, this time in respect of donor contributions to

2



agricultural research in developing countries, arenot generally available. We are
not entirely clear if Professor Evenson is considering only multilateral aid to
research or total aid including bilateral assistance. Since he makes specific
reference to AID programmes we assume that he is considering total aid and consider
this is logical since multilateral and bilateral programmes must be intended to
reinforce each other. We suspect that Professor Evenson is under-estimating
support to national systems and have doubts as to whether "support for the
International Centres ....... now dominates the aid flow to agricultural research"
or that "the direct financial support for national systems franthe international
aid agencies is not going to be very large in most countries in the next ten or so
years". As far as the UK is concerned the contribution to the work of International
Centres is small in relation to our total assistance for agricultural research and
will probably continue to be so. We do not at present have regular data from which
the proportions can be determined but from- a special exercise on UK aid to research
in 1972/73 it can be celculated that about 14% of our total aid to agricultural
research was allocated to the International Centres. We do not have information
on other donors activities in such detail but have no reason to think that they
devote more of their aid to the International Centres than to national systems.

Part II - The Pay-off to Investment in Research

In Part II of his paper Professor Evenson considers the pay-off to investment in
research. After a brief discussion of rates of return he reviews the two approaches
that have been used in attempting to evaluate the return on investment on research;
the transfer of knowledge ±rom one country to another; and the possible differences
in returns between the more applied and the more fundamental agricultural sciences.

Based on his review Professor Evenson puts forward the following statements:

(a) The pay-off to research investment in the LDC regions of the world is
extraordinarily high;

(b) At least twice, perhaps three times as much growth, is purchased with the
research dollar, than with the extension and other programme dollars;

(c) There are no good substitutes for high-quality research systems;

(d) Technology transfer is a function of national research capability;

(e) The highest rates of return might well be realised in the more basic
research programmes.

With the exception of z ta te me nt(b) for which we can see no justification, we
would accept all these statements although with a certain amount of reservation.

We have concentrated our review primarily on the commodity studies and to a lesser
extent on the regression methods of the aggregate productivity based studies. We
are critical of some of the assumption and underlying theory of many of the
indiv-dpal commodity studies and our criticisms are set out in a separate mcre technical
paper. (See Annex) We are however of the opinion that it is theoretically possible
and, in many cases, practical using data related to individual commodities to
estimate the benefit arising from an innovation derived from a successful piece of
research. Furthermore, we believe that our criticism of the theoretical approach
and assumptions of these studies, if accepted, will not make very significant
differences to the results which would still indicate a high rate of return for
these particular innovations. We do not believe, however, that it is possible by



these methods to separate the benefits arising from the research from the benefits
arising from the use of other resources employed in bringing about the innovation.
We do not believe that all benefits resulting from an innovation, less other
implementation costs, can be considered as arising from the research which led to
the innovation. This we believe must have been the rea3oning behind Griliohes'
method of calculating the benefit to cost ratio in his study of hybrid maize. 3

I t no doubt can be argued that without the r e s e ar c h t he r e would be no
results to implement and thus no innovation and that therefore all net benefits
flow from the research. We believe that it can equally well be argued that without
the use of resources to implement the results of the research, no benefit to the
economy would accrue from the research.

Studies of the benefits arising from particular research based innovation have all
been based on successful research, and that which led to innovation. All research
however does not lead to innovation, either because the research itself is
unsuccessful or inconclusive or, although the research is successful in a technical
sense, because of uneconomic implementation costs or some other reasons beyond the
control of the research worker. The benefits from successful research will have to
cover the costs of the unsuccessful which will, to a certain extent, reduce the
high rates of return calculated for individual successful innovations. The cost of
implementation on an industry wide scale for agriculture is often very great in
relation to the cost of the underlying research. Although there is little evidence
available we think that the total cost of research, both successful and unsuccessful,
will still be relatively small in relation to the cost of implementation and total
benefits of successful innovations. Providing this is so then the effect of allow-
ing for unsuccessful research on the rate of returns on research investment may not
be as great as might have been expected from the ratio of successful to unsuccessful
research. For example, assume a successful innovation with benefits of 350, research
cost of 3 and implementation cost of 97. The benefit cost ratio is 3.5. Let us
assume that only 5% of research leads to innovation which would imply that this
innovation had to carry the burden of unsuccessful research of 57. This would
reduce the benefit cost ratio only to 2.2.

On the evidence of the cost benefit studies based on individual commodities, we
believe that the rates of return to research are high, although perhaps not so high
as some findings would suggest. This is reinforced by the results of other studies
based on regression methods which Professor Evenson has called "aggregate productivit
based studies". We agree with him that regression methods which may be regarded af
more objective could provide stronger evidence than cost benefit studies of the
contribution of research separately from implementation of the results. In practice,
however, the studies that we have been able to review are subject to a number of
defects related to the choice and specification of variables. The most important
of these is the inability in our opinion to find a variable which can be considered
as a reliable or accurate measure of the knowledge or the dissemination of knowledge
arising from research. The use of expenditure on research as a measure of its value
may be regarded as begging the question and cannot reflect quality differences.
Attempts to overcome this have as far as we know been related to the use of publica-
tions as a measure. We have already argued in Part I above that we are far from
satisfied with this as a measure of research.

Since we are agreed on the evidence that the internal rate of return or the benefit
to cost ratio of investment research is high, we believe it is reasonable to assume
that there is justification for further investment to the point where the internal
rate is equal to the current price of capital or the benefit cost ratio is equal to
unity. With limited funds it may however not be possible to take up all investment
projects which satisfy the above criterion. Cost benefit techniques can however be
applied to rank projects and this ranking together with assumptions about the risks
in undertaking the various projects, should enable those faced with the decisions
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about additiornal resarh i rationa portfolio. We therefore
boliove that there isoaficient justifictio for the development of the cost
benefit commodity studies sine they h plicatins

If we are to use these st i tr >r p rammes of rearh involving
the he discussion of rates of return.
Professor Evenson has e e d a prerenc or he use of internal rates of return,
but, although these ar mml s for aasset of investent projects, we would
prefer nt present l r bni os purpose as it is
generally Lac that net present al t provide abetter method for rank-
in projects than do internal rtes ofrtr

i y h tpee ise t the benefits from
resach 0bed vaa i sn n research. The

otheru benefitsn anrsing fr eerhae ew:e, eve more diff iult if$ not
imposible to quanc tre il be a certain spin-off

o nwledg which ill notl into an innovation but at a
ater date ill bienefit, and thuo some other deelopment.

Reerh rgame lo rvd fa uis te taning of the senior 8cientists
of the future and may provide the oler onnt in which the soctist can develop
his ability for uifi enqiry Thes enefits which cannot be assessed
aund normally~ onl ari se at a much late daa oesr Evenson has. produced

evar e hich gs t ,i tf in a rsearch environment
are really capable oan nwege from outside their field of
work and adapting it to their own partid I acountry or region neglects
its own scientifi ro esearch capabiit itwilno ind it possible to fully
compensate by makiu' use ofY 'echnl lsewhere It is lear that

~ p. i rts.

r at orai

re-, t : ~ ~r rmaio ie s o

sue-mes Eiol butb a te ysteall

n is acll
ou coaipatr i,,ts also needed

onh ha Ye the f er and

e beliehat needs will enable
trbtr mna gement ors c poae T asu result in the selection

of reerc 'rojct withm a greater prba suess ned wi mt andreter

probabiliJty of r-r im e o f to
.1 reust in r tec social andeconomic beinefit.Thi m rely e primar aims of all aid donors

as well as internationa an national resarh orgaisations.
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ANNEX

A NOTE ON THE USE OF COMMODITY BASED STUDIES IN ESTIMATING THE PAY OFF TO
INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH

Introduction

Professor Evenson's Survey Paper brings together the results of a number of studies
of the benefits of agricultural research and on the evidence he concludes that there
have been substantial returns to investment in such research. Since his paper does
not present a critical evaluation of this evidence, we have made our own evaluation
and in general we agree with his conclusions. Nevertheless we Zeel that it is
worth pointing out what we see as flaws or limitations in the methods used in some
of the commodity based studies he cites. We feel there is room for further work
to improve the methods used in studies of this kind.

1. The use of Slv Deand_

Most of the studies base their measure or social benefit from research in agrigulture
on supply and demand curves estimated for the crop under review. Ayer's paperY1 )
olearly defines the "benefit area" as that enclosed by the d. a m a n d c u r v e
and the with-innovation and without-innovation supply curves. The other papers
seem to us to have used effectively the same definition, which rests on the welfare
proposition tha an noation which gives a society the ability to produce more is
beneficial. Most peole would assent to this proposition, but it must be stated
that it ignores the income distribution effects of an innovation. Also ignored
are the levels of and effects on employment. Today in developing countries in
particular, distribution and employment effects are considered to be of the first
importance. It is therefore for discussion whether the "benefit area" type of
measure can be suitably adapted to take them into account. This however is not
taken up in this paper.

We have investigated some of the theoretical properties of the benefit area as
defined by Ayer. The area is fixed by the intersection of the two long-run supply
curves with a single demand curve. We are therefore comparing two long-run
equilibriau positions on the same demand curve, and hence are assuming that tastes
and incomes of consumers and all the other variables which together fix the position
of the demand curve are the same in the two situations. Many of the innovation
studies have taken years to implement, and this assumption would clearly be
unjustified if attempts were made to draw curves reflecting the actual conditions
before and after the innovation. We feel that the right approach is to estimate
the demand curve existing after the innovation has been implemented and the long-run
supply curve existing at the same time, and then to draw a second hypothetical
supply curve reflecting what the supply situation would be at that time if the
innovation had not taken place. This seems to us to have been the approach used in
several of the historical studies.

T& apply similar analysis to the potential benefits of proposed research we would
start from projections of demand and supply for the period after the results were
implemented.

2. Specification of the Supply Curve Shift

We think there have been mistakes in all the studies we have seen in drawing the
hypothetical "without-innovation" supply curve. The exact nature of the shift which'lose" of the innovation would induce in the supply curve depends of course on th
nature of the innovation itself. Griliches in his study of hybrid corn in the US 2)
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assumes that this particular innovation could be r e p r 8 S e n t e d as an over-
all percentage increase in yield. Provided the increase is approximately the samefor all producers in the industry, it seems a reasonable assumption and one whichwould be applicable to most if not all innovations in agriculture. If the increasewere not approximately the same for all producers then the "without-innovation"
supply curve could have a very different shape, and the assumption would in conse-quence be inappropriate. Our major concern, however, is that in specifying thesupply curve shift, all the authors we have studied have neglected to take intoaccount the effect of the innovation on the willingness to use resources whichwould previously have been more profitably employed elsewhere, or not employed atall. For ease of exposition at this stage it is better to work forward from thewithout-innovation supply curve to the with-innovation curve. All the points on thewithout-innovation curve which have a price coordinate above the equilibrium pricerepresent production which would be called forth by a long run price increase. But
this is exactly what an increase in yield for the same resources expended represents
to the farmers and the efct i to shift the supply curve as conventionally drawndownwards ( ee Appendix I). At the same time, all the resources in the industrywill be able to produce (10x) percent more, where (1+x) is the factor by whichytelds have changed. Thus i the original supply function were q = f(p), then wewould maintain that the with-innovation function, given the above assumptions, is
Professor Evenson )f(p) as implied by the authors cited by

3. Properties of the Benefit Area

Now we come to the effect that different supply and demand elasticities h a v eon the size of the benefit area. The prob em of medasu ri ng tie elasti-city of supply and th? size of the shift w a given eon aid era b 1 e attentionin the papers by Ayer and Ardito-Barletta . G r i1 i h e 2on t h e other
hand chose what he regarded as a minimum percentage for the snift and then examinedthe effect 6f supply elasticity, again choosing that which he thought would givethe minimum benefit from the innovation. To a large extent the availability of data
will decide which of these approaches is adopted in a particular study and onoccasens it will be worth trying both. We were surprised to find however thatthese different approaches Led both Griliches and Ayer to the conclusion thatminimum benefit accrues to society for any given demand elasticity when the supplyis perfectly elastic and maximum benefit when supply is perfectly inelastic. Economicteory led us to the opposite general conclusion. Our own mathematical analysissupported this and we believe that Griliches and Ayer reached their result throughthe application of an approximate elasticity formula in a situation where the supplyelasticity made very little difference to the size of the benefit area. In theevent their approximation was sufficiently inaccurate to reverse the correct result.
Consider first the economic theory in the case discussed by Griliches. If supply is
perfectly inelastic (ie resources do not enter or leave the industry in response to
price movements) then nociety must take the whole benefit of the innovation in terms
of additional corn. Given the relatively inelastic demand for corn which Griliches
postulates, the valuation placed by society on this additional corn is also relatively
low. But if supply is elastic in the same demand conditions, the long run price
fall induced by the innovation will encourage some resources to leave the corn
industry and produce other goods. In a competitive economy these goods must be
valued at least as highly as further additional corn at its new equilibrium price,
which with inelastic demand will be higher the more elastic his supply. A similarargument to show that elastic supply involves greater social benefit from technicalchange can be constructed for the case where demand is relatively elastic. In brief
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the principle is that innovations release resources and where supply conditions are
perfectly elastic these can be reallocated with maximum social benefit.

It is awkward to prove this result mathe imatically with complete generality, but we
have proved it for supply and demand curves which have constant elasticity through-
out the relative ranges, and for those represented by straight lines. The formal
analysis of these cases is presented below. From it we derived certain other
properties of benefit area which we have also tested graphically for other cases.
Firstly, when the elasticity of demand is unity, the benefit area is constant with
respect to the elasticity of supply. If the elasticity of demand is close to unity,
supply elasticity does not make much difference. From numerical examples in the
constant elasticity case we have shown that for values of the elasticity of demand*
between figures - 0.5 and - 1.85 the difference between the maximum and minimum
benefit areas will be less than 5% from an innovation equivalent to a 25% increase
in yield. Secondly, as the demand elasticity increases the importance of the
elasticity of supply increases rapidly. If the elasticity of demand is - 5 then
the benefit from a 25% increase in yield will differ between maximum and minimum
by 150M. This is clearly of importance when the approach favoured by Griliches is
used in studying a crop which has a high elasticity demand, although it does not
seriously affect his results for hybrid corn.

*The elasticity of demand k is defined as

q dp
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4.d Analysis of the Benefit Area Assuming Constant Elasticities of Supply

We start from a given equilibrium price and quantity combination, whereprice a and quantity = b. So that our analysis will correspord withconventionally drawn supply and demand charts, which show quantity on thehorizontal axis normally used in mathematics for the independent variable, wehave written the supply and demand functions unconventionally with price as afunction of quantity. The three functions required are

The demand curve P a , k < o, where k is elasticity of
demand

The without - innovation P a(q); w 0. o, where w is elasticity ofsupply curve asupply

The with - innovation -
supply curve SI ab (1 + x) q " , x > o.

The initial equilibrium, Ei, is where

PD = PS

i.e. where p = a and q = b as previously defined. The new equilibrium isE. where

PD = PSiL

k (" + 1)
i.e. where q = b (1 + x) ~ "

We do not need the value of p at this point. The area we require to evaluateis that enclosed by the two supply curves and the demand curve. Let this be Athen

EKE

A =J (Ps - Psi dq + (PD - PSI ) dq.

0

n ntegration we get

SI( + (1) k
A = ab w k ~ "1 - k

w + a k + L - (1 + x) if k -1

or A = ab log (1 + x) if k = -1.
The result for k -l shows that the benefit area A is independent of the valueof the elasticity Of SUPPly w. For any fixed value of k # -1 the value of Awi .11 vary withd w, anid we inust now seek that value of w for which A is minimnisedfur a given k. We find that tie der vative dA/dw s

(1+ x) - (w + )(k + 1)
d a) I Q+) (w + 1) ~. w -k .(T+ X) "- log, (I + x)



dAConsider for values of k such that o > k . - 1. Then if we writedw

U (w + ) (k + then u > o.

Substituting, we have

dw (w 1)2 1 + x)~" - u (1 + x)-u log, (1 + x

write y = (1 + x)"

then u log, (1 + x) log y

now y - log, y > 1 since it can easily be proved by differentiation that
y - log, y has a minimum value of 1 when y = 1.

Therefore (1 + x)u - u log, (1 + x) > 1

(1 + x)u -l U loge (1 + x)

or 1 - (1 + x)-U >u (1 + x)U loge (1 + x).

ab dA
Therefore since )> o - o(w + 1)2 ' dw *

dA
Now consider T- for values of k such that k < -1. Then if we write

(w + 1) (k + 1) hnv>ov -. -ten v > o.
w - k

Substituting, we have

dA ab.
dw -(1 + x) V+ v (1 + X)v log (1 + x)].
dw (w -+ 1)Z

write z = (1 + x)v

then v log, (1 + x) = log, z

now z - zlog, z 4 1 since it can easily be proved by differentiation that
z - z log, z has a maximum value of 1 when z = 1.

Therefore (1 + X)v - v (1 + x)v log (1 + x) < 1.

1 - (1 + x)v + v (1 + X)V loge (1 + x) > 0.

Therefore since ab dA
(w + 1)2 > ), > 0.

Since we have already shown that for k = -1 this benefit area is independent
of w, we have now showin that for all values of k the derivative dA/dw exists
for all w in the raiue o < w < and is positive or zero. Hence the benefit
area A is a monotonic incrensirIg function of w. Minimum benefit occurs when
w = o and similarly maximum beriefit when w = D.

5. Analysis of the Benefit Area Concerning Elasticities of Supply and
Demand Represented by Straight Lines

Again we start from a given equilibrium price and quantity combination, where
price = a and quantity = b. The three functions required in this case are

The demand curve, assumed to be downward sloping

PD = im + (a + mb), m > o.

5



The without - innovation supply curve, assumed upward sloping or horizontal

PS = nq + (a -nb), n y o.
The with - innovation supply curve

nq a - nb

s ( =i1 +x)z +1 + x

The initial equilibrium, E,, is where

PD = P

i.e. where p = a and q = b as previously defined. The new equilibrium is E
where

PD = PSI

(a + mb) (1 + x)2 - (a - nb) (1 + x)
i.e. where q =n + m( +

We do not need the value of p at this point. The area we require to evaluate
is that enclosed by the two supply curves and the demand curve. Let this be
A then

A fE± (PS - Psi) dq + f 2  PD -si ) dq.

On integration we get

b2 1 [(a + mb) (1 + x) - (a - nb)] 2
A = - ( m + n) + 2 n + m (1 + x)2

for any fixed demand curve (i.e. fixed value of m) the value of A will vary with
n the slope of the supply curve. We find that the derivative dA/dn is

dA 1 [b - (a + mb) (1 + x) - (a - nb) 2
dn 2 n + m (1 + x)2

which is negative for all values of n.

Therefore for any fixed value of m the benefit area A is a monotonic decreasing
function of n and the maximum value over the range n >, o will occur when n = o
and the minimum value when n =

When n = o the supply curve is horizontal i.e. the elasticity of supply in
infinite and when n = the supply curve is vertical and the elasticity of
supply is zero.
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APPENDIX 1

The Derivation of the Vith-Innovatior SupplyCurve from ;e V/It.hout-InnovvtionCurve --- --

Let the without-innovation l ons-run supply curve be

q = f (p)
where q is the quantity the producers would choose to produce at price p.
The effect of an innovation is to increase production per unit value of rezources
utilised, for every producer, by 1,00x/. The individual. producer has resources
which are capable of beinr, utilised to produce prior to the innovation, a quantity
Q of the product. At price P his net revenue is

R = PQ - C
where C are him costs of production i.e. the value of the resources utilised.
The effect of the innovation on the sn.me inoividual producor is to increase his
output fror the same value of resources to Q (1 + x). At price P his net revenue

]I= PQ (1 + x) - C
which since P x Q (1 + x) - P (1 w x) _x Q vould be the samc as his revenue from
the resources without the innovation if the price had risen to P (I + x). The
effect on producers of the innovaion is therel'ore equiv!,Ient to a rie.c in price
of 100x% wahout the rise taking place.
Thin will attract new rccourcos into the industry so that the quantity producer;
would choose to produce .t price p will, he

q" = f [( i x)

i~e. the oe11 amount wI (Ih would hve heen offered without the innovAion at a
price of p1 (1 + X).
Simnulitanously' the amount prouced pe0r ulit value of all rEsources v.ithin the
inldustry, both er'tin' ;fld thois'e Otracted by the with iuovation sitati
rise by 100x , Tlhe wi th-innovation loIntg-term suppl'y curv all other thingu be'nr,

q'= ( x) f 1(1 . X) pI



Mr. Graves, Octobe r 11194

Jh .Coulter

Annual Production stem in th Sahe

Like any othe-r production system there are a host of socal, econmc
and pi.cal factors which interact in livestock productio efect in

any one of these can provid a bottleneck to production bt th must be
soe set of priorities for th removal of uch defect. t is r

conceivable that all the dfect, ar of eqa imiportance.

ae -10 of this :'o iecri' t re sarcI tvt a e o in

th- Paelian area. infora tion .1 avil e on ow to control i en
prove! aniral types iave been re, n alene about ntur l p B

in ha and theae are stated to be 'i'h! -evelope0 st tes in anim
pr ouction and ::arketin.

Obviously this informartion is inco-.plete ' t t soul ' e co et
enoch to identify real priorities so that the rescr resoirres co -1
concetrated on these.

Tf theae is lar e p etzeen existing knol e and its us then
it Icall ae -etter to narr th eap y increasing the rather than
incre asinc the .p by nlm: in tl aro-mt of n~a.Le.

If this is A fair ascsessmet of the qituarion then perhps t r-.
sources shouldbe put into a set of xo uction syster- .sin te Cx ing

nowledge. Wen these are operatin it should e possible to ientifv
priorities; at the moment some of t e research projects tIre openen .
for example optiuI! use of the enironment a inOrveent vhich could ne

ade (. 15) could cover almost everytAin.

In conclusion tier-tore T wot1: ny that ten nroposal Is put together
too loosely for it to be : -cept-'l in tf nresent for-.
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DRAFT October 4, 1974

Off-Campus Programs of International Agricultural
Research Centers

1. A substantial part of the activities of most international agri-

cultural research Centers is carried out at locations away from the head-

quarters of the Centers. These activities, broadly speaking, are of three

kinds: (a) core activities of research and training; (b) cooperative or

collaborative research; and (c) outreach activities. It is the purpose of

this paper to describe briefly the nature and the financing of each of the

three.

Core Activities

2. The core program of a Center, according to the definition used by

the Centers and by the Consultative Group Secretariat, is a set of long-

term activities designed to progress toward the Center's fundamental ob-

jectives in research and training, as described in a basic statement approved

by the Center's governing board (which some Centers refer to as their

"mandate ") ./

3. The core program need not be confined to the headquarters of an

institute. Parts of it may be carried on away from headquarters and even

outside the host country. Parts of core programs typically conducted away

from headquarters are research activities directed to the study of dise:ase

not present at headquarters, or in ecological conditions different from

those at headquarters. An example of the former is the work of the Inter-

national Potato Center in the Toluca Valley of Mexico, directed to thle stidy

of blight; and an example of the latter is the work done on wheat and maize

in the substations of CIMMYT in different parts of Mexico.

1/ Secretariat paper, "Budgeting and Accounting Proceduies," July 11,
1974, p. 1.
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4. The core program represents the initiative of the Center and carries

the approval of the Governing Board. So far as finance is concerned, the core

program is funded within the procedures of the Consultative Group: that is,

by donors sharing the budgetary costs and, especially with regard to new ex-

tensions of the core program, acting with the advice of tihe Technical Advisory

Committee (TAC).

Cooperative Research

5. Core research is often done in cooperation with other research

organizations, in which case it may be referred to as "cooperative" or "col-

laborative" research. It may be carried on by contract with another research

organization or laboratory, or by cooperative arrangementi with national, re-

gional or international programs. The International Potato Center, for in-

stance, contracts for some of the research work within its core program to be

done by university research staffs in economically developed countries. The

beef program of CIAT is carried on cooperatively in Colombia with the national

Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA) with the use of staff and facilities

provided partly by ICA.

6. Like other kinds of core activities, cooperative research represents

the initiative of the Center and carried the approval of the Governing Board.

Since cooperative research is done for the common benefit of the cooperating

institutions, the costs are usually shared by agreement aiaong them. The part

of the cost borne by an international Center is, like the expenditure for other

parts of the core program, financed within the procedures of the Consultative

Group, by donors acting together with the advice of TAC.

Outreach

7. A third cls ativity is onc in which the exp-ert staff of the

international agrico tural research Centers assist in cari yinug forw 1 ntonv
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programs of research, production or training. This is one of the principal

ways in which the findings of the Centers are given practical application in

the field (others: conferences, headquarters training programs and the dis--

semination of research papers). Both the Consultative Group and the Centers

believe that the further growth of outreach activities is essential to the

success of efforts to feed the peoples of the developing countries at an ade-

quate standard.

8. Generally speaking, however, outreach activities have not been planned

or executed within the framework of Consultative Group procedures. In a

typical case, a developing country proposes a research or production program

and obtains financing for it from an individual donor country or agency: in

addition to employing its own resources, the developing country contracts with

an international center to provide needed technical assistance, which is funded

out of the bilateral grant. Neither the formal initiative nor the financing

arises from within the Consultative Group system; and Boards of Trustees take

varying degrees of interest, and exert varying degrees of control, over this

type of activity by the international agricultural research Centers.

9. Parts of both core and outreach activities may take regional form.

Some of CIMNMYT's work on certain diseases, a core activity, is coordinated by

a senior scientist posted in the Middle East. CIP's assistance to national

programs of research, production and training, essentially an outreach function,

is carried out with the help of regional offices in different geographical

areas. Regional arrangements of these kinds may make it possible to deal more

economically with several countries having similar ecological or other features,

and may shorten the lines of communication and supply from a Center to its

collaborators and clients.
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10. Some Centers observe that the present method of funding outreach

programs makes this important type of activity dependent on the vicissitudes

of financing by bilateral donors. They say (to quote IRRI) that the "unco-

ordinated, short-term, ad hoc nature of programming and support makes it

difficult... to recruit good staff or to develop a sensible long-range pro-

gram to assist the national research organizations."

11. There is therefore pressure to provide continuing support for out-

reach activities from core budgets. Members of the Consultative Group, however,

have expressed concern that the limited funds available for multilateral use

through the Group not be made generally available for assistance to national

programs, whose potential demand for funds far exceeds multilateral resources.

They observe that financial backing for national programs can be given from

more plentiful sources: for instance, bilateral funds, national treasuries

in developing countries, or credit from lending agencies.

12. The Consultative Group nevertheless has moved some way toward giving

core support to staff arrangements which underpin the development and conduct

of outreach programs. Three kinds of staffing have been involved, of which

one is standard and two seem to be in the process of evolution.

13. It is understood to be standard practice that the international Centers

maintain on their headquarters core staffs one or more members concerned with

the stimulation, organization and supervision of outreach activities. Most

Centers have such a staff member, often with the rank of Assistant Director

General. So far as the Secretariat knows, the largest number of senior and

support staff maintained at any Center headquarters for this purpose is three.
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The Secretariat has only fragmentary information, but guesses roughly thit

total expenditures for this kind of staffing throughout the network may be

from 2 to 3 per cent of core budgets and may reach a ltvtl between $/0o,000

and $1 million in 1975.

14. In addition to permanent headquarters staff with rsponsibiliti

for outreach, regional staffs exist or are in prospect. Thu mosit cxtunsiv

is CIP's: in 1975, this staff is to consist of one support scientaiSt Ja .ach

of 4 geographical areas. The budgeted cost of thim regional Activlty it

$270,000, or about 12 per cent of CIP's core budget. Dupending on advItu

being awaited from TAC and the Consultative Group, CIMYT may bgi ip

ing proposals for regional services in 1976 and theroafter which, in 19i, doi-

lars, might grow to a cost ranging between $1 million and $1, mtilliu u iy

15. A third kind of outreach staffing has been discued by the tnuten-

tive Group: namely, a small complement of scientisto (prhaps thi ) ; iacl

Center who would not have long-term duties at headquartvr and who woulid b e

quickly available for assignment to new outreach projects 44 fu ejct

arose. It has been suggested that the budget for theos s ieni t4 wuId b

met largely or entirely out of the funding of the special piject in 'hui

they are engaged, and that they might be supported out of komut kitnd tIo

ing fund ereated out of the financing of bpeci4l proj~eat

16, CIMMYT, however, has been able to develop and toudut in.et pa :4

of outreach activities without any formal reserve of manpower. I has ui 5o

by making flexible use, for staff and outreach pupotses, of §ientiat otii

nally posted at the Center as visiting fellows,
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17. On the other hand, the program of ILCA already

reach staff, presumably including a ready reserve, would a jppor

the core budget. The Center envisages a complement of s o and a

scientists who are expected to spend extended periods of

quarters in assisting national programs of research and t a T

of scientists would rise from 14 in 1975 to 20 in 1978.

proportion of the core budget would decline from 30 to 20 

years, but, in 1974 dollars, would rise absolutely, from Almut S:A

about $1 million. This program, in principle, has already

the Consultative Group.

18. Two conclusions appear to emerge from the present ,;te o

activities. One is that more time and resources, with a largcr inpa,

staffs and budgets, are being devoted to the planning and conduct f

activities than may previously have been realized by mcmbers of the

tive Group and its Secretariat. The other is that it probably is

for the Centers, given their differing missions and their differin

economic settings, to staff and conduct off-campus activitis, i>nd

reach, in a uniform way. The problems of research on plaiLs pio ic

seed, for example, are different from those of research on plt

reproduced; a form of financing that may be feasible for cout

level of income may not be feasible for countries on a lower V

19. That makes it particularly important to have the e:

TAC on the program recommendations of the centers having o do0 wh

research or assistance to national programs. TAG is consider

subject at its meeting in February 1975, and the Consultative Cr

to draw TAC's attention to phases of the subject about wh ctim G

cularly feels the need of guidance.
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COMMETTS ON "INVESTMENT IN AGRICULTURAL RESEAiRCH" -
A SURVEY PAPER BY R E EVENSON

(Prof. Evenson's paper was presented to the
Consultative Group in Washington in November 1973)

Professor Evenson's paper prepared for the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research is addressed to three topics. Part I surveys data regarding
investment in agricultural research and extension; Part II considers studies of
the contribution of research activity to agricultural development; and Part III
discusses the prospects and problems of improving the information resources related
to the international research system.

Part I - Investment in Research and Extension

In Part I Professor Evenson considers the data at present available in making an
attempt to answer four questions:

(1) How much investment in agricultural research has been undertaken in national
research systems in the post-World War II period?

(2) How does investment in research compare with investment in extension?
What are the relative "prices" of research and extension resources throughout
the world?

(3) How can "quality" standardisation be achieved?

(4) How have internatendL aid donor flows influenced investment decisions by less
developed countries? What is the net effect of the shift of donor flows from
support of national systems to support of international centres on national
investment?

The answers to questions (1) and (2) require fairly comprehensive and comparable
data on agricultural research and extension for all countries of the world.
Eyenson a n d Kisleg have attempted to compile such data using both published
information and direct survey. Although they have made every effort to achieve
comparability they recognise that the results are subject to error resulting from
variation in coverage and differences in definitions particularly of scientist/
technicians and research/extension. Secondly inter-country or inter-region and
inter-temporal comparisons require that financial data is converted to common units -
in this case 1970 US$. The methods used to convert the data to 1970 real prices
is not stated but the results will differ according to the method used and the
basis chosen. The conversion to US$ has been made on the basis of official exchange
rates and as Professor Evenson recognises this may lead to some errors. We believe
that these errors may be considerable. In a recent study by the World Bank 2
P16feesor Kravis has shown that very different results are obtained for inter-
country comparisons depending upon whether official exchange rates or purchasing
power parities are used.

Because of the doubtful quality of some of the basic data and the errors that may
have arisen in conversion to 1970 US$ we suspect that the picture provided by the
results in Tables 1 and 2 of the paper is likely to give a distorted answer to
questions such as (1) and (2) above.

In Section 1.2 of Professor Evenson's paper the share of agricultural product spent
on research and extension is used to compare investment levels in different regions
in 1965, for which year rather more reliable data werecollected by Evenson and
Kisler. If the quality of the basic data can be improved to the extent where local
differences of coverage and concept are of insignificant importance, then a measure
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of this nature, independent of the problems of exchange rates, could be useful for
inter-country comparisons. Because of the problem of aggregating across countries
within a region this measure would not provide useful inter-region comparisons.
They would have little purpose in decision-making however unless they could becompared with some norm or target. We are not aware that such norms have beendetermined for developing countries and we do not believe that the use of normssuch as the share of agricultural product spent on research and extension indeveloped countries are necessarily relevant to developing countries.

It is not clear whether the figures used by Professor Evenson for agricultural
output are those for gross output or not but we believe they are. If so we are ofthe opinion that value added by the agricultural sector rather than gross outputwould provide a more meaningful comparison between countries with such dissimilartypes of agricultural industries and at such very different stages of economic
development. It i6 the value added component which is the measure of the contributionto the gross domestic product by the agricultural industry and it is to the increaseof this that research and extension is directed.

Professor Evenson discusses the various ways of measuring the output of research
activities, and the difficulties of taking into account the differences between
countries and between different types of research. Expenditure on research isrejected as a measure of output because of the different rates at which scientistsof a similar level are paid in different countries. Number of scientists or scien-tific man-years is rejected because of the difficulty of setting a suitable standardfor the quality of scientists themselves. The measure Professor Evenson prefers isthe number of research publications which meet the standards of certain internationalabstracting journals and this is the measure used in the research studies referred toin Part II. We do not believe that there is sufficient evidence at present to supportthis measure for inter-country comparisons of output. On the contrary we believe
that the measure could as well reflect the differences in institutional arrangements
for research and publication as it could differences in quantity or quality of output.We would wish to see evidence on the relative ease or difficulty with which aresearch scientist from a developing country can get his work published in comparisonwith similar quality work by a scientist from a developed country. Secondly webelieve teat it is possible that the institutional arrangements for agriculturalresearch work in many deeloping countries, particularly in Africa, are such thatthe rerults of tneir wor ar to a much greater extent embodied in internal memoranda,departmental reports and in their own extension activities than in the case inevelo countries.

Should further examinat n show that publications are an appropriate meaeure, weconsider tnat the methos o election and allocation of publications would need tobe reviewed. We would need to be sure that the editorial staff of interna tionalabstracting journals are able to make a uniform world-wide choice and also that thechoice, which must be subjective, is also consistent between journals and over time.Secondly we would need to be sure that the allocation of papers geographically wasrealistic. For example we are well aware that a considerable amount of researchwork in developing countries is carried out by UK expatriate staff. The results ofthis work, which will have been included in expenditure on research by developingcountries, are oftetn published after the scientist's return to the UK or for someother reason his address is given as that of his parent UK organisation. Thispractice obviously increases the number of papers allocated to the UK and reducesthose allocated to the developing country.

Professor Evenson attempts to answer question (4) in Section 1.4 of the paper andagain admits that reliable data, this time in respect of donor contributions to
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agricultural research in developing countries, arenot generally available. We are
not entirely clear if Professor Evenson is considering only multilateral aid to
research or total aid including bilateral assistance. Since he makes specific
reference to AID programmes we assume that he is considering total aid and consider
this is logical since multilateral and bilateral programmes must be intended to
reinforce each other. We suspect that Professor Evenson is under-estimating
support to national systems and have doubts as to whether "support for the
International Centres ....... now dominates the aid flow to agricultural research"
or that "the direct financial support for national systems franthe international
aid agencies is not going to be very large in most countries in the next ten or so
years". As far as the UK is concerned the contribution to the work of International
Centres is small in relation to our total assistance for agricultural research and
will probably continue to be so. We do not at present have regular data from which
the proportions can be determined but from a special exercise on UK aid to research
in 1972/73 it can be calculated that about 14% of our total aid to agricultural
research was allocated to the International Centres. We do not have information
on other donors activities in such detail but have no reason to think that they
devote more of their aid to the International Centres than to national systems.

Part II - The Pay-off to Investment in Research

In Part II of his paper Professor Evenson considers the pay-off to investment in
research. After a brief discussion of rates of return he reviews the two approaches
that have been used in attempting to evaluate the return on investment on research;
the transfer of knowledge from one country to another; and the possible differences
in returns between the more applied and the more fundamental agricultural sciences.

Based on his review Professor Evenson puts forward the following statements:

(a) The pay-off to research investment in the LDC regions of the world is
extraordinarily high;

(b) At least twice, perhaps three times as much growth, is purchased with the
research dollar, than with the extension and other programme dollars;

(c) There are no good substitutes for high-quality research systems;

(d) Technology transfer is a function of national research capability;

(e) The highest rates of return might well be realised in the more basic
research programmes.

With the exception of s ta te ment(b) for which we can see no justification, we
would accept all these statements although with a certain amount of reservation.

We have concentrated our review primarily on the commodity studies and to a lesser
extent on the regression methods of the aggregate productivity based studies. We
are critical of some of the assumption and underlying theory of many of the
indiv4dual commodity studies and our criticisms are set out in a separate more tecinical
naper. (See Annex) We are however of the opinion that it is theoretically possible
and, in many cases, practical using data related to individual commodities to
estimate the benefit arising from an innovation derived from a successful piece of
research. Furthermore, we believe that our criticism of the theoretical approach
and assumptions of these studies, if accepted, will not make very significant
differences to the results which would still indicate a high rate of return for
these particular innovations. We do not believe, however, that it is possible by
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these methods to separate the benefits arising from the research from the benefitsarising from the use of other resources employed in bringing about the innovation.de do not believe that all benefits resulting from an innovation, less otherimplementation costs, can be considered as arising from the research which led tothe innovation. This we believe must have been the reasoning behind Griliches'method of calculating the benefit to cost ratio in his study of hybrid maize.3
I t no doubt can be argued that without the r e s e a r c h t h e r e would be noresults to implement and thus no innovation and that therefore all net benefitsflow from the research. We believe that it can equally well be argued that withoutthe use of resources to implement the results of the research, no benefit to theeconomy would accrue from the research.

Studies of the benefits arising from particular research based innovation have allbeen based on successful research, and that which led to innovation. All researchhowever does not lead to innovation, either because the research itself isunsuccessful or inconclusive or, although the research is successful in a technicalsense, because of uneconomic implementation costs or some other reasons beyond thecontrol of the research worker. The benefits from successful research will have tocover the costs of the unsuccessful which will, to a certain extent, reduce thehigh rates of return calculated for individual successful innovations. The cost ofimplementa4-ion on an industry wide scale for agriculture is often very great inrelation to the cost of the underlying research. Although there is little evidenceavailable we think that the total cost of research, both successful and unsuccessful,will still be relatively small in relation to the cost of implementation and totalbenefits of successful innovations. Providing this is so then the effect of allow-ing for unsuccessful research on the rate of returns on research investment may notbe as great as might have been expected from the ratio of successful to unsuccessfulresearcn. For example, assume a successful innovation with benefits of 350, researchcost of 3 and implementation cost of 97. The benefit cost ratio is 3.5. Let usassume that only 5% of research leads to innovation which would imply that thisinnovation had to carry the burden of unsuccessful research of 57. This wouldreduce the benefit cost ratio only to 2.2.

On the evidence of the cost benefit studies based on individual commodities, webelieve that the rates of return to research are high, although perhaps not so highas some finding wol su gest. This is reinforced by the results of other studiesbased on regression methods which Professor Evenson has called "aggregate productivitybased studies ". We agree with him that regression methods which may be regarded aEmore objective could provide stronger evidence than cost benefit studies of thecontribution of research separately from implementation of the results. In practice,ovC`er, th- studies that we have been able to review are subject to a number ofdefects related to the choice and specification of variables. The most importantof these is the inability in our opinion to find a variable which can be consideredas a reliable or accurate measure of the knowledge or the dissemination of knowledgearising from research. The use of expenditure on research as a measure of its valuemay be regarded as begging the question and cannot reflect quality differences.
Attempts to overcome this have as far as we know been related to the use of publica-"ions as a measure. We have already argued in Part I above that we are far fromsatisfied with this as a measure of research.

3ince we are agreed on the evidence that the internal rate of return or the benefitto cost ratio of investment research is high, we believe it is reasonable to assumethat there is justification for further investment to the point where the internalrate is equal to the current price of capital or the benefit cost ratio is equal tounity. With limited funds it may however not be possible to take up all investmentprojects which satisfy the above criterion. Cost benefit techniques can however beapplied to rank projects and this ranking together with assumptions about the risksin undertaking the various projects, should enable those faced with the decisions
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about additional research investments to choose a rational portfolio. We therefore
believe that there is sufficient justification for the development of the cost
benefit commodity studies since they have a number of applications.

If we are to use these studies in determining future programmes of research involving
the ranking of projects, this has some relevance to the discussion of rates of return.
Professor Evenson has expressed a preference for the use of internal rates of return,
but, although these are commonly used for assessment of investment projects, we would
prefer net present value or benefits to cost ratio for this purpose as it is
generally accepted that net present value methods provide a better method for rank-
ing projects than do internal rates of return.

Finally we think it is important that it should be recognised that the benefits from
research based innovations are not the only pay-off to investment in research. The
other benefits arising from research are, however, even more difficult if not
impossible to quantify. From agricultural research there will be a certain spin-off
of knowledge which will not immediately be incorporated into an innovation but at a
later date will benefit, and thus reduce the costs of, some other development.
Research programmes also provide facilities for the training of the senior scientists
of the future and may provide the only environment in which the scientist can develop
his ability for scientific enquiry. These are also benefits which cannot be assessed
and normally only arise at a much later date. Professor Evenson has produced
evidence which suggests that only trained scientific staff in a research environment
are really capable of assimilating scientific knowledge from outside their field of
work and adapting it to their own particular needs. If a country or region neglects
its own scientific research capability it will not find it possible to fully
compensate by making use of technology transfers from elsewhere. It is clear that
these other benefits although they cannot be measured, all tend to reinforce the
general conclusions reached by Professor Evenson.

Part III - Information Resources for Policy

In Part III of his paper, Professor Evenson comments briefly on the information
required for policy decisions by aid donors, both bilateral and multilateral, in
connection with their assistance to agricultural research in developing countries.
lie proposes an information system which would provide answers to the problems of
how research is to be developed and how it is to be aided. He also discusses
alternative methods of achieving this. We agree for the need for such a system
but believe that consideration should be given even initially to something more
comprehensive. As we have said in Part II we believe that cost benefit studies
could have an important role to play in the managment of research programmes
provided the necessary information is available. We believe that the information
system should include this data. Much of it will be outside the field of agricult-
ural research being a part of the development of general agricultural statistics
and agricultural economic analysis. There is however a need for more and better
information on the research activities themselves. Particularly information is
needed on the costs of unsuccessful research including that which is technically
successful but does not lead to any innovation. Further information is also needed
on comparisons between experimental results and those obtained by the farmer and
also on the patterns and costs of implementation.

We believe that an information system which provides for all these needs will enable
the better management of research programmes. This should result in the selection
of research projects with a greater probability of success and with a greater
probability of implementation which in its turn should result in greater social and
economic benefits. This must surely be one of the primary aims of all aid donors
as well as international and national research organisations.
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ANNEX

A NOTE ON THE USE OF COMMODITY BASED STUDIES IN ESTIMATING THE PAY OFF TO
INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH

Introduction

Professor Evenson's Survey Paper brings together the results of a number of studies
of the benefits of agricultural research and on the evidence he concludes that there
have been substantial returns to investment in such research. Since his paper does
not present a critical evaluation of this evidence, we have made our own evaluation
and in general we agree with his conclusions. Nevertheless we feel that it is
worth pointing out what we see as flaws or limitations in the methods used in some
of the commodity based studies he cites. We feel there is room for further work
to improve the methods used in studies of this kind.

1. The use of Supply and Demand Analysis

Most of the studies base their measure of social benefit from research in agri uture
on supply and demand curves estimated for the crop under review. Ayer's paper)
clearly defines the "benefit area" as that enclosed by the d e m a n d c u r v e
and the with-innovation and without-innovation supply curves. The other papers
seem to us to have used effectively the same definition, which rests on the welfare
proposition that an innovation which gives a society the ability to produce more is
beneficial. Most people would assent to this proposition, but it must be stated
that it ignores the income distribution effects of an innovation. Also ignored
are the levels of and effects on employment. Today in developing countries in
particular, distribution and employment effects are considered to be of the first
importance. It is therefore for discussion whether the "benefit area" type of
measure can be suitably adapted to take them into account. This however is not
taken up in this paper.

We have investigated some of the theoretical properties of the benefit area as
defined by Ayer. The area is fixed by the intersection of the two long-run supply
curves with a single demand curve. We are therefore comparing two long-run
equilibrium positions on the same demand curve, and hence are assuming that tastes
and incomes of consumers and all the other variables which together fix the position
of the demand curve are the same in the two situations. Many of the innovation
studies have taken years to implement, and this assumption would clearly be
unjustified if attempts were made to draw curves reflecting the actual conditions
before and after the innovation. We feel that the right approach is to estimate
the demand curve existing after the innovation has been implemented and the long-run
supply curve existing at the same time, and then to draw a second hypothetical
supply curve reflecting what the supply situation would be at that time if the
innovation had not taken place. This seems to us to have been the approach used in
several of the historical studies.

To apply similar analysis to the potential benefits of proposed research we would
start from projections of demand and supply for the period after the results were
implemented.

2. Specification of the Supply Curve Shift

We think there have been mistakes in all the studies we have seen in drawing the
hypothetical "without-innovation" supply curve. 'The exact nature of the shift which
"loss" of the innovation would induce in the supply curve depends of course on th
nature of the innovation itself. Griliches in his study of hybrid corn in the US 2
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assumes that this particular innovation could be r e p r e a e n t e d as an over-
all percentage increase in yield. Provided the increase is approximately the same
for all producers in the industry, it seems a reasonable assumption and one which
would be applicable to most if not all innovations in agriculture. If the increase
were not approximately the same for all producers then the "without-innovation"
supply curve could have a very different shape, and the assumption would in conse-
quence be inappropriate. Our major concern, however, is that in specifying the
supply curve shift, all the authors we have studied have neglected to take into
account the effect of the innovation on the willingness to use resources which
would previously have been more profitably employed elsewhere, or not employed at
all. For ease of exposition at this stage it is better to work forward from the
without-innovation supply curve to the with-innovation curve. All the points on the
without-innovation curve which have a price coordinate above the equilibrium price
represent production which would be called forth by a long run price increase. But
this is exactly what an increase in yield for the same resources expended represents
to the farmers and the effect is to shift the supply curve as conventionally drawn
downwards (s ee Appendix I). At the same time, all the resources in the industry
will be able to produce (100x) percent more, where (1+x) is the factor by which
yields have changed. Thus if the original supply function were q = f(p), then we
would maintain that the with-innovation function, given the above assumptions, is
qa= (1+x)ff(1+x)pJ and not q = (1+x)f(p) as implied by the authors cited by
Professor Evenson.

3. Properties of the Benefit Area

Now we come to the effect that different supply and demand elasticities ha v e
on the size of the benefit area. The problem of m e as u r i n g th e elasti-
city of supply and th? size of the shift w s given c o n s i d e r a b 1 e attention
in the papers by Ayer and Ardito-Barletta . Grilichea 2 on the other
hand chose what he regarded as a minimum percentage for the shift and then examined
the effect 6f supply elasticity, again choosing that which he thought would give
the minimum benefit from the innovation. To a large extent the availability of data
will decide which of these approaches is adopted in a particular study and on
occasions it will be worth trying both. We were surprised to find however that
these different approaches led both Griliches and Ayer to the conclusion that
minimum benefit accrues to society for any given demand elasticity when the supply
is perfectly elastic and maximum benefit when supply is perfectly inelastic. Economic
theory led us to the opposite general conclusion. Our own mathematical analysis
supported this and we believe that Griliches and Ayer reached their result through
the application of an approximate elasticity formula in a situation where the supply
elasticity made very little difference to the size of the benefit area. In the
event their approximation was sufficiently inaccurate to reverse the correct result.

Consider first the economic theory in the case discussed by Griliches. If supply is
perfectly inelastic (ie resources do not enter or leave the industry in response to
price movements) then society must take the whole benefit of the innovation in terms
of additional corn. Given the relatively inelastic demand for corn which Griliches
postulates, the valuation placed by society on this additional corn is also relatively
low. But if supply is elastic in the same demand conditions, the long run price
fall induced by the innovation will encourage some resources to leave the corn
industry and produce other goods. In a competitive economy these goods must be
valued at least as highly as further additional corn at its new equilibrium price,
which with inelastic demand will be higher the more elastic his supply. A similar
argument to show that elastic supply involves greater social benefit from technical
change can be constructed for the case where demand is relatively elastic. In brief
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the principle is that innovations release resources and where supply conditions are
perfectly elastic these can be reallocated with maximum social benefit.

It is awkward to prove this result mathematically with complete generality, but we
have proved it for supply and demand curves which have constant elasticity through-
out the relative ranges, and for those represented by straight lines. The formal
analysis of these cases is presented below. From it we derived certain other
properties of benefit area which we have also tested graphically for other cases.
Firstly, when the elasticity of demand is unity, the benefit area is constant with
respect to the elasticity of supply. If the elasticity of demand is close to unity,
supply elasticity does not make much difference. From numerical examples in the
constant elasticity case we have shown that for values of the elasticity of demand*
between figures - 0.5 and - 1.85 the difference between the maximum and minimum
benefit areas will be less than 5% from an innovation equivalent to a 25% increase
in yield. Secondly, as the demand elasticity increases the importance of the
elasticity of supply increases rapidly. If the elasticity of demand is - 5 then
the benefit from a 25% increase in yield will differ between maximum and minimum
by 150%. This is clearly of importance when the approach favoured by Griliches is
used in studying a crop which has a high elasticity demand, although it does not
seriously affect his results for hybrid corn.

*The elasticity of demand k is defined as

q dp
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4 - Aalsis of the Benefit Area Assuming Constant Elasticitjes of Supplyand Demand

We start from1 a given equilibriui price aid quantity combination, whereprice a and quantity = b. So that our analysis will correspord with
conventionally drawn supply and demand charts, which show quantity on thehorizontal axis normally used in mathematics for the independent variable, wehave written the supply and demand functions unconventionally with price as afunction of quantity. The three functions required are

The demand curve P9 a( q , k < o, where k is elasticity of
demand

The without - innovation P1 a w > o, where w is elasticity ofsupply curve b/ supply

The with - innovation - - - w *
suppiy curve Pg ab W (1 + x) q " , x > o.

The initial equilibrium, E,, is where

P s

.e. where p = a and q = b as previously defined. The new equilibrium iswhere

-P D=- Pg

i.e. where q = b (1 + x) w

We do not need the value of p at this point. The area we require to evaluateIs that enclosed Ly the two supply curves and the demand curve. Let this be Athen

A f (P9 - P ) dq (Pe - Ps ) dq.

r)

tte ratj on we get

+ i 1) ( + 1)
A ab- - (1 + X) if k -IIw + 1 k + I1_I

or A = ab log (1 + x) if k -1.
The r it for k -1 shows that the benefit area A is independent of the value

the elasicity of wuppJ/ w. For any fixed value of k # -1 the value of Aw iI vaLry wi t! w, aId we oust now seek that value of w for whi ch A is minimised
a vo . We f ind that Lie deri vative dA/dw is

+ 
+ ++

1X -(1 x) - ( i) (k + 1) ( +
w w-+1) . (1 + x)l
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Consider - for values of k such that o > k > - 1. Then if we writedw
(w + 1) (k + 1) then u > o.

Substituting, we have

dA ab -Idw (w 1)2 
og (

dw - L1) - (1-+x)~ -u (1 + x)~"lg( x)

write y (1 x)"

thler u loge (1 + x) log y

now y - loge y > 1 since it can easily be proved by differentiation that
y - loge y has a minimum value of 1 when y 1.

Therefore (1 + x)u - u loge (1 + X) > 1

(1 + x)U -l> u loge (1 + x)

or 1 - (1 + x)-' u (1 + x) 11 loge (1 + x).

ab dA
Therefore since y ' dw

(w + 1) 2 ' dw *
dA

Now consider 7 for values of k such that k < - 1. Then if we write

v (w 1) (k ) then v > o.
w - k

Substituting, we have

dA ab L
r w 1 - (1 + x)v + v (1 + x)v log (1 X

dw w I+ 1)z

Wrte z =1+ x)v

then v log (1 + X) = log, z

now z - z loge z < 1 since it can easily be proved by differentiation that
z - z loge z has a maximum value of 1 when z = 1.

Therefore (1 + X)v - v (1 + x)v log (1 + x) 4 1.

1 - (1 - x)v + v (1 + x)v loge Il + x) > o.

Therefore snceab dA o...'refoe s'r~ce(W + 1 )2 > o, W > .

ince we have jlready shown that for k= -1 this benefit area is independent
w, we have now shov., that for all values of k the derivative dA/dw exists

for all w in the ra oe o < w < and is positive or zero. Hence the bene fit
a ea A is a monton~ic incrsing functio(n of w. Minimum beriefit occurs when
w o ni L;imilarly max wiu heneCi t whei w - ).

_. _ Analysisf t!_elene, 1 t A Cr oncerning lasti ci ties of Supply ad
Demand Represented by StraLgt Lines

Again we start from a given equilibrium price and quantity combination, where
price = a and quantity = b. The three functions required in this case are

The demand curve, assumed to be downward sloping

- q + (a + mb), i > c.
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The without - innovation supply curve, assumed upward sloping or horizontal
P- = nq + (a -nb), n > o.

The with - innovation supply curve

nq a -rib
';- (1 + x x > , n > .

The initial equilibrium, ET ,,a where

P -- pS

i.e. where p a and q = b as previously defined. The new equilibrium is Ewhere2
PD = Psi

i.e. where = (a + mb) (1 + x) 2 - (a - nb) (1 + x)
n + m (1 + x)2

We do not need the value of p at this point. The area we require to evaluateis that enclosed by the two supply curves and the demand curve. Let this beA then

A = F (PS - P3 1 ) dq + E2 (PD S- PI, ) dq.

On integration we get

bA 1 [(a + mb) (1 + x) - (a - nb)] 2
2 n + m (1 + x)2

for any fixed demand curve (i.e. fixed value of mn) the value of A will vary withSthe slope of the supply curve. We find that the derivative dA/dn is

dA 1 [b - (a + mb) (1 + x) - (a - nb) 2
dn 2 n + m (1 + x)2

which is negative for all values of n.
Therefore for any fixed value of m the benefit area A is a monotonic decreasing
function of n and the maximum value over the range n > o will occur when n o
and the minimum value when n

When n = o the supply curve is horizontal i.e. the elasticity of supply ininfinite and when n the supply curve is vertical and the elasticity of
supply is zero.
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APPApDiX 1

T. ikcriv':A of t) 4 IO~lth-rnovation u i CPve pcco 4. 0 0 novto

Let the without-innov at.o lon;-run supply curve be

q = f (p)

where q is the quantity the producers would choose to produce at price p.
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

September 13, 1974

TO: Center Directors

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Information on Outreach Activities

1. At the August meeting of the Consultative Group, it was agred
that the Secretariat should secure from Center Directors more comlete
information on their outreach programs, whether the programs were at an
early stage of operation or in the planning stage. A number of donorc
agencies have bilateral funds available for such activities, but are not
fully aware of the opportunities which might be available through the
various centers. They would welcome more systematic information on any
such programs which might merit their support. The Secretariat was there-
fore asked to secure this information from Center Directors in time to
make it available to donors at the October 30-31 meeting of the Consulta-
tive Group.

2. Although statements on proposals for outreach activities are ome
times included in program and budget documents, statements about proposali
have not been requested or received on a regular basis. Center Directors
are now asked to provide the Secretariat with more detailed and compre-
hensive statements which might attract the interest of donors.

3. This material would complement the information requested of
donors in the Secretariat's memorandum of September 12 on "Information on
Agricultural Research Activities"; the Secretariat would forward the infor
mation to all members of the Consultative Group. The general subject migh
also be discussed by the Consultative Group in October, with a view to de-
ciding what follow-up action might be useful.



(CONSULTATIV- 2ROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCII

1818 Hf St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

September 12, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Members of the
Technical Advisory Committee, and Center Directors

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Information on Agricultural Research Activities

1. At the most recent meeting of the Consultative Group, it was
agreed that donors should circulate lists of agricultural research
projects sponsored by them which are of potential interest to the
international agricultural research network. It was agreed that the
Secretariat would make suggestions concerning the content of such
listings, and that donors would circulate the information requested
in advance of the meeting of the Consultative Group at the end of
October.

2. From activities they are sponsoring or assisting, donor agen-
cies are now asked to provide a descriptive list of projects from which
the international centers might derive some benefit or to 4hich the re-
search programs of the centers might be capable of making a contribution.
The list should include (a) projects in which the donor is assisting
specific national research programs in developing countries and (b)
projects of research (whether in the donor country or elsewhere) which
are seeking results which would be broadly applicable to developing
areas (for example, work carried out on USAID contract by Oregon State
University to improve weed-control research in developing countries).

3. The Secretariat suggests that the most important points to cover
are:

a. Title of project.
b. Location of project; name and address of principal

project official.
c. Duration of project.
d. Scope and purpose of project.
e. Description of activity, including cost, ranyears

required and type of scientific effort, methods
of research being adopted.

f. Stage of development: what has already been accom-
plished; availability of reports.

g. Existing linkages with international centers or re-
search programs in developing countries.
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h. Likely future course and content of project.

i. Availability of training opportunities and

possibilities for collaborative research.

4. It is requested that two copies of each list he sent to each

nember of the Consultative Group, one to each member of TAC, one to

each Center director, and one to the Executive Secretariat, A m ailing.n

list is attached.

5. Depending on the amount and kind of material provided, menbers

of the Consultative Group may wish to discuss at their Octcber meetin7

whether and what kind of follow-up action would he helpful.

Attachment



(ONSULTATIVn GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULFURAL RI SEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

AUSTRALIA Mr. S. A. McLeod
Executive Director for Australia
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

BELGIUM Mme. S. Vervalcke
Administration Generale de la
Cooperation au Developpement

A.G. Building
5, Place du Champs de Mars - 12th Floor
Brussels, Belgium

CANADA Director
United Nations and Research

Program Division
Canadian International Development Agency
Jackson Building
122 Bank Street
Ottawa 4, Ontario
Canada

DENMARK Mr. Bjorn Olsen
Head of Department
DANIDA
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Amaliegade 7
Denmark

FRANCE Mr. H. Vernede
Commissaire du Gouvernement aupres des
Instituts de Recherche Spectalises
d'Outre-Mer

Rue Monsieur 20
75007 Paris
France

GERMANY Dr. Werner Treitz
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
Friedrich Ebertstrasse, 114
Bonn
Federal Republic of Germany
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JAPAN Mr. N. Akao

First Secretary (Economic)
Embassy of Japan
2520 Massachusetts Avenue, 1.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

NETHERLANDS Baron R. H. de Vos van Steenwijk

Financial Attache

Embassy of the Netherlands

4200 Linnean Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20008

NORWAY Mr. T. Ulvevadt

First Secretary

Embassy of Norway

3401 Massachusetts Avenue, 1.W.

Washington, D. C. 20007

SWEDEN Mr. Ulf Hjertonsson

Department of Development Cooperation

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Box 16121

Stockholm 16

Sweden

SWITZERLAND Dr. Rolf Wilhelm

Director of Projects

Swiss Technical Cooperation of the

Federal Political Department
Berne

Switzerland

UNITED KINGDOM Mr. W. A. C. Mathieson

Deputy Secretary

Overseas Development Administration

Eland House

Stag Place
London, S.W. 1
England

Mr. A. R. Melville

Chief Natural Resources Adviser

Overseas Development Administration

UNITED STATES Dr. Joel Bernstein

Assistant Administrator
Bureau for Technical Assistance

U.S. Agency for International Development

320 - 21st Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20523
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AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK Mr. A. B. Labidi
President
African Development Bank

B.P. No. 1387

Abidjan

Ivory Coast

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK Mr. S. C. Hsieh
Director, Projects Department

Asian Development Bank

P.O. Box 126, Commercial Center

Makati, Rizal D-708

Philippines

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT Mr. Alfred Wolf

BANK Program Advisor to the President

Inter-American Development Bank

808 - 17th Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20577

COMMISSION OF THE Dr. Gunther GrUner

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES European Economic Community

160 Rue de la Loi

Brussels

Belgium

FORD FOUNDATION Dr. David Bell
Vice President

The Ford Foundation

320 East 43rd Street

New York

New York 10017

Dr. Lowell S. Hardin

Program Adviser, Agriculture

The Ford Foundation

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION Dr. John H. Knowles
President

The Rockefeller Foundation

111 West 50th Street
New York

New York 10020

Dr. John A. Pino

Director for Agricultural Sciences

The Rockefeller Foundation

KELLOGG FOUNDATION Mr. Russell G. Mawby

President

The Kellogg Foundation

400 North Avenue

Battle Creek

Michigan
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT Mr. J. H. Hulse

RESEARCH CENTER Program Director

Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences

International Development Research Center
P.O. Box 8500

Ottawa

Canada KlG 3H9

ARGENTINA Mr. Marcelo Huergo

Second Secretary

Agricultural Office
Embassy of Argentina

1600 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20009

BRAZIL Mr. C. R. Mourao

Second Secretary

Embassy of Brazil

3006 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20008

MOROCCO Mr. N. el Ghorfi

Sous-Secretariare d'Etat

Ministere de l'Agriculture et
de la Reforme Agraire

Rabat

Morocco

NIGERIA Mr. Bukar Shaib

Permanent Secretary

Federal Ministry of Agriculture

Lagos

Nigeria

THAILAND Dr. S. Boon-Long

Inspector-General
Ministry of Agriculture

Bangkok

Thailand

EGYPT Dr. Hassan Baghdady

General Supervisor of Agricultural

Research
Ministry of Agriculture

Cairo, Egypt

PAKISTAN Mr. Ameer Ali
Food and Agricultural Counselor

Embassy of Pakistan

2201 R Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008
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ISRAEL Mr. Gideon Cohen

Agricultural Attache
Embassy of Israel

1621 - 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

ROUMANIA Mr. Mircea Raceanu

Frist Secretary
Embassy of Roumania

1607 - 23rd Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20008

MALAYSIA Mr. Enick Anuwar bin Mahmud

Director

Malaysian Agricultural Research and

Development Institute

Serdang, Selagner

Malaysia

FAO Mr. J. F. Yriart

Assistant Director-General

Development Department
Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations

Via delle Terme di Caracalla

Rome 00100, Italy

Mr. Peter A. Oram

Secretary
Technical Advisory Committee

UNDP Mr. William T. Mashler

Director, Division for Global and Inter-

regional Projects

United Nations Development Programme

866 United Nations Plaza

New York

New York 10017

IBRD Mr. M. Yudelman

Director
Agriculture & Rural Development

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

Mr. George Darnell
Senior Adviser

Agriculture & Rural Development

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
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MEMEEIhRS OY THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Sir John Crawford Dr W.D. Hopper
32 Melbourne Avenue Inlternational Development Research
Daaidn Centre

Canberra, ACT PO Box 85-0
Australia 2600 Ottawa

Canada Kla 3H9

Dr Hassan Ali aZTobgy
Regional Agricultural Adviser Dr I.E. Mrithi
Thu Ford Foundation Director of Veterinary Services
PO Box 2379r Veterinarj Research Laboratories
Beirut, Lebanon PO Kabe te

Kenya

Dr Vernon W. Ruttan
A gricultural Development Dr L. Sauger

Council Directeur
630 Fifth Avenue Centre de Recherches Agronomiques
!Jew York, NY Baribey
U3), Senegal

Dr Luis Marcano Dr H.C. Pereira
Presidente Ministry of Agriculture,
F undacion Shell Fisheries and Food
apar tado 809 lu Whitet ill Place
Caracas, Venezuela London, SdL1

England

Ing. Manuel Elgueta
Centro Tropical de Enoanza u Dr M.S. S waminathian

Inves w. i-cion Director General
[ICA indian Coancil of Agricultural
Tturialba esearcih and Sercretary to the

dost e ica Government of India
Krislii Bhaiwan
Dr itjencra Prasad Road

Dr Noboru Yariada New Deli - I
Direc Lor India
iauebI Tns tititu for Tropical

Agriaculturec
Mini try of Ag[riculture and Forestry Dr Guy ,>ernus
Tokyo, d t In O1)ffice de la iecherhe Scientifique

et Te.nutique Outre-Mer
24 Rue Bayard

or Deter Bomiur 75008 Paris

d lastitute 'for Diart Cultivation France

ntd je!d Research
iea esearch Center

uVokerode
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CETERd DIRE~CTURLS

Dr. H. R. Albrecht Mr. Haldore Hanson

Director General Director General

International Institute of International Maize and Wheat

Tropical Agriculture (IITA) Improvement Center (CIMMTT)

P.O. Box 5;320 Londres 40
Ibadan Mexico 6, D. F.

Nigeria Dr. Richard L. Sawyer

Dr. Nyle C. Brady Director General

Director International Potato Center (CIP)

International Rice Research Apartado 5969
Institute (IRRI) Lima

P.O. Box 583 Peru

Manila
Philippines Dr. John A. Pino

Chairman of the Board

Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Jr. International Laboratory for Research

Director on Animal Diseases (ILRAD)

Asian Vegetable Research and c/o The Rockefeller Foundation

Development Center 111 West 50th Street

P.O. Box h2 New York

Shanhna Tainan New York 10020

Taiwan (741)

Republic of China Dr. Jean Pagot
Director

Dr. R. W. Cumings International Livestock Center

Director for Africa (ILCA)

International Crops Research Institute P.O. Box 6321

for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) Addis Ababa

1-11-256, Begumpet Ethiopia
Hyderabad 16
India Mr. Jacques Diouf

Executive Secretary

Dr. U. J. Grant West African Rice Development

Director General Association (WARDA)

Centro Internacional de E. J. Roye Memorial Building

Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) P.O. Box 1019

Apartado Aereo 67-13 Monrovia

Cali Liberia

Colombia

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Chairman
International Board for Plant Genetic Resources

c/o Surrey, Karasik & Morse
1156 - 15th Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C.



International foundation for science : IFS'
Stockholm, Jine 1974

News Release

IFS RESEARCH GRANTS

The International Foundation for Science has approved seventeen

research grants to a total sum of $100.000 going to individual

scientists working in developing countries. The grants will cover

costs for equipment, instruments, chemicals, glassware, scientific

journals, and other expenses in connection with biological and

agricultural research projects. The grants have been concentrated to

five areas; aquaculture, legumes, food fermentation, forest soil

microbiology, and natural products.

1. Aquaculture

Aquaculture may become an important food resource in deve loping countries.

12% of the yearly world production of finfish for human consumption

comes from cultivated fish, which corresponds to 4% of the total

production of animal protein in the world (milk products excluded).

While the catches of food fish cannot be expected to be even doubled

due to natural limiting factors, the possibilities for an increased

production of fish from aquaculture are considerable. It is estimated

that the area for aquaculture can be increased ten times and that

the yield might be fivedoubled. Important species which may b

successfully cultivated are carp, milkfish, mullets, catfish and

Tilapia. The main problem is to produce enough fingerlings and how

to rear them. Fundamental studies of reproduction physiology is

therefore needed.

The IFS has distributed five grants for aquaculture research:

Breeding-of carp in fresh water (IvoryCoast)

Dr N. Kouassi, University of Abidjan, will undertake a study of the

natural reproduction cycle of Labeo coubie and related carp fishes.

The possibilities to induce spawning, the rearing, survival and

growth rate will be studied in the laboratory and experiments to

apply these results to ponds and barrages will be undertaken.

$5.000

Studies on _Chrysichtys nigrodigitatus (Nigeria)

Chrysichtys is a very popular fish in high demand in Nigerian markets.

It lives in both fresh and brackish water. Dr B. Ezenwa, Federal

Department of Fishery, Lagos, will study the distribution within

Nigerian waters to enable collection of fingerlings for stocking

ponds. He will study the possibility of hatchery production either

by breeding adults in a confined environment or by artificial

fertilization. Chrysichtys , which is limited to West Africa,

has not been used for aquaculture before.

$8.000

Grey mullets of India

Dr N.J. Sebastian, Department of Fisheries of Kerala, wants to study

how to induce spawning in commercially important species of grey

mullets and to conduct large scale rearing of their larvae.

$3 200
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Dr M.N. Kutty, Madurai University, Madurai, studies the influence

of temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen on the survival,

energy utilization and growth of the mullet Rhinomugil corsula.

$6.000

Improved sun-drying of fish (Senegal)

Dr 0. Diallo, Institute of Meteorological Physics, Dakar, studies

the construction of improved ovens for sun-drying of fish. Fish is

a most important source of animal protein in Senegal, but the

traditional methods of fish-drying leads to considerable losses in

quantity and quality of the sun-dried fish. Improved processing

methods are therefore needed.

$3.600

2. Vegetables, grain legumes and tubers

The IFS research programme in this field is directed towards support

to research on subsistence agriculture crops. The aim is to improve

the yield and the nutritional quality of locally consumed food crops.

The grain legumes are especially important as they are nitrogen-

fixing. Important legumes are soybeans, chickpeas, pigeon peas,

horse beans and cow peas.

Tubers are important staple foods in many tropical countries. Little

research has been done on yams and cocoyam. The same is true with

different types of vegetables as cabbage, lettuce and other locally

used legumes.

Two grants have been distributed:

Genetic improvement of yams (IvoryCoast)

Dr B. Tour6, University of Abidjan, Abidjan, has begun a study of the

possibilities of genetic improvement of yams in West Africa. He

is building up a collection of cultivated and wild yams and will

study its flowering and the possibilities of developing hybrides.

The variability between and within different clones of yams will be

studied. Yam is an important tuber in the whole of the tropic West

Africa, and is cultivated on 20% of the area for food crops.

$9.100

Rhizobia in tropical legumes (Malaysia)

Mr S. Padmanabhan and Dr W.J. Broughton, University of Malaya, Kuala

Lumpur, will try to develop bacteria strains suitable for inoculation

on local grain legumes, especially on soy beans. Rhizobia have been

isolated from about 40 different legumes. The primary object of this

research is to solve nodulation problems among commercially important

legumes. The nitrogen-fixing capacity, the competitiveness and the

persistence of promising rhizobia will be studied.

$7.000

3. Food fermentation

Fermented foods play an important role in many poor households.

Fermentation of grain legumes, peanuts, cereals, fish, fruits, etc.,

is used to increase the nutritional quality, raise the protein content,

improve digestability and storage life of the product. Systematic

studies of the traditional fermentation processes may result in new

or improved products and processes.
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Microbial fermentation studies on "tauco", a soy bean paste (Indonesia)

Dr F.G. Winarno, Bogor Agricultural University, Bogor, will undertake

studies on "tauco", a fermented soy bean paste, traditionally consumed

by a large number of the Indonesian population, particularly by the

low income families. Production is still done in small scale industry,

using very simple methods. The use of single or mixed cultures and

the various conditions will be studied.

$8.500

Preserving of microbiological cultures (Indonesia)

Dr S. Saono, Treub Laboratory, Bogor, will improve techniques of

preserving cultures of non-pathogenic microorganisms, which are important

for the microbiological work in Bogor.

$2.500

Development of cheap high-protein foods (Malaysia)

Dr Ho Coy Choke, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, will undertake

analyses of ontjom fermentation for content of protein, carbohydrates,
lipids and nucleic acids for evaluation of nutritional value. He

will further study the possibilities to isolate and select mutants

of the active bacteria in the ontjom fermentation, Neurospora

intermedia , for improved content of protein in essential amino acids.

$8.500

4. Forest soil microbiology

In large tropical areas the original rain forests are rapidly dis-

appearing or have already been destroyed. As a result the ecological

balance is disturbed, leading to soil impoverishment and soil erosion.

In several countries afforestation projects have therefore been

initiated, both with indigenous and exotic species. When exotic pine

species, suitable for paper pulp production are introduced, it is

necessary to inoculate the soil with fungi, which can form mycorrhiza

with the tree roots. The mycorrhiza enables the tree to utilize

available phosphor and nitrogen which otherwise is not accessible.

Very little is known about this mycorrhiza, if it can be introduced

in pure culture and which fungi are the most efficient in different

soil types.

The IFS has distributed two grants for mycorrhiza research:

Pine mycorrhiza inGhana'_safforestation programme_(Ghana)

Dr A. Ofosu-Asiedu, Forest Products Research Institute, Kumasi, will

study the most suitable and economic procedures to field inoculation

of pines with mycorrhizal fungi, the mass production of suitable

fungi and the performanc-e of the inoculated pines. The natural.

occurrence of pine mycorrhizal fungi in Ghana will be investigated

as well as the efficiency, adaptation, competitive ability of

survival in Ghanaian soils.

$5.000

Mycorrhiza associations in-tropical pines grown inNigeria

Dr Z. Momoh, Savanna Research Station, Zaria, to identify existing

mycorrhizal fungi in plantations, study their biology and effect on

the trees. The project includes research for other fungi capable

of suitable associations with pines in Nigeria and unsensitive to

the high temperature and long dry seasons in northern Nigeria.
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5. Natural products

The extraction of natural products from local plants, wild or cultivated,
is a source of great importance for the production of medical and
pharmaceutical drugs, and other economically important products.

Synthesis, structure modification and biological testing of natural
occurring anthelmintic substances (Thailand)

To Dr V. Reutrakul, Mahidol University, Bangkok, to study diospyrol
and hydroxystilbene, locally well known drugs against hookworms.
Diospyrol is extracted from plant fruits which are available only
seasonally and the extract is susceptible to air oxidation. If an
effective anthelmintic agent can be obtained at a reasonable cost
it will contribute tremendously to the well-being of the Thai people,
as infections from intestinal worms are wide spread.
$8.000

Studies on antithiamin factors of tea in causing beriberi (Thailand)

To Dr S. Vimokesant, Mahidol University, Bangkok, to study the
significance of antithiamin factors from tea in causing thiamin
deficiency in humans and to determine the reaction between thiamin
and tannic acid and the biological value of the reaction products.
The project aims at finding practical ways of improving the thiamin
status of the Thai people in northern Thailand who chew fermented
tea leaves as a stimulant.
$3.700

Determination of alkaloids of Iranian Glauciums (Iran)

To Dr I. Lalezari, Teheran University, to study wild growing glauciums
in Iran and to extract, isolate, identify and determine the alkaloids in
the plant. The project will be followed up by pharmacological studies
on separated alkaloids. It is expected that substituents for codeine
and other opium alkaloids may be found, which might decrease the need
of production of opium as a source of antitussive agents.
$9.800

Study on medical plants - Adinia loba ta and Vernonia colora ta
(IvoryCoast) -

To Dr A.L. Djakour6, University of Abidjan, to extract, separate
and study the alkaloids of A dinia and Vernonia. The work is under-
taken in close cooperation with a group studying the pharmacological
effects on the extracts.
$3.500

Studies on cinnamon to improve the quality and production (Sri Lanka)

To Mr A.L. Jayawardene, Ceylon Institute of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Colombo, to study the chemical differencies of cinnamon oils
due to geographic location and soil condition and studies of the
chemical composition of the different endemic varieties of cinnamon.
Cinnamon is the major spice produced in Sri Lanka which supplies the
world with 58% of its cinnamon. The results are expected to be useful
for the improvement of the quality of the cinnamon.
$8.500
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NEW MEMBERS

The International Foundation for Science, established May 26, 1972,

admitted eight new members from Belgium, Finland, Ivory Coast, Niger,

Norway, Senegal and Sudan at the third Interim Board meeting May 17,

1974. The Foundation has now 32 Member Organizations.

Argentina Academia Nacional de Ciencias Exactas, Fisicas y Naturales

Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas

Belgium Acad6mie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-

Arts de Belgique

Koninklijke Academie voor Wetenschappen, Lettren en

Schone Kunsten van Belgie

Canada The Royal Society of Canada

Chile Academia de Ciencias

Denmark Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab

Egypt Academy of Scientific Research and Technology

Finland Soumalainen Tiedeakatemia

Societas Scientiarum Fennica

France Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer

Ghana Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

India Indian National Science Academy

Indonesia Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia

Iran University of Teheran

Israel The Israel National Academy of Sciences and Humanities

Ivory Coast Association Scientifique de Cote d'Ivoire

Japan Japanese National Liaison Committee for IFS

Rep. of Korea National Academy of Sciences

Netherlands Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen

Niger Conseil National de la Recherche Scientifique et

Technique

Norway Det Norske Videnskapsakademi i Oslo

Pakistan National Science Council

Philippines Science Foundation of the Philippines

Senegal La D6ligation G~n6rale a la Recherche Scientifique et

Technique

Sudan The National Council for Research

Sweden Ingenjbrsvetenskapsakademien

Kungliga Vetenskapsakademien

Tanzania Tanzania National Scientific Research Council

Thailand National Research Council

United States American Academy of Arts and Sciences

National Academy of Sciences
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GRANTING PROGRAMME FOR 1974

The aim of the IFS grants is to promote meritorious research in
developing countries. The grants, providing for equipment, expendable
supplies, literature, etc, go to young scientists from developing
countries, on condition that the research activity takes place in the
territory and for the benefit of the developing country. The criteria
for a grant are the ability of the applicant and the quality and promise
of the research project and its relevance to the needs of the country.

The Foundation has limited its granting work to biological and
related sciences. Within this field five priority areas have been chosen
in order to increase the impact of the granting work and to facilitate
the establishment of regional contacts between scientists working
with the same problems.

The priority areas for IFS grants are:

Aquaculture. Research on fish and shell-fish which are used
for human food. Fry production, genetic improvement, feeding,
cultivation techniques.

Vegetables, grain legumes,_tubers and forage crops. Research
on plant morphology, physiology, pathology, genetic improvement,
cultivation techniques and processing methods,

Fermented foods. Improvement of microbiological cultures,
fermentation processes and application of new cultures to
process agriculture products and agriculture waste.

Forest soil_ microbiology. Studies on mycorrhiza in connection
with introduction of pine species. Research on physiology,
ecology and symbiotic efficiency of different fungal species.
Development of pure culture inoculation of mycorrhizal fungi.
Root symbioses in forest treesincluding ectotrophic mycorrhiza
endotrophic mycorrhiza and nitrogen fixing root nodules.

Natural_ products. Purification, isolation and utilization of
natural products of possible economic importance (medicines,
insecticides etc). Structure elucidation and phytochemical
studies, including search of new sources of natural products.

Support may also be given to social and economic research connected
with IFS grants in above mentioned areas, e.g. on acceptance and use
of new products and processes.

For more information about the Foundation and its granting programme,
write to

International Foundation for Science
Dr Olof Edqvist, Executive Secretary
Box 5073
S-102 42 STOCKHOLM 5
Sweden

Telephone: 08/22 07 60
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AGENDA FOR BELLAGIO VI

Theme of the conference: Strengthening national agricultural research systems

Sessions: A.M. - 9:00 - 12:30
P.M. - 3:00 - 6:00

Tuesday, March 19, 1974

Chairman: G. F. Darnell

Session 1, A.M.

Subject: Needs and opportunities in strengthening national research
systems as seen by FAO, P. A. Oram

Subject: Some considerations in strengthening national research
systems, S. Wortman

Session 2, P.M.

Subject: Strengthening agricultural research and food production
services in the LDC's: some emerging problems and
questions, F. F. Hill and L. S. Hardin

Wednesday, March 20, 1974

Chairman: J. A. Pino

Session 3, A.M.

Subject: A view from the inside I: organizing agricultural research
in Nigeria, B. Shaib

Subject: A view from the inside II: agricultural research in Ecuador
F. Portilla

Session 4, P.M.

Subject: Linking research institutions in the developed countries with
research in international centers and in national programs,
A. R. Melville
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Thursday, March 21, 19T4

Chairman: J. Bernstein

Session 5, A.M.

Subject: Regional activities to strengthen and service national
programs, R. D. Havener

Subject: International centers' participation in building national
research and training programs, N. C. Brady

Session 6, P.M.

Subject: Resume of conference
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Strengthening National Agricultural Research Services
(Notes on Bellagio VI Conference March 19-21, 1974)

The Situation

The present requirement for increased food production is such that many

national agricultural research services are called upon to step up their per-

formance. Conditions favoring this development include the following:

1. The world food situation. Newly developing and industrialized nations

are increasingly aware of their precarious position with respect to the avail-

ability and costs of required food supplies. Thus it is expected that more

governments (developing and developed) will make sustained commitments to agri-

cultural development.

2. Technology generation. Improved technology - high-yielding varieties,

good production practices, better farming systems - capable of making a dif-

ference is becoming available; additional promising advances are in the pipe-

line. The demonstration effect is positive. It is increasingly recognized,

however, that effective use of this flow of internationally generated technology

requires careful testing, modification, and adaptation to local conditions.

3. Global problem-solving system. A global system for solving food produc-

tion problems is taking form. This worldwide network, imperfect as it now is,

can extend from the farmer-producer back through his state and national insti-

tutions to research centers and universities in the industrialized nations.

In over-simplified form, the emerging nature of these linkages is reflected thus:

Farmers

National Agricultural Research Services in LDC's

International Agricultural Resource-Base
Research Centers; Regional Institutions in
Service Units, Networks Industrial Nations
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4. Pressure on national research institutions in LDC's. With respect to

the global problem-solving system, the conference observed that:

A. Specialized capabilities of resource-base institutions in the

industrialized nations are now being more effectively linked into the system.

Connections between such resource bases and the international centers, as

fostered by recent grants and contracts, should add importantly to the system's

capacity to resolve some rather critical biological, agronomic and, perhaps,

economic problems.

B. International agricultural research centers now exist, or are in the

process of development, to deal with the major food crops, animals, and as-

sociated production problems. Effort should therefore be devoted to bringing

these centers on stream so that their research, training, and outreach potential

may be fully exploited. To help assure that adequate resources continue to be

available to the existing international centers, some caution should be observed

in the formation of additional international agricultural research and training

institutes, at least for the next few years.

C. Advances are possible in national agricultural research services and

in provision of the requisites for their success. More trained people are in

place. These young scientists are increasingly attuned to the larger system in

which their institutions are critical links. A major objective of the inter-

national centers and other assistance agencies should be to help strengthen

these national research services. While insights are being gained into how

this may be done, the process is nevertheless complex and differs from one

country to another.

Mounting evidence demonstrates that actual returns to nations on invest-

ment in successful agricultural research is high; and, in the judgement of this
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conference, it is essential that the process of strengthening national capacities

be accelerated. The need is apparent, we have insights into means of doing it,

and the timing is propitious.

D. At the producer level (where the actual production increases must be

obtained) generally favorable prices offer strong inducement to increase output.

Projections of continuing food shortages and population increases suggest that

these relationships are likely to continue. The producers' real concerns, and

those of responsible governments, relate to getting access to and understanding

relevant technology; obtaining the required production requisites, especially the

indispensable fertilizers, fuel, seeds, and plant protection products. For the

development of these and other essential food-production services, farmers have

every right to look to their state and national agricultural research institu-

tions and related agencies.

Some actions to strengthen national institutions discussed at the conference

The conference concluded that for reasons mentioned above it was highly

desirable that donors, recipient nations, international institutes, and others

review and analyze existing or contemplated activities to strengthen national

research systems. Further, it was the consensus that most of these discussions

should be held jointly so that all parties would be fully informed. Failure to

do so would be less efficient and might be misunderstood by some of the in-

terested groups.

Among the types of action identified and discussed by the conference were

the following:

A. Direct actions:

1. Establish more outreach projects and otherwise encourage more

direct participation of the international centers in national programs. The



group favored center involvement in national programs but recognized that

caution should be exercised to assure that core program would not suffer.

2. Utilize existing regional centers and selectively create new

ones to provide diagnostic and planning functions and to coordinate and

transfer to national programs the technology arising elsewhere in the world

system. This approach was seen as desirable provided the regional centers

are closely associated with the international centers.

3. Increase the involvement of centers of excellence in the

developed countries and in the LDC's in the national programs of agricultural

research. Some of this is going on, but much more is possible.

4. Establish an international organization capable of supplying a

range of support functions to national research programs on a contractual

basis using long-term, highly experienced staff. This is a new activity and

one which warrants further study.

5. Under bilateral agreements, assemble ad hoc teams for the

range of activities referred to in "4." Some of this has been done by various

donor agencies, but with variable results.

6. Establish a diagnostic planning unit based on a small core

staff of highly qualified scientists and administrators to help developing

countries diagnose problems, analyze needs, develop plans, and establish pri-

orities for strengthening agricultural research systems. This unit could be

affiliated with any one of several presently existing agencies or it could be

a new and independent undertaking.

B. Indirect actions:

1. Assist in the mobilization of advanced scientific capabilities by

means of active information services concerning research in progress and talent



available, by involving advanced centers in LDC research programs, and by

improving consultancy services.

2. Improve training for medium- and long-term manpower. Many

institutions are involved in this activity. Continued attention to making

the training relevant to LDC conditions is needed.

3. Build research components into development projects and tie

this research to the international network.

4. Conduct additional workshops and conferences on strengthening

national programs.

5. Establish a special advisory group similar to TAC to study

needs and means of strengthening national programs and to assist donors,

national groups, and network units in the development of efficient cooperative

activities.

The next step

The above actions were seen as presently or potentially important means

of strengthening national research programs. Some are well established, and

their continuation appears to be highly desirable. Others are untested, and

the consensus was that further analysis and discussion are needed. Toward

this end, and toward developing a better understanding of work now under way,

the following actions were identified by the group:

A. Invite donor agencies to circulate descriptive lists of their projects

related to international agricultural research programs and research being

undertaken in or on behalf of the LDC's. It was suggested that the CGIAR

Secretariat be asked to specify format and other details for this listing and

to circulate the assembled material to all participating agencies. They might

also arrange a one-day program, possibly just before the CGIAR meeting in
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November, 1974, to discuss this work. Both donor representatives and inter-

national center representatives should be present.

B. Consideration should be given to convening a conference about

one year from now to bring together donor agencies, officials from the develop-

ing countries, and others to review various of the subjects listed in the pre-

ceding section. The group expressed particular interest in further discus-

sion of items "4" and "6" of the "direct-action" list and "1," "2," and "1 5 1 on

the "indirect" list of the previous section. It was suggested that some of-

ficials from the LDC's be present to describe their programs and that a few

case histories be studied which deal with efforts to strengthen national re-

search systems and means of putting technology to use.

It was suggested that The Rockefeller Foundation accept an organizing

role in relation to this conference, drawing on other groups and individuals

for advice on planning and execution. Attention was called to the fact that

several meetings planned by FAO, UNDP, IBRD, and others will bear on this same

subject and that an effort should be made to benefit by their discussions in

planning the proposed meeting.



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

March 18, 1974

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
Australia

Dear Sir John:

I was glad to have your letter of March 5, concerning the interest
of the Papua-New Guinea Development Bank in the work of the centers and
concerning the status of proposals for improved agricultural research
in West Africa. We are looking forward to your visit to the Bank in
late April so as to discuss a number of matters concerning the Consulta-
tive G-oup and would take up these two questions with you again as you
suggest. Meanwhile, I am setting out what I think about the two matters
you raise.

First, there is the request of the Papua-New Guinea Development
Bank for advice on the work being done in IITA and CIAT and, in future,

in the animal research stations which we are esLblishing. IITA is work-
ing on all three crops you mention, yams, cassava, and soybeans, with
particular reference to small holders. I am enclosing a copy of IITA's
1974 budget proposal which does indicate recent work and proposals now
being applied in their research program. Last week,Herb Albrecht was
in the Bank on his way back from the Center Directors meeting at CIAT
and I discussed the two points in your letter with him. He would be happy
to have the Development Bank write to him directly and would then be pre-
pared to make contacts between his staff and the New Guinea people. le
suggests that, on hearing from New Guinea, he could let them have the
final report which is about to be issued on their 1972 research and the
relevant papers based on the February 1974 review of their work program.
I am sure too that he would have them put on the list for IITA's newsletter
and other occasional publications. It would be useful for the Development
Bank to specify directly to him the various lines of interest that they have.

Concerning CIAT, I am enclosing the similar document for 1974 on pro-
gram and budget together with a copy of its 1972 Annual Report. The Center
also has the only operating livestock programs for the international centers
and perhaps the beef and swine work would interest New Guinea. I intend
writing a short note to Jerry Grant so that he will be aware that he may hear
from the Development Bank. We can leave the question of the livestock re-
search centers to discuss in April.
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I thought it best to send the material now available to you so that
you could make the contact again with the Development Bank and at the same
time invite them to contact directly Dr. Albrecht and Dr. Grant whose
full addresses I have attached.

The "Betsche proposal" on rationalizing research in West Africa forms
part of a larger picture of which you are well aware including questions

of cooperation with the French in the CG, the need for closer relations
between anglophone and francophone research in Africa, the desire of IITA

to expand its outreach activities particularly in francophone countries --

and also the question of the effective operation of WARDA.

I have yet to take up with the West African Regional Office the re-
sults of their own review of Roger Rowe's memo of January 31 on this subject,
which I sent you. At the same time, Mr. Baum has reviewed the comments of
the French Alternate Executive Director, Mr. Faure, at the time of the 1974
IDA allocations to the centers, a copy of which I sent to you, and is ask-

ing us to take up with him the matter of our approach to collaboration with
the French, starting from the exchange of letters between Giscard d'Estaing
and McNamara in February 1973 when the French Minister put the trypanosomiasis
proposal to him and urged that the CG support expanded programs in existing
institutes in addition to creating wholly new ones.

By the time you come in April, I hope we will have a number of points
to discuss with you on this rather broad and complex subject. I am attach-
ing for your information both the Board summary on the IDA discussion which
includes the French intervention and also the English extract of an article
on agricultural science and research in Sub-Saharan Africa which proposes
the creation of a Sahelian Institute of Agronomics which would have both

training and research objectives. The journal from which this is extracted
is called Techniques and Development and is published in Paris under the
auspices of GERDAT and related French research institutes operating in Africa;
this is from the November/December, 1973, issue. Finally, of course, we will
have to see what benefit we can get from the CARIS pilot project in any review
of West African matters.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosures

cc: Mr. Yudelman'
Mr. Leslie Helmers
Mr. Roger Rowe
Mr. A. A. Neylan

BMC:mcj



73 2264 32 MELBOURNE AVENUE,
DEAKIN,
CANBERRA, A.C.T. 2600

5 March 1974

Mr Bruce Cheek,
consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research,
C/- IBRD,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
WASHINGT DC 20433. U.S.A.

Dear Bruce,

Would you be good enough to tell me what can be done to meet the
request of the Papua New Guinea Developinent Bank for advice on the work

being done in IITA and CIAT and, in future, the work of the animal stations
in Africa or anywhere else we establish one. The Bank is particularly
anxious to try and develop vegetable work in yams, cassava and soya
beam, among smallholders. If at all possible I would like them sent the
Annual Reports and any other documnts that set out the nature of the work

being done, than allaWing the Bank to correspond direct on matters of
interest to the staff there. Please do anythiing you can now, but you may

wish also to talk with te about it when I come in late April.

Thank you for keeping re informed about BCtsche's i.deas. TAC's work.-

cannot be reduced to a station by station reviewi of what is going on within

a hundred or nore nations. It can, hcrever, give strong blessing to efforts

to review what is going on in important areas likhe West Africa anid East

Africa. This would be a first step to encouracing rationalisation of effort

akin to, but certainly not necessarily identical in form to, WARlDA. This
is a matter I would like to discuss further with you and your colleagues

in April.

Yours sincerely,

(J. G. Crawford)

Jp



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT DCORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 13, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: Workshop on Role and Function of International Agricultural

Research Centers

There will be a conference at CIAT in the week of April 22, 1974,
sponsored by FAO and the UNDP, for the senior agricultural advisers
and the resident representatives of these two organizations in Latin

American countries.

The draft agenda is:

1. To inform participants of the work of the centers;

2. To inform the centers of the research activities in

countries where the centers are operating;

3. To exchange views with the staff of the centers re-

garding what each sees as the major national research

needs;

4. To examine the extent to which such needs are being

catered for by the center programs;

5. To encourage better cooperation between the centers,
national research and extension activities, particularly

with reference to FAO/UNDP technical assistance in

national programs and projects; and

6. To identify where and how new technology can be more ef-

fectively utilized with the aim in particular of advis-

ing governments and clarifying the country program

objectives of FAO/UNDP.

cc: Mr. Yudelman

Mr. Fransen

BMC:mcj
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GUATEMALA

- ICTA -

ICTA is a decentralized autonomous organization of the Agricultural Sector of the Go-

vernment of Guatemala. It is a new institution, inaugurated in May of 1973, for the

purpose of contributing to agricultural production and rural development. The common

ly used letter designation is ICTA, which in Spanish stands for the Instituto de Ciencia

y Tecnologia Agricolas.

ORGANIZATION

ICTA is governed by a Board of Directors headed by the Minister of Agriculture of Gua-

temala. In addition, ex-oficio members are the Ministers of Economics and Finanace,

the Head of the Economic Planning Council, and the Dean of the School of Agronomy,

and one citizen at large, named by the other members of the Board.

The chief executive officer is the Director General (Gerente General).

Sub-Directors can be named as needed. The Administrative Services, headed by the
Administrator, include officers of personnel, purchasing, accounting, cashier and budget.

A program office will be established and will include preliminary or feasibility studies,

programing and evaluation, although how best to conduct this latter aspect has n o t

been decided. The principal program operating arm of the institute is the Technical

Unit, headed by the Technical Director.

RESPONSIBILITIES

It is the responsibility of ICTA to carry out research to solve agricultural problems

which are related to the welfare of the rural population, to produce materials and

determine methods to increase agricultural production, to promote the application

of technology at the farm level and to contribute to rural development.

It is also the responsibility of ICTA to contribute to training of personnel at all levels
needed for agriculture.



AREAS OF ACTv'TIES

As previously mentioned, ICTA is a new organization and its programs are not fully
developed.

Initially, ICTA will concnitrafe on production of basic grains (corn, beans, rice, wheat
sorghum), horticultural crops ard swine.

ICTA operutes as the main technological arm of the Government of Guatemala for
agricultural production. It conducts researcr, ic. s own, experiment stations and on
private farms. The aim is to determine technologicai packages for economic produc-
tion and promote their application, working directly with farmers.

ICTA has a major educational and training plan to improve capabilities of its own per
sonnel in universities and international institutions through short courses and longer
term academic programs financed by foundations, funding agencies, international in-
stitutions and their own funds.

ICTA is developing a plan for agricultural production training in Guatemala starting
in 1975.

POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY

ICTA is a member of the govemrmental sector and determines its programs in collabora-
tior with the Minisnr of Agrculture, the National Planning Council, the Sector Plan-
ni-g Office, and other institutions of the Agriculture Sector.

The programs of ICTA are directed toward contributing to increased production and the
welfare of the small and medium sized farmer.

ICTA scientists are not only responsible for developing technology but also for its uti-
lity and its application.

ICTA believes that the appropiate technology can only be developed by studying the
problems at the farm level and in consultation with the farmer, and by testing th e
technology with farmers before practices are recommended.

ICTA must concern itself not only with the technology of agriculture, but also the cus
toms of the farmer and his family, availability of imputs and credit, markets, economic
feasibility, infrastructure, and the general quality of rural living.



iCTA must coordinate its progrars and activities with the National Agricultura Ban, th

National Marketing Organization, with the General Servic:es of the Ministry of Agricutue

and other groIps related to the rural sector, and other sectors such as health and eaucation.

PRESENT STAFF

the technica staff of iCA J i at presen hera Nvember I973), am ong

temalan personne I Ph. D, and 5 M. S. and about 28 uiversity graduates.

PROGRAMS AND MAJOR AREAS OF WORK

Principai Areas and Producrs

As previously mentioned, iCTA wifl initiate work principally on production of basic food

grains, borticuture and swine. The activties related to each product will be largely

concentrated in selected areas of Ene coun:ry within four eograiphic and ecologic areas,

the pr i areas of produc ion as fohow :

&- CeClc hgands: c wheat, an-d bea' ad horticulture, the latter two of lower

priori ty;
Eastem foohi and pacins beans, Cc-, sorghum, rice and swine;

- Northeastern lowiands h cu'r a-
- Pacific Coast: corn and ssa a% ociated crop,

Spec fic

- ¼e:Nice Q e 'ork Is beirng .rries cuq a exper ient stations rad private Farms

a eo This work is des;igned argey s and identify available technology.

- Quetzaltenango: corn, wheat, patatoes;
- Chimaltenango: corn, wheat, potatoes, beans;

- San Jer6nimo: corn, bears, horticulture;

- La Fragua: no work being conducted but horticulture under irrigation is being

planned for 1974.
-- Los Amates: rice;
- Monias and lpala: Beans, rice, sorghum;

-- La Mquina: corn, sesame.

The headquarters for the swine work and production training will be established at Cuyuta.
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Soybean adaptation trial were seeded in 1973. A modest seem will be budgeted for further
preliminary studies during 1974.

Production Work with Farmers

No major activities in production work with farmers have been initiated as yet. It is planned
to organize production teams to work in limited areas of the Highlands, the Eastern foothills
and plains, and the Pacific Coast to test technological packages in collaboration w ith
farmers starting early in 1974. It is projected that this work will be expanded into maior
thrusts to increase production.

TECHNICAL AID AND NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Technical assistance and cooperation with national and international organizations was taken
into consideration since the beginnning of the planning of ICTA.

1. Agreement for Technical Assistance with CIAT

Even before ICTA was inaugurated, an Agreement for Technical Assistance was signed
between the Government of Guatemala and the International Center of Tropical Agri-
culture (CIAT) of Colombia.

Under this Agreement, CIAT has assigned two professionals to Guatemala to work with
ICTA, a technician assigned to CIAT by the Rockefeller Foundation to work with the
General Manager, and another technician, using donation funds of that Foundation to
work as Technical Director. CIAT has named the first technician mentioned as its
Representative in Guatemala. In this way, strong relations are maintained with CIAT.
Other CIAT professionals from the Colombian headquarters are actively participating
in technical projects and the training of ICTA personnel.

2. Collaboration of USAlI/Guatemala

The Agency for International Development has collaborated closely since the early
planning stages of ICTA. The loan of USAID will be an important part of the budget
of ICTA. Furthermore, ICTA has utilized funds of this organization for advisor's
trips and for training purposes. During 1973 and 1974, a grant from AID will make
possible the contracting of additional foreign technicians.

At the present time, there are two active contracts with the Universities of Missis-
sippi, North Carolina and Texas A&M, sponsored by USAID, in the areas of Basic
Grains, Soils, and horticulture, respectively.



3. Collaboration of Peace Corps

The Peace Corps of the United States has been collaborating in studies of the fer-
tility of soils in the Research Division of DIGESA of the Ministry of Agriculture.

This work has been now transferred to ICTA and consists of a group of young col-
lege graduates who live in the rural areas of the country, conducting trials on the
use of fertilizers.

It has been decided to request the extension of this collaboration with the addinon
of Peace Corps Volunteers with experience and knowledge of Agricultural Sciences
in order to test technological packages, working directly with farmers in 1974.

4. Collaboration with INCAP

At present, the collaboration with INCAP is limited to studies on the nutritive
value of sorghum, especially new varieties for which seed is being increased. It
has been agreed that further collaboration is indicated as the programs of ICTA are
developed.

5. Other Collaboration Sought

Discussions are being conducted with agencies and institutions, national and in-
ternational, ;nterested ir, agricultural production and rural development. Some
short-term consultants are needed but the greatest need of ICTA at this time is
for active participation in its operating programs, wherein the foreign technician
participates as a member of the ICTA ream.

Sector P6blico Agricola
INSTITUTO DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA AGRICOLAS
Edificio Galerias Espana - 5o. Piso
7a. Avenida 11-59, Zona 9
Guatemala, C. A.



INSTITUTO DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA AGRICOLAS

JUNTA DIRECTIVA

AUDITORIA INTERNA ---- GERENCIA GENERAL ASESORIA JURIDICA

SUB-GERENCIA

UNIDAD DE SERVICIOS ADMiNISTRATIVOS PROGRAMACION UNIDAD TECNICA DE PRODUCCION
Estudios
Programacin

DEPARTAMENTO Evaluaci6n-
DE RECURSOS
FINANCIEROS Marz-ajonjoli Nutrici6n

Frijol Parasitologia

Secci6n Seccecci6n de Arroz Ciencias Sociales
Personal y Contabilidad Trigo Adiestramiento
Servicios Sorgo Biometria
Auxiliares Seccidn de Hortalizas Fitomejoramiento

-- Caia Porcinos Comunicaci6n
Secci6n de Soya Producci6n

Co aSeccidn de
Presupuesto

Centro de Producci6n Centro de Producci6n Centro de Producci6n Centro de Produccidn

Agricola Agricola Agricola Agricola

Regiones 1-11 Regiones Ill-IV Regiones V-VII Regi6n VI

Quezaltenan) -Cuy ;2 La FraguaX .ub Monjas (pend..ub.)

nimaltenango La Wquina LosAates(pend. ub.)

177San Jr6n nd.ub.

111-7-73



NSTITUTO DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA AGRICOLAS

JUNTA D!RECTIVA

AUDITORIA INTERNA - GERENCIA GENERAL ASESORIAJURIDICA

SUB-GERENCIA

UNIDAD DE SERVC OS ADMNSTRATIVOS PROGRAMACION UNIDAD TECNICA DE PRODUCCION
~--~T ~~- --- ~ ~ -Estudios

Programaci n
DEPARTAMENTO Evaluaci6n
DE RECURSOS
FINANCIEROS Maz-ajonjolI Nutricidn

Frijol Parasitologia

Secci6n de Secci6n de Arroz Ciencias Sociales
Personal y Contabilidad Trigo Adiestramiento
Servicios Sorgo Biometria
Auxiliares o Seccinde Hortalizas Fitomejoramiento

Caja Porcinos Comunicaci6n
Secc idn de ___ Soya Produccidn

d-Compras-- Secci6n de
Presupuesto

Centro de Producci6n Centro de Producci6n Centro de Producci6n Centro de Produccidn

Agricola Agricola Agricola Agricola

Regiones 1-11 Regiones IlI-IV Regiones V-VII Regi6n VI

Quezaltenan~ aJCuyuta LadFragua J nd.ub. Mon jas (pend. ub.)

Chimaltenango La Mquina Los Amaes(pend. ub.)

San Jer6nimo (pgnd. ub)

1 -773
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NThERNATTONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH CERTRES

WASHINGTON - JULY 1915

ADDITIONAL BILATERAL RESEARCH SPONSORED BY BRITAIN WHICH SJPPLEMENTS

INTERNATIONAL CENTRES' PROGRAU""S

At the meeting of Directors of the varioas 
International Agricultural

Research Centres, held at Bellagio in February of this year, the

following observation was made.

"The Directors wish espec'ally to note and commend the practice, now

being developed by some of the donors and some of the centres, of working

out joint or cooperative research projects 
between the centre and

certain research laboratories in the donor country. This not only

facilities communication but brings to bear 
on basic problems vital

to the centre's objectives a wider dimension 
of professional competence

and facilities which the centre would find difficult to 
develop

independently."

INTRODUCTION

In 1973 Britain contributed Al.2m to 
the budgets of several

International Agricultural Research Centres. These funds were given

mainly to support certain selected parts of the research programmes of

the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (Legume physiology,

soil and related research in the Farming Systems Programme), International

Rice Research Institute (Ri ce Varietal Improvemient Programme) and

International Potato Centre (Taxonomy and Genetics Programme); a

contribution to the enabling fund of the International Crop Research

Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, was also included.

In a dtiion to the above support the Overseas Development Administratioi

(ODA) sponsors research work within the United Kingdom which is aimed at

supplementing and reinforcing the programmes of various institutes. This

extra research is financed from ODA's bilateral aid funds and does not

compete with the support given direct to the International 
Agricultural

/Research
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Research institutes; this latter aid comes from ODA's muitilateral

pocket. Agreement for doing this work is reached after comprehensive

scientific consuliation and discussion between tnaional ntite

staff, ODA professional adzvises a a ie Britind, cientists from

universities or research organisations. This ini iative , wich began

before the Consultative Groun was established, is modest in size but is

now considered to be important enouh t h bring to the attention of the

Consultative Iroup, the Tecanica avisory C"ommittee and staff of the

various International Tnstitutes.

During the pant two years, various International Institutes have

'ecome aware o1 several ODA bilateral research proet in developing

cou.ntries tho I.- -f whzAh is d-rctl relevant to their own programmes

of research. It is ODA' s wish that strong scientific links sould bie

estaolished betweer these projects which are mainly but not emxlusively

in Africa and appropriate International institutes.

Also, ODA has four scientific units in the United Kingdom, the

Tropical Products Institute, the Centre for Overseas Pest Reseaoh, the

Land Resources Division and the ertre for TDopical Vetei"nary Medicine.

Any sneca competer. and epertise posssed by these laboratories can

be used to for y h p r o -e varous international institutes

A. RSA PJT l 7OM T0 LIKS2) `PD W1TOR

PROGNAiens OF CiTEENTO INSITUT $P L

Thesce po eats cover three maj .otiitles, Animal Health, Grain

Legume Rese arch (pysiology, breed in- ,utr ion, protein quaty

macrobilogy and cop protection), SoiL an related research (chemistry,

physics, microbiology, fertility and environmental factors); two further

pro jects deal with drought tolerance :in cereals and potato genetios. Since

projects are usually supported for three years, all subsequent costings are

for that period. During 197-'75 the total oost of 1, such orojects will be

/well
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well in excess of A1.25m.

1. Physiology of Grain Legumes - Reading University

To select or breed cultivars of Cowpea and Soya for the diversity of

environmental conditions found in the humid tropics is both difficult and

lengthy. Reading University (P A Huxley and staff) has placed its

controlled environment facilities at the disposal of the IITA Grain

Legume Programme (K 0 Rachie and staff) for screening the effects of such

factors as day and night temperatures, daylength etc. As yet controlled

environment facilities are not operational at Ibadan. Cost $230,000.

2. Grain Legume Research - Cambridge University

Two lines of work are in progress - plant breeding and nutrition.

The Cambridge programme (Alice Evans and K J Carpenter) is done in

cooperation with CIAT (Phaseolus) and IITA (Cowpea); it is hoped it can

become associated with ICRISAT (Chickpea). The germ plasm collection of

Phaseolus vulgaris stands around 4,000 entries, breeding for rust

resistance and studies of evolutionary genetics based on wild material

have started. Screening for crude protein, methionine, trypsin

inhibitors etc have been done and bioassays with rats and chicks are

carried out for protein digestibility. Similar work will be done with

Cowpea and peraps Chickpea. Cost A135,000.

3. Legume Protein Qualy DuJrversit

In cooperation with IITA, Durham University (D Boulter) is attempting

to identify lines of Cowpea with high protein content, particularly those

with high levels of methionine and low levels of toxic compounds. A

quicker and iUproved method of determining S-amino acids is being sought.

It is hoped to extend this work to include other grain legumes.

Cost 42,000.

4. Soil Microbiology Research - Rothamsted Experimental Station

Rothamsted Experimental Station (P J Dart) is working closely with the

/Farming
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Farming Systems and Grain Legume Programmes of ITT.' on problems associated

with nitrogen fixation. Cost 53,000

5. Crop Protection Research - Legues Wye Col non Unnivest

Wye College (R L Wain) has made important cributions to our

knowle.dge of tae chemical bais of d ase resistance in temperate legumes,

e.g. the discovery of Wyerone. It is in tended to extend this work to

examine tropical legumes; a range of see has been obtained from IITA

and exploratory work has comenced. Cost A40,000.

6. Groundnu7 Breeding -_Rean-

Previously uncnown species of Arac iis are possible sources of

resistance to important cultivated Goundnut diseaseu nd pest such as

Leaf Spot, Rosette virus and nematodes. A modest breeding methods research

project at Reading Uninversity ( buntin i concentrate initial on an

attempt to introduce into A. hypogaea, by way of A. a nasi and

A. chacoenSe, resistance to Leaf Spot, one of the major Groundnut pathogens.

This work will be linked with the appropri' ,ate n a a Istitute when

responsibility for Groundnut research has been allocated. Cost 032,O0.

7. Ioot Growth in Tro i - m aabora ory Agricultural

Research CouncI

feord Sor U studyng te oIn and Iunction 3- root systems in

soil, developea _Ltcobe Lab toy ( cott-Russel), have been

placed at the 0s.osa' op at llA Such cooperation

should improve knowledge of root 2s' of 'ropical cro s and should

increase undertanding of hose problems associated with establishment

of cro whnP water shortage and aecnaca impedance are important.

Cost A20,000.

on of the Hamid Tropics - Rothansted xeriuental.
Station

Two specific aspects of soils work are tobe done by the Pedology

Department of Rothamsted Experimental Station (G Brown and D S Jenkinson)

/in
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in cooperaion wi tn the soil research of the IITA Faing Systems

Programme. One aim is to use the special facilities at Rothamsted to

provide basic mneraogical and chemical data of well-de'ined soil

profiles found in the principal clmatic/vegetat:in zones of humid West

Africa oy means of X--ay powderf difracion, electron microscopy, chemical

and thermal me;ods. The other aim t u techniques developed at

RothamsteI to stu chanisi.o r;las o crop-available N, P and S

in soils of the huaid tropics which ir ubject to wetting and drying

cycles. Co t 75- 00

9. Reserc o dru ad S til of the

Humi( Pr-oeil Univer~

I!TA is -uncerned with the assesment of change i soil fertility

produced ;y intnsification of oil management systems. Such changes are

to be stuaiea at appropriate sites t hout West Africa. Some basic

studies on aspects of this work will be done at the Department of Soil

Science, Readin University ( J Greenan) which as spec a expertise in

methods of examining. forms, spon-oehaviour and amounts of hydrous

oxides in ooil an of n eting effects of cartain changes on soil

properties. 6

10. Prea GrYad oeTo'ca Crops.

Previ.ous worK at Not ina n v t nd Reaing University

(J L Montith anT JLeston) bas sadictions of growth of rice,

maize, oy an :.n rrdn ol and based on weather

Measureme,;nt, h a been surprisin t waen compared with the

actual gro hs cropi pyiological information

has aurate pedco o elds of these four crops,

i.e. the proportion of growth contributing to econocically valuable parts.

It is postulated that, if differences between prediction and reality can

be accurately measured and if the times at which they arise are known,

/then
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then reasons can be put forward why actual growth and yjeld are less than

maximum possible values. This basic information could provide a more

satisfactory alternative to the ad hoc approach a. coul lead to more

rational experiments designed to test agronomi. ways of ipoving growth

of crops and increa.sing thei yi -a. Euture work at gham and

Reading on this subject will be done initially in coopeato with IT

but it could be extended to include those other institutes which also have

an interest in this problem. Cost 5000

11. Potato enetcs and Taxonomic acoearch - Birmina University

This work fits into a wiaer scheme of experimental taxonomic research

for potatoes whereby the evolutionary relationships of potatoes are

investigated w!th special reference to the cultivated species. The

knowledge thus gained should provide a deeper understanding of the

reproductive and evolutionary biology of the group and tus facilitate its

more efficient utilization by potato breeders. For gae, ene flow from

diploid to tetraploid and vice versa in AndeanO cultivate otatoes may e

important. Birringham Unive'rsity (J G Hawkes) in association with CIP wil2

assess porog-eny of crosses between a range of cultivated diploids (Soa

stenotomum and pure a nd the etraploid st #4,500

12. fater >lati o e - PlantBree g n t mridg

This work at the Plnt eedin itue (under supervision of

Ralph Riley) will attemot to iexne pl a iubues which confer

drought toleranc) on Vereals. Atuh a V will be stuied initially,

it is hoped tha i nformation btine y t project wili be useful both

to It;:,LAT and JY Cost,. 22,000.

. Tas:s Research

.together 900,000 per annum is allocated by )ar research on

trypanosomiasis. Advice is -iven by a panel of emn.ent scientists and

these research funds are distributed to organisations botx in UK and

/ ;ver seas



overseas to work on all aspects of trypanosomiasis and tsetse fly

research. Some of this work will be relevant to the research

progranme planned for ILRAD.

14. Tsete Research - re etrinary School.

This laboratory has esta blid techniques for the artificial

rearing of tsbtse fiies which aru then distributed to research institutes

throughout the world. Again, this activity shou"ld be useful to ILRAD.

Cost A2253,000.

1. Poot-andouth Disease Reearch -he Animial ZVirus Iesearch
itiute - Pirbright.

The Wr efrence Laboratory for Foot-and-Mouth Disease at

Pirbri receiva funds from CDA for epidemiological research into tne

distribution and tence o foot-and-mouth disease in East, Central

and Southern Africa. Their findings orm th basis for the control of

the disease in Lhose part s of Africa and current research is directed

at interpreting the role of game as reservoirs o' disease. Such work

should obviously be as)ociated wi&h that of the prposed International

Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA). 3ost a12,00

9A~TED I- ½

The follo.iing nine xap 7 o pro ects are taken from the ODA

bitateral prog~ramse. They ire su ted for thiree years in collabora-

ion wt te rlvn n a gvrnmentsand their cost will be in

c of$.6 for the period 1972-75.

room cRsearch-Ko

Sour-man British research team comprisin, two agronomists

(A Y Allan, D Laycock), a soii scientist (P 1i 2ooper) and a plant

physiologist (R Law) are based at the tjational Rusearch Station, Kitale.

/Along
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Along with colleagues within the Kenya Department of Agriculture, they

are attempting to provide further agronomic information on how to

improve the yields of existing high-yielding maize varieties in

different ecological zones of Kenya. Another objective is information

on the agronomic requiretaios ol new higher-yieldi-ng material coming

forward from the Kenya Maize Breeding Programme. Thirdly, it is hoped

that basic studies of maize/soi/water relationships and careful analysis

of growth of new variet:es throughout the growing season will provide

parameters useful to the National Maize Breeding Programme. It is

suggested that close links with CIMMYT and other institutes would be

valuable. Cost $237,000.

2. Maize Breeding and Agron - Malawi.

This ODA research project located at Chitedze within the Malawi

Department of Agriculture consists of a plant breeder (A Bolton) and an

agronomist (A J Bennett). Their objectives are to produce higher

yielding varieties of white flint or semi-flint maize with as much

resistance as possible o Pccinia polysora, P. sorghi, Helminthosp.rium

turcic~u, to test the new' varieties in different ecological zones and

to examine ta fertilizer requrements of any new varieties on various

soil typeo and at different aagement levels. Again it may be useful

to establish contact wih GILMYT and other institutes. Cost $107,000.

-. p esac - Kenya

British agrioultural scientists is employed at the

ational Agriculural esearch Laboratory, Niairobi. It comprises a

breeder W Bla a horticulturalist (B Honess), a virologist

(D Robertson), bacteziologist (D C Harris) and a training specialist

(J Bruce); each has a Kenyan counterpart. About 100 clones, bred at

the Scottish Plant Breeding Institute, have been introduced. One has

/already
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already been selected, oulked aind should be release n 194. A

ienyan potato breediri programme has been started, placing particular

emphasis on yield, quality and resistance to Potato Blight. A

comprehensive survey of potato viruses and vectors 1as been initiated

and a close study has been ma de of the importance of Bacterial 5ilt in

Kenya and methods of screening and control. Traiin'ng of Et African

potato workers has been starto. The International Potato Centre has

already been in contact with this project and it is to be hoped that

even stronger links will be estalisahed, e.g. Kenya h have an

important role in the CIP programme to provide potato varieties for

warm tropical situations. Cost 2 W,00.

4. Pigeon Pea Research - West nr

This project forms part of a programme invlving the University

of the West Indies, LRC (sponscri' the breeding work) and ODA. The

British responsibility will be threefold: comparing efficiency of

native Rhizobia strains under varying conditions wi taterial

introduced from outside the region (P Quilt): tudin the micro-

climate of Pigeon Pea when grown as a row crop (large population) in

Trinidad in the dry season wih a view to understanding better the

cropl s tolerance of water stressa " Fordham) : examining the epidemic o>

of Rust DIsease (Pucciri n which is severe in dwarf variet"i

grown in the row crop syst a recasting by ieans of the micro-

climatological studies when outbreaks can be expected. IRLSAT and

11TA may find this work useful. Cost P245,000.

5. Some Problems ssocited wvth Dryland Farming -otswana

Tis tr7ee-nman team of British sciontistz located at Content

mxperiental Station, GaCberones, comprises an agronomist/physiolog<ist,

an agro-engineer and an entomologist. Their work reinforces the

/Botswana
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Botswana National Dryland Farming Research Programme. The failure of

rainfall in this semi-arid region to meet potential evaporation except

during erratic and limited periods necessitates study of soil/crop/water

relationships and investigating optimal plant population and spacing in

relation to water use; particular attention must also be given to tse

problems associated w-ith germination and establishment of seed in soil

which tends to cap (D Gibbon). The agro-engineer (R R Gladden) will

work on tool and equipment design and methods of land preparation

concentrating on tillage requirements, bearing in mind that power will

be limited to draft oxen. The biology and control of American Bollworm

(Heliothis armigera) and Sorghum Stalk Borer (Chilo partallus) form the

main work of the entomologist (R E Roome). These activities are in line

with some of those of interest to ICRISAT. Cost $215,000.

6. Soil Sulphur Deficiency - Northern Nigeria

Lack of soil sulphur has become more apparent throughout the world

with the introduction of higher-yielding crops and sulphur-free

fertilizers. This oblem is even more acute in regions of heavy

leaching and where there is negligible industrial pollution. An

intensive study has been made at th6 Institute of Agricultural Research

Ahmadu Bello UniversiLty (A 2 ±romfield) of the sulphur status of a -e

range of scils with -articular attenon being given to sulphur-retaining

properties. The amounto of sul wazon are added annually from the

atmosphere have been measured at different centres. The cheapest way

of supplying sulphur to sensitive crops such as Groundnuts is being

worked out. The IITA is aware of this work and its staff are in contact

with the project. Cost 55,000.

7. Legue Microbiology - Malawi

This project (B J Whiteway) is supported within the Malawi

Agricultural Research Council. A collection of soya bean rhizobial

/strains
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strains is maintained and tested. Yields of soya have been significaxtly

increased at various Malawi centres by inoculation of seed with improved

rhizobial strains. Rhizobia capable of nodulating other legumes such

as Phaseolus and Groundnut are also being tested. This work should be

of interest to all In ternational Institutes with a legum programme.

Cost 370.

8. East Coast Feverand indepest Research - East African Veterinary
Research Organisation, East Africa

ODA gives support in the form of staff and equipment to EAVRO and

it arranges for UK organisations, suca as the Agricultural Research

Council Institutes at Compton (Institute for Research on Animal Diseasas.

Moredun (Animal Disease Research Association), and Pirbright (Animal

Virus Research Institute) and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food Central Veterinary Laboratory at Weybridge, to participate in

projects at EAVRO. Such support from ODA helps EAVRO form the base

for the UNDP Special Fund Project of immunological resc ch on tick-

borne diseases. The part of the project which concentrates on East

Coast Fever is likely to be incorporated into the ILRAD programme which

will also probably receive funds from ODA. The project support given by

ODA to IVRO also enables that laboratory to produce most Of the tissue

culture vaccine used i. the OAU Joint Campaig'n Against Rinderpest which

is nearinng compLetion in Et pia and udian. Cost 485,000.

9Bovine Pi-pneumon esearc -edral Department of Veterinar

Research, igeria

Studies of the immrunology of contagious bovine pleuropneumonia have

been done at the Federal Department of Veterinary Research at Vom,

Nigeria. A. neutraliBation test using ace, developed at the Nuffield

Institute for Comparative iedicine, London, was given practical trials

in the field in Nigeria. The technique will be of value in assessing

/the
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t potencj oV van used to conro tis dLseas whi cases

r o losse throughout Africa. This wock snould hv sme

bearing on the roragune of ILCA. Cost 354,000.

C. ODA Sci- en-tific Uit: and 0the- i n United

The Ceentro fo Cverseas Pest Resarch, London (COPR) is maily

resosIbDe o: wo rk on insect pests bu.t aIso deals with birds and

rodents. It is alreidy working closely with IITA on a joint Pesticide

Residue Project designed to est tne effects of pesticide residues on

soil flora and fauna populations, decomposition of soil organic m atter

and crop production; pesticide levels in soils will be monitored.

The activitles of the Tropical Products Insti ,London (TPi) c

a wide range but its main interests are -those scientific, technological

and economic problems which arise subsequent to harvesting crops, animals,

timber and fish. It is concerned, therefore, with handling, processin},

preservation, storage, transport, marketing and uilsation of plant

and animal products and with industries based on them. Currently it is

cooperating, with CkIT on a project dealing with the storage of fresh

cassava. The main cause. of nost-harvrest deterioration areboing sough

and an atte§m i being made to differiate between prsiological and

pathological damage. Discussions a bein hetd it CT)MAYT about a

possible project to study these factors Ah vinfuence the susceptOibiy

of imporoved varie.e of uis ' o post-harvest infestation.

The Land fesources Division, Tolworrth i(LRD) is concerned with the

assessment of iand rEsources and the development of agr culture and

forestry, almost exclusively in the tropics. Among the techniques used

by LaD for resource assessment, airphotography interpretation, integ!rated

survey, landscape analysis:land systems, and land classification are

I/orf
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of special importance. The staff of the Division compr ises soil

scientists, agriculturalists, rangeland specLalists, foresters,

ecologists, geologists, hydrologists, economists, etc. some of iom

are already working closely with the soils Prograime of IITA and another

has he.lped commissi IrAs newly-installed laboratory equipment.

T2he Centre for 2ropical Veterinary Medicine, Edinburgh (CT'VM)

deals with animal production problems as well as those associated with

animal health. It is tue youngest of ODA's four scientific units and

thus -t progtrame of work is not as developed as those of its sister

units. However future cooperation with ILRAD and ILCA seems desiae

Three additional but more modest services are maintained in UK

by ODA by way of an Overseas Liaison Unit at the National Institute of

Agricultural Engineering,Silsoe, a Tropical Sectio at the Weed Researc

Organisation, Ocford, and an Overseas Spraying achinery Unit at te

Imperial College (University of London), Silwood Park, Ascot. It may

also be useful to note that several ODa specialist liaisonl scientists,

based at appropriate British centres, are provided in the following

disciolines: biometrics, crop and forest pathology, weed science,

soil science, tropical botany and naology; they have much experience

in tropical probesand are av-ailbl for short-term advisory visits.

I is ,op: that this pap-ra pro vided members of the

Conltative 2roup, Technical Advisory Committee and International

Agricultural Riesearch Centres with useful information which will

enasle tams to assess how Britain can further help strengtien

international agricultural research programmea throug the work of its

bilateral research aid programme and its scientific units. As we have

/seen,
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seen, either use can be made of special research expertise and

facilities within the United Kingdom or research projects which form

part of ODA bilateral aid can be linked in some way with International

Centres' outreach programmes. The Overseas Development Administration

not only intends to continue with such support but is willing to

consider proposals for further collaborative research projects along

the lines described in this paper. Such activities are, as has been

pointed out earlier in this paper, funded quite separately from

Britain's contributions to core budgets of International Institutes.

Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Overseas Development Administration

Eland House
Stag Place
London SWlE 5DH

July 1973



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

April 30, 1973

TO: Members of the Consultative Group and of the Technical
Advisory Committee

FROM: Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: Meeting of Center Directors
The World Food Outlook

1. Members of the Consultative Group and of TAC will remember that
at International Centers Week in 1972, directors of the international
agricultural research centers decided to hold a meeting of their own to
discuss matters of common interest. The meeting was held at Bellagio
during February 1973.

2. Notes of that meeting now have kindly been made available by
the directors, and are distributed herewith. It is requested that you
keep them available for possible reference during International Centers
Week in 1973.

3. The Ford Foundation likewise has made available a staff working
paper dealing with the world food outlook. This also may be of interest
to members of the Consultative Group and of TAC, and it is distributed
herewith.

4. The tabulation of grants to centers, on page 24 of the paper, is
based on information supplied by the Consultative Group Secretariat when
the paper was in preparation. Since that time, there have been changes of
a minor nature in the figures.

Attachments
HG:mcj



SELECTED NOTES

Meeting of Directors

International Agricultural Research Centers

February 11-16, 1973

Villa Serbelloni

Bellagio, Italy

Participating Centers:

AVRDC Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center

CIAT Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical

CIMM1T Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

CIP Centro Internacional de Papa

ICRISAT International Center for Research in the Semi-Arid Tropics

IRRI International Rice Research Institute

IITA International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
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INTRODUCTION

During International Centers' Week, 1972, the Directors of the various
International Agricultural Research Centers met in Washington, D. C. for a

half-day to identify and discuss issues of mutual concern.

The number of issues identified and questions raised led to a decision

to get together for a longer session. Subsequently, the Directors accepted

the invitation of The Rockefeller Foundation for them to meet at the Villa

Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy, the site in recent years of many conferences

associated with agricultural and rural development. At the request of the
Directors, Dr. Herbert Albrecht, director of IITA, made the arrangements and

prepared the agenda based on their suggestions.

On February 11, 1973, 13 men representing seven centers convened at

Bellagio for a 5-day meeting, with Dr. Francis C. Byrnes, secretary-treasurer

of CIAT, serving as secretary.

Near the close of the meeting, the Directors, working in small groups

prepared summary notes on the various agenda topics. This report represents

a summary of the notes on those issues relevant to the deliberations of the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research and associated donor

countries and organizations.

The Directors wished .t .to be clearly recognized that, in recording

these notes they were setting forth how they see heir own mission and

respnsibilities as well a their underrtoand ang 2f the mission, relation-

ships and activities of the various 2rianizAtiqns, which provide support.

Tg :he extent their understanding or pe_ept ns are ngot correct, they wish

to be so informed, When the Directors discuss responsibilities --primary,

secondary, etc.-- they refer to the work of the international centers, rec-

ognizing that much of this is accomplished by and hrough national institu-

tions.
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Participants in Meeting

Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center (Taiwan)

Robert F. Chandler, Jr., Director

Edwin Oyer, Associate Director

Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (Colombia)

U. J. Grant, Director General

A. C. McClung, Deputy Director General

Francis C. Byrnes, Secretary-Treasurer

Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo (Mexico)
Haldore Hanson, Director General

Centro Internacional de Papa (Peru)

RichardL. Sawyer, Director

Edward R. French, Pathologist

International Center for Research in the Semi-Arid Tropics (India)
Ralph W. Cummings, Jr., Director

J. S. Kanwar, Associate Director

International Rice Research Institute (Philippines)
D. S. Athwal, Associate Director

International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (Nigeria)
Herbert Albrecht, Director

John Nickel, Associate Director

Resource Persons:

Michael S. Ruddy, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Richard B. Myer and Cyriac Thannikary, International Institute for

Education
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AGENDA

MEETING OF DIRECTORS OF INTERNATIONAL CENTERS

February 11-16, 1973

11 February, Sunday

After dinner The Villa, ground rules and Dr. Wm. C. Olson

program

12 February. Monday

0900 - 1000 Administrative details Mr. Perugi

1000 - 1215 Inter-institute programs H. Hanson, Chm.
1400 - 1730 Continue discussions

13 February, Tuesday

0915 - 1215 In-house and external reviews

Relationships among trustees,

sponsors, CG and TAC

Program determination and

structuring

1400 - 1730 Personnel matters R. F. Chandler, Jr. Chm.

14 February. Wednesday

0915 - 1215 Continue discussions

1400 - 1730 Continue discussions

15 February, Thursday

0915 - 1215 IE services and relationships Resource persons:
R. B. Myer and
C. Thannikary, IIE

1400 - 1730 The budget process U. J. Grant, Chm.
Resource person:
M. Ruddy, IBRD

16 February, Friday

0915 - 1215 Preparation of reports

1400 - 1730 Review and acceptance of

report
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The Trustees or Governing Bo

The Boards of Trustees or Governing Boards are the supreme bodies res-

ponsible for the respective international agricultural research institutes or

centers. These Boards are entrusted with the responsibility for decisions with

respect to policies, budget allocations and overall strategy of their respec-

tive centers for achieving the basic purposes for which each center was created.

In so doing, they keep in mind the general allocation of functions set forth

above with such modifications and extensions as may be approved within the

constraints imposed by funds provided, for the ost part, by members of the

Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CG). Any major

alterations or extensions of the field of coverage of a particular center

would be brought to the attention of the CG and which in turn might seek the

advice the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) prior to action.

Acting within the above guidelines, each center is completely autonomous and

independent. The Boards select and appoint the Director, establish the oper-

ating policies and general guidelines for the center's program, regularly re-

view and oversee the center's program and operations, and assure that the

center is proceeding satisfactorily toward the lishment of its major

goals.

The Director is responsible for the execution of the center's program,
including the selection and appointment of the staff, the full management of
the program, and for reporting and communication with the Board, the sponsors

or donors, the CG, and the constituency being served. He serves as a member

of the Governing Board and as its executive officer. The Boards do not inter-

vene in the day-to-day internal operation of the centers.

The Consultatp

The Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research is an in-

formal association of governments, international organizations, and private

foundations whose members individually, and the group collectively have a deep

concern for the improvement of agricultural (primarily food to date) production

in face of rapidly growing populations in developing countries. It also is

concerned about the welfare, well-being and iprovement of opportunities for
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independence and self-expression of the talents of the people served. Each

member has at its disposal resources which it can apply toward this task.
Each member retains the right of independent decision as to where the resources
available for these purposes are invested. Each is seeking through joint con-
sultation in the Consultative Group and through various other means to get the
necessary information and background need to make wise decisions as to how
its resources can be invested and used for xLm fectiveness.

The CG secretariat provides service to the group collectively, to its
members individually, and assists in proiding nication and liaison among
the group members and with the various 'nerat a agricultural research

centers. It attempts to help the COG members in balancing the allocation of
their resources among the various centers to best advantage.

The Technical Advoy i

The Technical Advisory Committee was cons ituted to provide technical

advice to the Consultative Group on: (1) gloal strategy for accelerating
progress in agricultural, and especially food, ro tion (and quality) in

the developing nations, (2) quality and adey of proposals and programs

designed to this end, (3) gaps in existing knowledge or programs needed to
accelerate food production and means to fill these gaps, (4) appropriate

distribution and allocation of responsibilities ong international agri-

cultural research institutes, especiall. fr nw functions not already
assumed by existing institutes, and (5) any other ways in which progress in

agricultural and food production and rural imovement could be accelerated

in the developing nations. While concerning itself with center programs,
its recommendations are made to the onsultaive Group.

The members of TAC are selected on the basis of their individual com-

petence to represent a wide geographic range of background and experience

as well as a wide distribution of professional disciplines. The members, as
well as its secretariat provided by FAO, do not represent the organizations,
institutions or governments from which they are drawn. They are expected to
be free, as agricultural statesmen, uninfluenced by any interest on organi-

zational, national or regional ties or oiies to use their best judgment
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to assure balanced and effective use of resources toward achieving agricul-

tural and economic development on a global basis. The TAC justifies and

gains the confidence of all concerned, including the donor members of the

CG and the centers, to the extent that it functions in this manner.

The TAC establishes procedures for keeping informed on the performance

and progress of the existing centers, and, from time to time, constitutes

special task forces for making in-depth special studies on measures required

to fill in gaps in needed programs required for accelerating agricultural

progress. The TAC is an advisory body and does not have responsibility for

program execution.

In filling these gaps, the TAC will enlist assistance from relevant

groups in existing centers in making the evaluations more feasible.

It is hoped that the concerned center will be advised of any recommen-

dation the TAC makes with respect to the program or allocation of functions

of the center and that its Board might have an opportunity to consider and

react thereto.

The Directors feel the need for more guidance from the TAC with respect

to responsibility for intensive work on grain or food legumes. Present res-

ponsibilities assumed by the centers for food legumes are as follows:

ICRISAT Pigeon peas Primary
Chickpeas Primary

IITA Cowpeas Primary
Yam beans Exploratory
Winged beans Exploratory
Lima beans Exploratory
Soybeans Secondary
Pigeon peas Secondary

CIAT Field beans (Phaseolus V.) Primary

AVRDC Mung beans Primary

CIMMYT None

IRRI None

CIP None
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Of the above, only ICRISAT feels that it has a clear and unequivocal

mandate and there are obvious important gaps, such as soybeans, horse beans,

perhaps groundnut, others.

Relationships

The relationships among the institutes, the Governing Boards, the Con-

sultative Group, the Techaical Advisory Committee, and the individual donor

members of the CG supporting given centers imposes substantial obligations

and responsibilities to assure appropriate and necessary flow of information,

communication and understanding and for transfer of suggestions and ideas

which may improve the effectiveness of this total network. This is inevi-

tably an exacting and time-consuming process, but must be worked out in a

manner which does not impose burdens on the staff of the respective centers

to an extent which will interfere unduly with the professional and scientific

program activities which are essential for accomplishing their major objec-

tives.

The International Centers' Week is a key factor in this communication

process. Here each center, each member of the Consultative Group and the

members of the Technical Advisory Committee have opportunity to obtain an

overview of each center's program and budge requirements. For the Interna-

tional Centers' Week to be most effective, however, a great deal of advance

preparation and a considerable amount of supplemental and follow-up activity

is necessary.

The paper, "Review Procedures," prepared by the Secretariat of the Con-

sultative Group, identified as agenda item 9 of the CG meeting of November,

1972, has been reviewed by the Center Directors and is generally commended

and endorsed as an appropriate procedure on a trial basis for the coming

year, with the expectation that experience may suggest some refinements. To

reduce unnecessary duplication of staff time, the visit to the center of re-

presentatives from the CG secretariat could coincide with or overlap with the

meetings of the Trustees at the time when budget proposals are being considered.

The Research Committee of the individual Boards might attend the in-house pro-

gram review. Some representatives of the TAC or of the individual donors might
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be invited as observers either to the in-house program review or a recap of
the same. They could be invited as observers to commodity and over-all
reviews.

gach of the donors will undoubtedly find other ways to communicate di-
rectly with the centers. The Directors wish especially to note and commend
the practice, now being developed by some of the donors and some of the cen-
are, of working out joint or cooperative research projects between the cen-
ter and certain research laboratories in the donor country. This not only
facilitates communication but brings to bear on basic problems vital to the
center's objectives a wider dimension of professional competence and facili-
ties which the center would find difficult to develop independently. Exchange
of visiting scientists and scholars among the centers and relevant institutions
in the donor countries would also seem to be rthy of more serious attention.

Collaboration An Ct_-
1. The Directors recognized that the responsibility for accelerated food

production in the developing countries is a joint task shared by many institu-
tions, acting within a network of mutual collaboration and complementarity.
The Directors considered it undesirable to assign any region or any crop, or
livestock, or farming system as the exclusive responsibility of any center
within this group. Rather, the network of centers and collaborating national
and regional institutions should work in such ways as to make sure that any
commodity or group of commodities in any region is best served through appro-
priate research, training, or other activities.

2. Within this network of collaborators, the Directors expect an inter-
national center to provide leadership on a general strategy for the group in
relation to certain crops and systems, including, for example: Promotion of
the world germ plasm collection, a dynamic breeding network, in-depth studies
in such areas as physiology, biochemistry and genetics of the crop, as well as
training, conferences and symposia. The Directors agreed that the leadership
role is now being performed or developed by the centers in relation to the
following commodities or farming systems:

AVRDC Certain vegetables: Mung bean, Tomato, Chinese cabbage,Onion
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CIAT Beef, Cassava

CIP Potato (solanum)

CIMMYT Wheat, Maize

IITA Cowpea, Yam, Sweet Potato, Farming Systems for the Lowland
Humid Tropics

IRRI Rice

ICRISAT Sorghum, Millet, Pigeon Pea, Chick Pea, Farming Systems
for the Semi-Arid Tropics.

3. In addition, some centers are adapting advanced technology and pro-

moting accelerated production of certain crops and animals within their res-

pective regions. These are:

AVRDC Sweet Corn, Water Convolvulus, Cabbage, Cowpea, Sweet
potato, Green pea.

CIAT Phaseolus Beans, Swine, Rice, Maize, Agricultural Systems
in Tropical America.

IITA Cassava, Maize, Rice, Soybeans, Pigeon Peas.

IRRI Cropping Systems Centered on Rice (South and Southeast
Asia).

4. The Directors agreed that activities in paragraph 3, above, when

involving a crop for which one of the centers takes general leadership res-

ponsibilites within the network (paragraph 2, above should be considered

as part of the overall strategy for the developing countries, rather than

separate activities, and stressed the importance of consultation to insure

that the relative advantages of each center in staff, materials, facilities

and geographic proximity are utilized most effectively.

5. The Directors recognized that the ability of each center to provide

assistance for crop improvement involves a "tooling up" process. Each cen-

ter must:

a. Build its own production expertise in each environment in which

it works.

b. Earn its credibility with governments and national institutions.

c. Develop the confidence of donors.

6. The Directors reviewed examples of outreach programs, including

IRRI (rice) and CIMMYT (wheat) in the 1960's. Those centers took at least

five years to "tool up" by the following steps:
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a. Staff members of the Centers (IRRI) and CIMMYT) consulted with

large numbers of national institutions each year for 5 years.

They visited growing crops in various countries to observe pro-

duction problems. They appraised national research facilities

and research programs. They mingled with national research staffs

to select training candidates,

b. Fellowships were awarded to national research staff to spend 6-24

months at the centers. After return to their own countries, these

scientists were visited each year by staff from the center to en-

courage them in their work. Generally, 5 years was required for

the countries to develop, with the help of the centers and col-

laborators, the nucleus of their national staff for applied re-

search and for production t-on .

c. Experimental nurseries wre sent each year from the centers to

collaborating national institutions. The nurseries were grown by

the national scientists, including those trained at the centers.

The nurseries served several purposes, First, they revealed the

capability of different germ plasm in the environment of the spe-

cific country. Second, they trained local scientists in applied

research. Third, they provide nw idelines for the breeding

programs of the centers.

d. Research administrators of the various governments visited the

centers to gain better undr'standing of the new production pro-

posals.

e. Workshops were held every year between scientists of the national

institutions and the staff of the centers,

f. After 5 years, the "tooling up" began to show results. The center

had accumuilated some expertise, Credibility had been earned with

governmental staffs, administrative and technical. Confidence of

some donors had been achieved,

g. The Directors agreed that the above process and timetable need not

be the only approach. But the Directors recognized that each Cen-

ter will need to build its own acceptability before outreach work

is effective.
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h. When a government asks for help on a production project and there

are several centers able to respond, the Directors enpressed the

view that the needs of the specific country will best be served

by consultation among the centers, and by collaboration which

draws upon the total resources for crop improvement.

The Directors considered the application of the above principles to several

special sommodity situations. The case of ipand rce was one example.

In view of the importance of upland rice in Latin America and Africa as

well as Southeast Asia, and in view of the great distances and language pro-

blems involved, IRRI should develop maximum coLlaboration with the program

of IITA and CIAT in order to make use of staff and facilities now being utilized

for rice research and training in those institutions.

Given the several million hectares in upland rice in South America, a co-

operative program among IRRI, CIAT, and one of the principal countries such as

Brazil, would permit efficient and rapid development of upland rice in the

area.

A similar project among IRRI, IITA and one or more of the countries of

Africa might also be desirable. This approach would permit national programs

in other countries to participate from the beginning, initially through train-

ing and international conferences, and later through outreach programs.

It is not the intent of the Directors that the above recommendations on

upland rice should result in the reduction of the present level of work on

lowland rice at various centers.

Another example was the case of the commodities for which ICRISAT has

primary responsibility. The Directors felt that how ICRISAT will develop its

network of relationships will have to await further developments of work at

this newly established center.

Budgeting and Accounting

The Directors reviewed and accepted with minor revisions the draft pro-

posal on Budgeting and Accounting Policies and Practices of International

Agricultural Research Centers prepared by Mr. Michael Ruddy of the World

Bank.
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The Directors understand that, according to previous plan, the document

will be reviewed by the Consultative Group and the donor agencies. With the

concurrence of these agencies, the Directors feel that this paper outlines a

reasonable framework for budgeting and accounting procedures and practices

with sufficient uniformity to permit comparisons of budgets.

Personnel: Policies and Procedures

To the extent that local circumstances permit, the Directors agreed on

the desirability of having fairly uniform personnel policies and procedures,

particularly with respect to titles, interchange and recruitment of personnel,

participation in commodity and professional conferences, travel and similar

activities. They compared present practices on these matters, but agreed that

each center will enunciate its own policies in this area.

Similarly, the Directors reviewed the Sumnary of Overseas Personnel Poli-

cies, as prepared for the meeting by William Gormbley of the Ford Foundation.

They supplied missing information, revised out-of-date material, and generally

agreed to bring policies into as close agreement as possible. The secretary

was directed to incorporate the revisions and to circulate the revised document

to the Director of each center for reference. They recognized that such factors

as the following must be taken in account in comparing center policies on per-

sonnel perquisites: Whether the center provides for housing, nature and ade-

quacy of local schools at the secondary level, distance involved in daily staff

travel, and local availability of supplies and services.

Representatives of the International Institute for Education (IIE) reviewed

the current procedures related to administration of international staff members,
and the Directors asked them to prepare background data for later review on a

number of issues associated with retirement benefits, income tax liabilities,

and insurance. The IE representatives agreed to study the situation and to

report directly to the management of the center at an early date.

Plans for Next Meeting

Agreeing on the desirability of meeting periodically, the Directors

scheduled their next meeting to be held during International Centers' Week.
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From this time forward, responsibility for organizing the meeting and

agenda will rotate among the directors on an alphabetical basis by center.

Consequently, Dr. Robert J. Chandler, Jr., director of the Asian Vegetable

Research and Development Center, will be in charge of arrangements for the

meeting in July-August, 1973.

cee.
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Budgeting and Accounting Policies and Practices of
International Agricultural Research Centers

1. This paper proposes a common framework of budgeting and accounting pro-

cedures and practices for the international agricultural research centers

supported by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research.

Work on this framework started in New York in February 1972, at a center work-

shop on budgeting and accounting practices sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

During the past year, through correspondence among the participants, progress

has been made toward developing generally agreed upon budget terminology,

concepts and formats, together with consistent accounting practices and standard

financial reports.

2. The balance of this paper describes the positions reached, and sets out

recommended financial policies and practices for further consideration. The

discussion is in five sections (Sections 2 through 6).

3. Section 2 defines basic terms used in describing Center operations.

4. Section 3 describes the planning and budgeting cycle.

5. Section 4 sets out a proposed format for the annual budget and describes

proposed standard budget tables.

6. Section 5 covers the principal policies and practices proposed to be used

in accounting for assets, liabilities, capital balances and unexpended funds.

It covers the content of major categories of the balance sheet, provides defi-

nitions for various balance sheet items, describes accounting treatment and

underlying policies, and proposes general rules for valuation and presentation.

7. Section 6 describes the statement of sources and uses of funds (the

operating statement). It defines cost and sets out the general rules and
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accounting practices which might be used in accounting and reporting for

operating grants and contracts.

8. The concepts, definitions and report formats proposed in this paper

are a starting point for evolving basic financial policies and practices;

what follows is not a finished or polished product. It is desirable that

work be continued to refine and extend the preliminary statements of policy

suggested in this paper.

Section 2: Basic Terminology

A. Program

9. As used in this paper, a program is defined as a set of organized

activities designed to progress toward defined objectives.

10. The core program of a center or institute is a set of long-term acti-

vities designed to progress toward the center's fundamental objectives of

research and training, as described in a basic statement approved by the

center's governing board (which some centers refer to as their "mandate").

The core program need not be confined to the headquarters of an institute.

Potato research at Huancayo, for instance, is part of the core program of the

International Potato Center; and work for a core program may even be carried

on outside the host country of an institute, for example by contract with

another research organization or laboratory, or by other cooperative arrange-

ments with national or regional institutes (sometimes called linkages).

11. The hallmark of the core program, so far as content is concerned, is

that it represents the initiative of the center and carries the approval of

the governing board. So far as finance is concerned, the core program is

usually funded by several donors.
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12. A core program may consist of a number of different activities aimed

at different research questions or action targets. These also may be referred

to as programs or program elements. A multiple-crop center, for instance, is

considered to have a program for each crop with which its activities are

concerned.

13. For purposes of making the annual budgets of international agricultural

research institutes comparable with each other and more easily understood and

evaluated by donors, it is proposed that the recurring expenditures of programs

being analyzed in detail be assigned to the following seven 'program'' headings:

(a) Research - This category shows the cost of study and investi-

gation aimed at the improvement of crops, animals or agricul-

tural systems.

(b) Conferences and fellowships - This category includes the staff

and other identifiable costs of conferences, workshops, sympo-

siums, fellowships and training initiated by a center for the

purpose of enhancing its capacity to plan and carry out a core

program, as in the case of a scientific seminar designed to

expose the problems of research into a particular commodity or

of a fellowship to strengthen work on a particular problem.

(c) Library, Documentation and Information Services - This category

shows the annual cost of library services, of the publication

of technical bulletins, of translating, of printing, and of

miscellaneous public information activities.

(d) Service Operations - This category shows the costs of station

operations (such as the operation of motor pools, of building

and grounds maintenance, and of guard services) , and the cost

of services which cannot be easily associated with specific

programs.



(e) General Administration - This category covers the cost of

the Board of Trustees, the office of the director general,

and of administrative functions such as accounting, per-

sonnel administration, procurement and other general

administrative functions.

(f) All Other - Any costs which cannot be associated with the

above activity headings should be shown under this heading;

to the extent they are not self-explanatory, they should

be explained in a footnote. Two items which belong here

are (1) an item indicating, to the extent possible, the

costs of special projects, and (2) in the case of projections

into future years, a one-line item showing any explicit

allowance for price changes throughout the program.

(g) General Operating - Into this category should be placed the

cost of the necessary consumable supplies (electric power,

fuel and the like).

B. Special Projects

14. Special projects usually are highly specific in purpose and limited to

a definite span of time. They often are financed by a single donor, and are

likely not to be continued or renewed when the donor's support comes to an end.

15. In contrast to the content of a core program, the content of a special

project is often stipulated, or at any rate, strongly influenced, by the donor.

The project usually consists, basically, of making practical use of a center's

research results or its expert staff in a single country (which may or may not be

the center's host country).

16. A large class of special projects is composed of outreach programs. These

typically are programs of technical assistance by the personnel of an international
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institute to research or extension efforts in a developing country, carried

out under a contract with the recipient country and financed by that country

with the help of an outside donor or donors. Examples include IRRI outreach

projects in Bangladesh and India, and CIMMYT's assistance to wheat programs

in countries of northern Africa.

17. Another class of special projects is composed of training exercises,

carried out for the benefit of trainees from a particular country or region,

and financed by a donor particularly interested in that country or region.

Examples are some of the training exercises carried out by CIAT with the

financial support of the Inter-American Development Bank.

18. The funds for special projects are not included in the allocations

made within the framework of the Consultative Group. It often is not possible

to understand the budget of a center, however, without knowledge of special

project activities, and these should be adequately described in the budget

presentations of the centers.

C. Capital Plan

19. In their present state of evolution, many of the international agricul-

tural research centers have yet to complete their construction of buildings

and acquisition of equipment. Even CIMMYT, though long established, is now

engaged in a 10-year program of capital improvements.

20. The creation and completion of physical facilities can be expressed in

a plan for capital expenditures. The capital plan includes the costs of

acquiring land, of construction of equipment and furnishings, and of services

and fees associated with these items, including fees for architects and

consultants.
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21. The capital plan obviously is of central importance to center planning

and budgeting, since the capacity of center facilities will have an important

influence on the level of operations and running costs. The plan may also pro-

vide an element of flexibility in center commitments and cash flow, since parts

of it may be accelerated or deferred according to the availability of funds.

D. Funding

22. The resources necessary to carry out the work of the centers are partly

in the form of grants or contracts made by foundations, governments and inter-

national organizations, and partly from the income of the centers themselves.

23. Five types of grants are commonly made by donors:

(a) Grants which may be used both for core operations and for

capital expenditures, so long as these items are included

in the center's core budget and capital plan as approved by

the center's governing board and presented at International

Centers Week. Some donors are satisfied for the centers to

decide for themselves how to allocate these grant funds;

USAID expects that its grants of this type will not be used

to pay for more than one-quarter of a center's capital outlays.

(b) Core Unrestricted Grants - These are funds made available for

the core program, as approved by a center's governing board and

presented to International Centers Week, without being limited

to specific elements of the program. Donors do not intend

these funds to be used for special projects or for the indirect

costs of such projects when these costs are additional to the

center's normal running expenses. The basic Ford and Rockefeller

Foundation grants to the centers usually are of this type.
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(c) Core Restricted Grants - These are funds made available for

specific elements in the core program, including the support

costs of these elements. Examples: Canadian financing of

the triticale program at CIMMYT; the proposed UNDP grant

for millet and sorghum research at ICRISAT.

(d) Capital Grants. Funds made available for the capital plan

of the center, as approved by the governing board and pre-

sented to the members of the Consultative Group at Inter-

national Centers Week. With the specific permission of

donors, such grants may be used to establish or replenish

working capital funds or revolving funds, as may grants of

type (a). Replacement of capital items, unless provided

for in a capital grant, are charged to current operations.

(e) Special Project Grants. These are for projects not presented

to the Consultative Group for funding; they are likely to be

solicited from individual donors known to be interested in

the type of project in question. These grants should bear the

full costs of the special project, including the cost of any

burden put on a center's general services.

24. Except for grants of type (a), and apart from exceptions specifically

agreed by donors, funds from these different types of grants are not inter-

changeable: that is, grants for core may not be used for the capital plan, and

vice versa; nor may core and capital grants be used for special projects; nor

may funds for special projects be used for other purposes.
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E. Organization

25. For budgeting and accounting purposes the organization of a center

consists of three major categories. They are:

(a) Program Units - Organizational units charged with the

responsibility of carrying out specific programs or program

elements (whether core or special projects).

(b) Support Units - Organizational units charged with the general

support functions for a Center. Support units are further

categorized as service units and general administration. In

general, the. costs of these units are not easily identifiable

with or readily assignable to specific programs or program

elements. The station operations activity, tractor pool or

motor pool, would be examples of support units;

(c) Auxiliary Service Units - Organizational units established for

the purpose of providing services financed through revolving

funds which are self-sustaining and do not draw on the center's

program resources. Housing for trainees, snack bars and cafe-

teria operations are examples of auxiliary units.

F. Classification of Expenditures

26. Resources provided through various grants are classified at the time of

disbursement as being for either program costs, support costs (including general

administration and service operations) or general operating costs. In determining

the total cost of a program, both the cost of support units, and general operating

cost should be allocated to programs. That is, in accounting for grants and con-

tracts the total cost of a specific program will consist of: its direct cost

(i.e. personal services cost for staff assigned or contributing to the program,

as well as supplies and travel directly related to the program, etc.); support
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costs (that is, a fair share of the staff and other direct costs of support

units), and general operating costs (i.e. a fair share of costs such as heat,

light, power, general supplies, etc.).

27. In general, cost allocations for both support operations and operating

costs should be made to all programs whether core or special on an equitable

basis. In the absence of more refined cost accounting procedures, an alloca-

tion based on the ratio of a program's total personal services cost to the

center's total personal services cost for all programs and projects can be

considered equitable.

G. Staffing

28. In carrying out their missions, the International Research Centers employ

staff in one of three major categories: Principal staff, support staff and

general purpose staff. These are defined as follows:

(a) Principal Staff - Staff assigned major responsibility for the

conduct of a program, program element or major work components

of the center, special technical staff with educational or work

experience amounting at least to a Ph.D. degree. Principal

staff are either on a fixed term or regular appointment.

(b) Support Staff - Intermediate level scientific staff with less

than a Ph.D. degree and/or administrative staff who do not have

major supervisory responsibilities;

(c) General Purpose Staff - Staff not classified in the above

categories.
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Section 3: The Planning and Budgeting Cycle

29. The planning and budgeting cycle refers to the annual process by which

centers cost out their ongoing and proposed programs of work. Budget data

are organized on the basis of programs and support operations, and reflect

future as well as current and past resource requirements.

30. For most centers, the first phase of the budget cycle starts during

the first quarter of the preceding year with an internal review of programs

and supporting services. By the middle of March, the broad cost dimensions

for the centers' various programs should have reached the point where prepa-

ration of the formal budget can proceed. Ideally, the centers' budgets should

be approved by the Boards of Trustees not later than the first of June so that

the final budget proposals can be transmitted to the Consultative Group and

donors by July 1.

31. Donors have asked that as a second phase in the budgeting cycle, the

Consultative Group Secretariat should consolidate the budgets submitted by

individual centers and prepare a budget analysis and review document. This

document would serve as a basic background paper used by donors and by TAC

during the August International Centers Week in discussing programs and budgets

of individual centers. It would be designed to:

(a) communicate global current and long-range financial require-

ments for ongoing and proposed programs;

(b) provide comparative data on program thrust, levels of effort

and financial characteristics between centers; and

(c) help TAC and donors to make informed judgements on resource

allocation issues for the budget year which starts the

following January and to consider provisional levels of

financing over a period longer than one year.
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32. The third phase of the budgeting cycle takes place in November when the

members of the Consultative Group state their intentions concerning the programs

and budget recommendations made by TAC. Based on these recommendations, members

of the Consultative Group and the Secretariat will review funding requirements

and related budgetary problems.

33. Following the meeting of the Consultative Group, the centers will of

course revise their budgets as necessary to implement the approved plan of work

within the resources provided by the members of the Group. A copy of the revised

budget should be sent to the Secretariat for information purposes. The principal

function of the budget during the implementation phase is to provide the directors

of centers with a framework for managing their plan of work within the resources

provided and for assessing deviations in time to take corrective action.

Section 4: The Annual Budget Document

General

34. The annual budget document sets out the recent financial history of the

centers, the resources required for the coming year to maintain ongoing programs

and to fund new programs, and projects the future costs of current proposals

over a three-year planning period. The budgets are prepared by the centers'

staff and presented to the Board of Trustees each year, preferably not later than

June, for consideration and approval. Once approved by the Board of Trustees, the

budget document constitutes a formal request for donor support of the centers' pro-

posed operations.

Format and Content

35. It is recommended that the annual budget be presented in three narrative

sections, and that it include an appendix of standard budget tables. Appendices

would also be supplied when new programs are proposed or when capital additions

are requested. Section 1 of the document would be introductory. It would
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summarize the key elements of the center's budget contrasted with the budget

and estimated cost of the previous year, and would cite the principal reasons

for changing costs. Normally this section would not exceed one or two pages.

36. Section 2 would explain the program structure of the center and identify

major program changes (i.e. deletions, significant expansion, or the addition

of new programs). This section would constitute the main frame of the budget

document and probably run 7 to 10 pages. It will be mostly narrative dealing

with major food supply problems, the people affected, and how the centers'

programs address these problems and at what cost. It will explain and will

compare the plan of work for the year ahead with the level of effort, and

costs and accomplishments of the past year.

37. Section 3 would provide a more detailed explanation of particular cost

changes. It will explain, for example, the reasons for major equipment acqui-

sitions, additional staffing, and other major cost elements in the budget. In

addition it should contain a section dealing with new capital requirements. A

more detailed presentation of the capital budget should be made in an appendix.

Appendix A - Standard Budget Tables

38. It is proposed that all centers provide a set of four standard budget

tables which in combination will show a center's recent financial history, set

out requirements for the budget year and project the cost of current proposals

over a future three-year period. These tables are discussed in turn below:

(a) Table 1: Summary of Costs by Major Program or Activity - See

format page 15. This table shows the total cost of the center's

operation broken down by major "programs" or functional headings.

It also shows the principal elements of each program.

(b) Table II: Summary of Manyears and Cost by Organizational Unit -

See format page 15a. The first section of this table shows man-

years (principal and support staff) and cost for program units,
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and support units according to the center's organizational

structure. General operating costs are also shown to balance

the table with the totals shown in Table 1. The second

section of this table shows expenditures by major expense

category (i.e. personal services costs, consultants, travel,

etc.).

(c) Table III: Summary of Sources and Application of Funds - See

sample format page 15b. The first section of this table shows

actual projected funds for core and special projects and breaks

down funds by type of grant and major donor.

Except for earned income the terminology used in this table

is defined in Section 1 of this paper. Earned income results

from the incidental sale of animals, crops and assets; through

interest earned on cash balances; and from recovery of a fair

share of support and general operating costs of special projects

from the grants supporting these projects. It is considered as

a discretionary source of funds which may be used, subject to

restrictions established by the Board of Trustees, to meet the

overall requirements of the Center.

The application of funds section of this table shows the uses

of funds for core operations, special projects, revolving funds,

capital and unexpended balances. In cases where funds provided

in one category do not equal expenditures for that category, and

the difference is not accounted for by unexpended balances, a

footnote should be provided which explains the difference.
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(d) Table IV: Summary of Financial Data - See format on page

15c. This table shows the basic financial characteristics

of the center expressed in normal balance sheet terms (i.e.

current assets, fixed assets, liabilities and unexpended

operating and capital balances). It also shows, in highly

summarized form, sources and uses of funds and staffing for

core and special projects. Its purpose is to set out on one

page the center's main financial characteristics.
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1974 BUDGET

Agricultural Research Center

Summary of Costs by Program and Activity 1970-1977

(US $ thousands)

Actual Est. & Budget Projected
1973 1973 1974

1970 1971 1972 Est. Exp. Budget- Budget 1975 1976 1977
Major Activities Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Core

1. Research

Beef
Swine
Rice
Corn
Potato
Food Legumes
Tropical Root Crops
Agric. Systems
Etc.

Total

2. Conferences & Fellowships

Fellowships
Workshops
Conferences
Symposia
Etc.

Total

3. Library, Documentation &
Info. Services

Library
Documentation
Information

Total

4. Support Operations

a. Service Activities:
Buildings & Grounds
Common Lab. Services
Station Operations
Tractor Pool
Motor Pool
Etc.

Total

b. General Administration:
Board of Trustees
Office of Dir. General
Accounting
Purchasing
Personnel
Other
Etc.

Total

5. General Operations

Communications
Office Occupancy
General Supplies
Etc.

Total

6. All Other

Provision for Future
Price Changes

TOTAL CORE

TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS

a/ Show revised 1973 budget based on final allocation approved by the Consultative Group.
b/ Attach a schedule itemizing all special projects for the budget year.
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1974 BUDGET

Agricultural Research Center

Summary of Manyears and Costs by Organizational Unit - 1970-1977

Actual Est. & Budget
1973

1970 1971 1972 1973 Est. Budget 1974 1975 1976 1977
Man- Man- Man- Man- Man- Man- Man- Man- Man-

By Organizational Unit Years- Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost Years Cost

1. Program Units

Agriculture Economic
Agriculture Engineering
Agric. Production Systems
Animal Sciences
Plant Sciences

Total Operating

2. Support Units

(a) Service Operations:
Common Lab. Services
Buildings & Grounds
Motor Pool
Tractor & Equip. Pool
Labor Pool
Etc.

Total

(b) General Administration:
Board of Trustees
Office of Dir. General
Accounting
Personnel
Purchasing
Other
Etc.

Total

3. General Operations

Communications
Office Occupancy
General Supplies
Etc.

Total

Provision for Future Price Changes

Total Core

By Object of Expenditure

Personal Services Costs
Consultants
Supplies
Services
Travel
Vehicle, Machinery & Transp.
Indirect Costs

Total

Provision for Future Price Changes

Total Core and Budget

a/ Include only manyears of principal and direct support staff.
F/ Show revised 1973 budget based on final allocations approved by the Consultative Group.
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1974 BUDGET

Agricultural Research Center

Summary of Sources and Application of Funds

(US $ thousands)

Actual Est. Budget Projected
Sources of Funds 1970 1971 1972 1973 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

1. Core Operations:

(a) Unrestricted
Rockefeller Foundation
Ford Foundation
U.S. Aid
Etc.

Total Unrestricted

(b) Restricted
CIDA (Swine)
CIDA (Cassava)
Etc.

Total Restricted

(c) Gross Core Funds Required
Less Unexpended Core Balances
Less Earned Income

(d) Net Core Funds Required

2. Capital Funds:

(a) Revolving
(b) Buildings
(c) Gross Total Capital Funds Required
(d) Less Unexpended Balances
(e) Net Capital Funds Required

(f) Total Funds Required

3. Special Projects:

(a) Ford Foundation (Rice in Brazil)
Etc.

(b) Special Programs (New Grants)
(c) Special Programs (Unexpended Balances)

(d) Total Special Projects

4. Earned Income:

(a) Retained Start of Year
(b) Annual
(c) Total Earned Income (End of Year)

5. Total Gross Funds Required

6. Less Funds Available e

7. Net Funds Required

Application of Funds

1. Core Operations

2. Working Capital

3. Capital Expenditures

4. Earned Income

Subtotal

5. Special Projects

6. Unexpended Balances

Unrestricted Funds
Restricted Funds
Capital Grants
Special Projects
Retained Income

Total

Total Application of Funds

a/ For 1974 through 1977 complete only lines 1(d), 2(f), 3(d), 
4
(c) and 5.

b/ Total Funds Required = l(d) + 2(e).
c/ Total Special Projects = 3(a) + 3(b) - 3(c).
d/ Total Gross Funds Required = I(c) + 2(c) + [3(a) + 3(b)].
e/ Funds Available = the sum of unexpended balances and annual income.
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1974 BUDGET

Agricultural Research Center

Summary Financial Data - 1970-1974

(US $ thousands)

Est. Budqet
1970 1971 1972 1973 1973 1974

Current Assets

Cash
Receivables from Donors
Other Receivables
Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets

Fixed Assets

Revolving Fund Balances
Operating Equipment
Livestock
Research Equipment
Furnishings & Office Equip.
Buildings
All Other

Total Fixed Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Payables to Donors & Sponsors

Total Liabilities

Unexpended Funds and Capital
Balances

Capital Balances:
Working Capital
Other

Unexpenses Grants:
Capital Grants
Unrestricted
Restricted
Special Projects

Earned Income

Total

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
CAPITAL BALANCES

Sources of Funds

Operating Core
Operating Special Projects
Other Income
Capital

Total

Application of Funds

Operating Core
Operating Special Projects
Revolving Fund
Working Capital
Capital - Other

Total

UNEXPENDED BALANCES

Memo Items

Manyears of Staff:
Core Program
Special Projects

Total
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Section 5: Policies and Procedures Used in
Accounting for Assets, Liabilities,
Capital Balances and Unexpended Funds

39. The organization and structure of the annual budgets, also shape basic

accounting practices and financial reporting. In proposing accounting pro-

cedures and financial reports for centers, a fundamental consideration has been

that accounting should be kept relatively simple. Obvious as this may seem,

it cannot be taken for granted.

Accounting Procedures

40. In general, accounting procedures for agricultural research centers are

designed to provide effective expenditure control and to: (a) measure resources

held; (b) reflect claims on and interest in those resources; (c) measure

changes in resources over time; and (d) measure the application of resources

for approved programs.

41. This section of the paper proposes a standard format for reporting on (a)

and (b) above and sets out recommended accounting procedures for determining a

center's financial position. Section 5 recommends accounting procedures to be

used in measuring (c) and (d) above.

Financial Reporting

42. One important aspect of developing a common budgeting and accounting

framework involves reaching agreement on a standard format for reporting a

center's financial position to those who have interests in and must make judge-

ments on financial performance. Page 17 attached shows a proposed balance

sheet which would be prepared and certified annually by a center's auditors.

A discussion of the accounting procedures and policies underlying the prepara-

tion of the balance sheet follows.
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THE INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS
BALANCE SHEET

December 31 , 197
(US$000)

Actual Est. Budqet

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
CURRENT ASSETS

Cash I/
Accounts Receivable Donors-2/
Accounts Receivable - Other-
Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Other Current Assets

Total Current Assets

FIXED ASSETS

Revolving Funds-'
Operating Farm Equipment
Research Equipment
Vehicles
Furniture, Fixtures & Off. Equip.
Buildings
Land
Other Fixed Assets

Total Fixed Assets

Total Assets

LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable
Payable to Donors
Other Liabilities

Total Liabilities

CAPITAL BALANCES & UNEXPENDED FUNDS

Capital Grants:
Fully Expended
Unexpended

Sub-Total

Unexpended Operating Grants:
Core
Special Projects

Sub-Total

Retained Income

Total Capital Balances

Total Liabilities and Capital

1/ Provide a schedule of donor payments and note reasons for outstanding balances.

7/ Of which XXX represents advances to employees.

3/ Attach a schedule listing individual revolving funds and show how increase in

carrying value has been financed.
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Accounting for Assets

43. Total assets are broken down into two categories - current and fixed

assets. Current assets are those which, in the normal course of operations,

can be readily used or quickly converted to meet current operating or capital

requirements. These include cash, accounts receivable from donors and others,

inventory and prepaid expenses. All remaining assets are fixed and cannot

under normal circumstances be used or converted to meet current operating

requirements. These include the physical plant, various tangible capital

assets, land and other assets representing relatively long-term investments.

Current Assets

(a) Cash

(i) Definition - Cash is defined as actual monty or instruments

which are generally accepted as money and available for

ordinary operating or capital needs.

(ii) Procedure - To operate effectively centers must maintain a

liquidity position consistent with normal cash flow require-

ments. The appropriate level of liquidity will vary from

center to center, and from year to year for a given center,

depending upon the combined disbursement pattern for a

particular set of grants.

Actual cash transfers from donors frequently lag sub-

stantially behind commitments, and often do not take place

until a center is well into its operating year. In order

to deal with this problem, it is proposed that centers

establish liquidity requirements based on 40 days' average

cash requirements. It is proposed that liquidity require-

ments be provided for annually out of retained earnings or

out of unexpended balances from operating grants.
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(iii) Valuation - All cash balances held in non-US currency

should be shown on the balance sheet in US dollars

converted at the year-end exchange rate. Gains and

losses on currency conversion should be accounted for

as an adjustment to other income.

(b) Accounts Receivable (Donors and Others)

(i) Definition - The two major types of receivables to be

accounted for are receivables from donors and all other

receivables. Accounts receivable from donors represent

the amount pledged in support of the center's approved

program of operations. Other receivables cover advances

to staff and/or amounts due centers from miscellaneous

sales.

(ii) Procedure - It is recommended that receivables from donors

be recorded at the time financial commitments are made

(after January 1 of each year) and drawn down as cash pay-

ments are received. The audited financial statements should

show any amounts due from donors at year-end for commitments

made for that year and should explain any outstanding

receivables. In addition, the audited financial statements

should include a schedule showing payment dates on all grants.

The adoption of this procedure will help identify the sources

of cash flow problems. Advances to staff should be identified

separately from other types of receivables on the audited

financial statements.

(iii) Valuation - All receivables should be shown on the balance

sheet at net realizable value.
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(c) Inventories

(i) Definition - Supplies or other items not expended at

the time of purchase, such as scientific supplies, automotive

parts, office equipment, and general supplies.

(ii) Procedure - It is recommended that in those instances where a

Center finds it necessary to purchase a substantial portion of

its supplies well in advance of actual use, that a base stock

inventory should be established and treated as a capital require-

ment. This requirement should be funded through a capital grant

or through allocations of retained earnings.

In cases where the majority of stock items can be procured

locally or imported without difficulty, capitalization of base

stock should not be necessary. Current usage of supplies and

materials should, of course, be charged against operations.

(iii) Valuation - Regardless of which method of accounting is used for

stock items, a physical inventory of supplies should be taken at

year-end and included in the balance sheet under current assets.

Outstanding purchase orders at year-end for items which can be

identified with specific programs, and which are expenses

of the year, should be treated as a current expense of the

specific programs involved, rather than as ending inventory.

(d) Prepaid Expenses

(i) Definition - An expenditure, often recurrent, for benefits to

be received in a future period. For example, prepaid rentals,

insurance premiums, etc;

(ii) Procedure - For material amounts, centers should accrue pre-

payments; and

(iii) Valuation - The balance sheet should show prepaid items at the

estimated value of benefits to be received.
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(e) Other Current Assets

Items which fall within the definition of current assets not speci-

fically covered above should be classified on the balance sheet under this

general heading. The balance sheet should show these assets at cost or

net realizable value whichever is lower.

Fixed Assets

(a) General

(i) Definition - All tangible assets acquired through a capital grant.

(ii) Procedure - It is recommended that the initial acquisition

of items purchased through a capital qrant be

treated as fixed assets. Individual assets over $300.00 should

be inventoried and controlled by tagging and by appropriate

detailed records, combined with a periodic physical check. Items

purchased from capital grants costing less than $300.00 should

be capitalized under the category all other fixed assets.

Asset replacements and nominal additions, (e.g. vehicle re-

placements, additional library books, kitchen ware additions,

etc.) should be treated as a current operating expense. It is

proposed that the following breakdown of fixed assets be shown

on the audited financial statements: Revolving Funds, Operatinc

Equipment (other than vehicles), Research Equipment, vehicles,

Furnishings, Buildings, All Other Fixed Assets, and Land.

(iii) Valuation - The basis for valuating fixed assets should be cost.

If the Center wishes to show the approximate book value of assets

currently held, it should apply its own schedule of depreciation

and indicate the depreciated value in a footnote to the balance

sheet.
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(b) Revolving Funds

(i) Definition - A fund established out of retained earnings or by a capital

grant for a self-sustaining activity from which monies are continuously

expended, and replenished through a service fee or other income.

(ii) Procedure - It is proposed that auxiliary activities such as staff

housing, guest housing, training dormitories, dining room, cafe-

teria operations, and laundry services be established as self-
retained earnings or one-time

sustaining operations and funded through/capital grants. Enabling

grants should provide the physical assets required and an appro-

priate element of working capital. Revenues to cover on-going operational

costs should be generated through appropriate service fees.

(iii) Valuation - The audited balance sheet should show the current value

of all revolving funds and in addition show in an attached schedule any

depletions or additions to the original capital grants.

Accounting for Liabilities

44. There are two aspects of liability accounting which require comment: the

treatment of outstanding purchase orders at year-end (operating commitments) and

payables to donors or sponsors.

(a) Operating commitments - At year-end Centers will have a number

of outstanding commitments for items purchased but not received.

In order to have a fairly simple and clear-cut rule for handling

outstanding commitments, it is proposed that purchase orders

dated prior to December 15 be treated as current costs and shown

on the balance sheet as accounts payable. Purchase orders dated

after December 15 should not be accrued as expenses for the

current year.
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(b) Payables to donors and sponsors - In cases where donors require

reimbursement of unexpended grant balances, the amounts to be

reimbursed should be determined and transferred to the liability

account at year-end.

Capital and Unexpended Balances

45. The operating resources and assets held by the Center are financed in the

form of operating g-ants or contracts and capital grants. Operating grants provide

funds to meet the cost of current operations and in most cases these resources are

used to carry out the approved programs. Capital grants are made to enable a

Center to acquire or expand its basic plant, or other physical assets, to provide

base stock inventory levels, or to establish revolving funds for auxiliary enter-

prises. It is proposed that in accounting for grants the following practices be

adopted:

(a) recording the initial grant - at the time firm commitments are

made by donors and sponsors the Center should record a

"Receivable from Donors" on its books. A corresponding entry

should be made to an appropriate "Capital Grant" account (e.g.

operating grant - core, capital grant - buildings, Capital

Grant - Revolving Funds (dormitories) etc.).

(b) receipt of grants - when cash payments are received from

donors, an entry should be made to reduce the "Receivable

from Donor" account.

(c) disbursements - expenditures for capital items should result

in decrease in cash and an increase in fixed assets. Opera-

tional expenditures should be charged at the time of dis-

bursements to various programs, support activity or indirect

costs.
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(d) closing entries -

(i) capital grants - annual expenditures for capital items, as

measured by the increase in various categories of fixed

assets, should be compared with the enabling capital grant.

The difference between an increase in a specific fixed

asset and the capital grants provided for this asset should

be transferred to an unexpended capital grant account at

year-end.

(ii) Operating grant: core - expense accounts established to

measure the uses of resources for core operations should be

closed at year-end to an appropriate "Operating Grant: Core"

account. In cases where total expenses for core operations

plus any increase in current assets are less than the operating

core grants, amounts to be reimbursed to donors should be

determined and transferred to the liability account, "payable

to donors and sponsors". Any balance remaining in the core

operating account after this adjusting entry is made should

be closed to an unexpended grants account.

Section 6: Statement of Sources and
Uses of Funds

46. In the preceding section a format for reporting on a Center's finan-

cial position was proposed and the underlying procedures to be used in accounting

for assets, liabilities and capital balances were discussed. This section con-

tains recommendations on accounting for and reporting on the sources and uses of

grants and revenues. It is primarily concerned with the process of associating

various costs with programs, organizational units and sources of funds.
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Accounting for Costs

47. The level of expenditures applicable to an arbitrary period of time (a

calendar year in the case of agricultural research centers) and therefore assign-

able to grants for that period can in itself be a complex subject. In

recommending procedures for accounting for assets, liabilities and capital

balances, an effort was made to chart a course around most of the complexities

of this problem. There remains, however, the difficult problem of determining

which costs benefit which programs and are therefore properly associated with

specific grants. Given the rather elaborate mosaic of grants and the differing

types of financial commitments made to centers this problem could be inherently

complicated. What follows is an attempt to find a few relatively simple rules

and concepts for avoiding the more difficult aspects of this accounting problem.

Suggested Rules for Assigning Costs

48. A major objective in accounting for costs is to determine the total cost

of programs or program elements for which grants or contracts have been provided.

Total program costs are defined in this paper as direct program costs plus

indirect cost.

(a) Direct program costs consist of expenditures and commitments

(accrued expenses), other than for capital acquisitions, which

can be directly identified with programs (research, training,

and library and documentation);

(b) Indirect program costs consist of the direct cost of support and

administrative units and general operating costs. Indirect

costs should, as a general proposition, be assigned to programs

or special projects in the ratio each program's personal services

costs bear to the total personal services cost for all programs

and special projects.
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Reporting on Sources and Uses of Funds

49. The purpose of a center's certified operating statement (statement of

sources and uses of funds) is to inform donors and sponsors how grant funds were

used by showing the total funds provided for various programs and the costs

charged to these programs. A sample format of a proposed audited operating

statement is shown on page 27.
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THE INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH CENTER

OPERATING STATEMENT

For the Year Ending December 31, 19_

Actual ist. Budget
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Sources of Funds

1. Operating Grants - Corea

a) Unrestricted

b) Restricted

Total Core

a!2. Special Projects-

3. Earned Income--

Total Operating Funds

Application of Funds

1. By Program-

A. Research

Wheat

Rice

Maize

Etc

Total Research

B. Conferences & Fellowships

C. Library, Documentation &
Information Services

D. Service Operations

4. Administration

F. General Operating Costs

Total Core Program Costs

2. Special Projects

Total Operating Costs
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3. By Capital Grants:,

Capital Lxpenditures:

Working Capital

Revolving Funds

Other Capital Items

Total Capital

4. Unexpended Balances

Unrestricted Funds

Restricted Funds

Capital Grants

Special Projects

Retained Income

Total Unexpended

Total Application of Funds

Memorandum Section:

Program Department Costs

Support Department Costs

General Operating Costs

Total Operating Costs

a/ Attached schedule 1 to show funds provided and costs by individual donor.

b/ Attached schedule 2 to show source and use of earned income for the current year.

c/ Attached schedule 3 to show the current year breakdown between core unrestricted,

core restricted and special projects.
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The International Agricultural Research Centers

Schedule 1: Funds Provided and Cost of Individual

Grants for the Year Ended December 31, 19

Expenses Charged Unex-
General pended Payable

Approved Support Oper- Bal- to
Grant Direct Dept. atinq ance Donors Total

Total Unrestricted Core

Core Operations -
Restricted

U.S. AID

EIDA

Total Restricted Core

Special Projects

Ford Foundation

U.S. AID

CIDA

Total Special Projects

Capital Grants

Ford Foundation

Rockefeller Foundation

Total Grants & Expenses
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The International Agricultural Research Centers

Schedule 2: Detailed Schedule of Earned Income

for the year ended December 31, l

Approved
Budget Actual

Sources of Earned Income:

Interest on Deposits

Sale of Crops

Sale of Assets

Indirect Costs charged on Special Proj.

Etc.

Total

Application of Earned Income:

Applied to Core Oerations

ADplied to Revolvinq Funds

Applied to Working Capital

Transferred to Retained Earnings

Etc.

Total Application of
Earned Income
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The International Agricultural Research Centers

Schedule 3: Comparative Statement of Actual Expenses

and Approved Budget for the Year Ended December

31, 197

Core Core Special
Unrestricted Restricted Projects Capital

Approved Approved Approved Approved
Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual

Programs

Research:

Wheat

Rice

Maize

Etc.

Conferences & Fellowships

Library Documentation
& Info. Services

Support Operations
General -Oper. Costs

Total

Capital

Revolving Funds

Plant

Etc.

Total

Analysis of Variances

Budget Surpluses:
Transf. to Payable Donors
Transf. to Unexpended Bal.
Transf. to Revolving Funa
Transf. to Current Assets

Total

Deficits:

Covered by Unexpended Bal.

Covered by Earned income

Etc.

Total
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF CROP PROTECTION

Critical Need in Developing Countries for
Increased Crop Protection Response Capability

The world has seen in recent years an amazing change in the race between food

production and human population increase. Tremendous gains in food production have

occurred in many parts of the world and this trend is expected to continue. This

widely publicized phenomenon, often termed the "Green Revolution," has resulted from

a combination of many factors; the chief among them are: (1) the introduction of

new high-yielding crop varieties, (2) the availability of purchased production in-

puts, e.g., fertilizers, pesticides, tractors, (3) new crop management technology

(including double and multiple cropping), (4) improved irrigation capability and

(5) the long-term cumulative effect of development efforts by national governments

and international agencies. It should, of course, be recognized that a part of

the gains in food production in some years have also been the result of favorable

weather.

The system of traditional agriculture, which is characteristic of many areas

in developing nations, is beginning to give way to modern agricultural technology.

Traditional agriculture with its labor intensive, small fields sparsely planted with

seeds of mixed genetic types is not as readily exploitable by endemic plant pests

as are modern "monoculture" systems. The mixed culture also provides some protection

against climatic adversity and attack by new pests because of its inherent hetero-

geneity. Furthermore, plants grown under the tillage system of traditional agri-

culture are generally not as susceptible to some pests as those developed under

more favorable conditions for growth.

Pressured by a multitude of ubiquitous pests over many centuries, man's crop

plants have become adapted through natural selection to the selective pressures of

these traditional agricultural systems (agroecosystems). This state is stabilized

by an array of genetic factors for high yield combined with tolerance to low fer-

tility, pest attack and other environmental stresses. Moreover, these traditional

systems usually represent an efficient allocation of man's available resources and

rarely respond to additional investment of resources without accompanying intro-

duction of new technology for increased production. This means that if modern pest

management practices are imposed on traditional agroecosystems without also increas-

ing the basic production potential, the investment will not be profitable; on the

other hand, new crop protection inputs may be needed most critically where the
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traditional agriculture has been modified by introduced technology, e.g., new

varieties and fertilizers.

As contrasted to traditional agriculture, modern agriculture is a more intens-

ified system that integrates capital inputs with management technology to maximize

production per unit of area at minimum cost per unit of production, hopefully on a

continuing basis. Many of the practices developed to achieve this goal contribute

significantly to increased plant pest problems and thus may prevent achievement of

the goal. For example, plant introduction and exchange has resulted in varieties

with higher yields, resistance to pests and other desirable qualities; but this

plant movement may carry with it new pests and disease pathogens and the introduced

plant types may be susceptible to indigenous pests and diseases. Modern monocultures

frequently involve only a single plant variety with a very narrow genetic base thus

enhancing their vulnerability to devastation by pests and disease. Plant breeding

and selection often place major emphasis on a single or very few qualities, con-

sequently history records many examples of new varieties highly susceptible to prev-

iously innocuous pests or to new pest strains. Vegetative propagation, e.g.,

bananas and potatoes, has the real disadvantage of disseminating serious pathogens

through infected or infested stock.

In addition, many cultural practices of modern agriculture may enhance suscept-

ibility to disease or attack by insects. These include (1) fertilization which pro-

duces larger and more succulent plants that are often more susceptible to disease or

insect damage than plants grown at lower nutritional levels; (2) irrigation which

favors many disease and insect pests as contrasted to the fluctuating soil moisture

levels under natural rainfall condition; (3) tillage and other soil manipulations

are often an important factor in increasing the incidence of disease as compared

to no-tillage or limited tillage cultures; (4) double and triple cropping which

promotes rapid increase of pest populations; and (5) more dense plant populations

with resulting micro-environment changes that favor the development of some pests.

These same cultural practices may at times inhibit certain other pests, but in

general, the balance is one favoring increased pest and disease incidence.

The "Green Revolution" has introduced many of these practices into the develop-

ing nations at a very rapid rate, and the pace of the process promises to quicken in

the future. The rapidity by which these practices have been adopted and the in-

creased production which resulted have been both surprising and gratifying. Motiv-

ated by the increased production with the new practices, many developing countries

and international organizations have placed increased emphasis on the development
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and introduction of new agricultural technology. These modernizing practices, which

also enhance the potential for destructive pest attacks, are being introduced with-

out proper attention to crop protection as a component of agricultural development

programs. This is not to question the validity of these developments-there is now

no other alternative. The fact remains that the changed agroecosystems resulting

from the introduction of new methodologies produce shifts in and very often an in-

tensification of pest and disease problems. This proven hazard is not today properly

reflected in most of the development programs around the world. There is mounting

evidence indicating that pest and disease problems in the developing countries are
becoming more severe, indeed in some cases devastating, as the modern practices are

introduced. Unless bold measures are taken to protect the food crops of developing

nations against the ravages of pests and diseases, the production gains realized

recently could vanish and hope for the future could be lost. Along with the intro-

duction of new production technology, the introducers and the recipient developing

nations must assure the development of an adequate crop protection response capabil-

ity in order to protect the food production gains. This must involve significant

effort in the training and retraining of crop protection and pest management special-

ists, the organization of new types of programs for research at the adaptive and

implementation levels, and the education of the general public and farmers as to

the significance of crop protection to their welfare.

Hazards to Environmental Quality and Other
Unwanted Secondary Effects from Crop Protection Activities

As part of modern concern with the quality of the environment, we must take

into account crop protection activities as they may have direct and indirect impact

on the environment. This is true if for no other reason than that it is almost

impossible to do anything within an environment-whether this environment be the

entire biosphere, a restricted agroecosystem, a lovely home garden, or a quiet

living room-without having a secondary and often unexpected impact on that environ-

ment. Some pest and disease control activities, especially those involving use of
pesticide chemicals, may have a significant impact on environmental quality or

stability in an agroecosystem. However, we should not become obsessed with these

disruptive influences on environmental quality resulting from pest control activities

for they are relatively minor as compared to other disruptive aspects of man. It

would be better if these negative aspects of pest control would be examined as just

one of the many considerations as better methods of managing the environment, in-

SrEni'g imoro-ed pest control, are sought. This more positive approach can contribute
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to an enhanced environment and at the same time to the improved nutrition and

health of man in all parts of the world.

The insertion of a chemical pesticide into an agroecosystem has as its objec-

tives a change in the living conditions of at least two components of the system.

Usually insecticides are applied for the purpose of bringing about a drastic 
reduc-

tion in numbers of one or more species of pests so that more favorable conditions

can be provided for the growth and development of a crop species. Thus, the environ-

ment is changed and as a consequence there occur reactions and adjustments among

other components of the agroecosystem. Chain reactions of enormous complexity may

be set in motion by the application of biologically active pesticides such as 
the

organochlorine, organophosphorus, and carbamate compounds used 
during the last

quarter-century. These interactions are so complex that it is doubtful that 
even

the most simple has ever been described completely or understood fully.

The environmental disruptions resulting from use of the synthetic organic pest-

icides have resulted in substantial alteration of the faunal composition of 
our

agroecosystems, especially those that have received intensive 
treatment, deciduous

fruits and cotton, for example. Some of the changes that have been most frequently

observed following applications of pesticides have been severe outbreaks of 
second-

ary pests and of normally minor species and the rapid resurgence of treated 
pop-

ulations. The severe and long-lasting depressions of natural enemies compared 
to

pests following exposure to pesticides often is the result of the denial of 
adequate

food for the natural enemies brought about by destruction of the prey species (i.e.,

the pests).

Considerable field experimentation in recent years has produced strong evidence

to support the proposition that natural enemy suppression by pesticides is a major

cause of change in pest status and resurgence of treated populations. Nevertheless,

some evidence is available that shows factors other than the destruction of 
natural

enemies are also involved in these population phenomena. Species-specific response

to other mortality factors can be expected to occur just as it does 
to intoxication

by pesticidal chemicals. Therefore, it is likely that other factors often operating

in intricate complexity are also responsible for some of the pest "upsets" 
that

have been attributed to the adverse effects of pesticides alone. A better under-

standing, than now exists, of the complex interactions taking place in agricultural

ecosystems is needed. The interactions between pests and their hosts, natural

enemies, and competitors and between the natural enemies and their 
natural enemies

and competitors must be better understood in the development of effective pest

'n mme'.nt systems.
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A Broad Ecological Approach is Required
for Stable Pest Management and Control

The revival of the old era when pest control was to a great extent ecolog-

ically-oriented is now firmly established today. This has come about largely as

the result of public reactions to problems associated with pesticide chemicals com-

bined with failure of complete dependence on chemicals to give adequate crop pro-

tection. There are numerous well-documented examples of the inadequacy of a uni-

lateral chemical approach in both developed and developing countries. Unless a

broad ecological approach such as emphasized by "integrated control type" programs

is initiated, additional "pesticide abuse" situations will arise. Complete de-

pendence on hazardous, broad spectrum pesticides over a period of time not only

fails to control the pests in question but actually aggravates pest problems,

endangers human health and threatens environmental quality. Furthermore, pest-

icide misuse imposes an additional real cost on food production.

The integrated control strategy employs the idea of maximizing natural control

forces and utilizes other pest management tactics with a minimum of environmental

disturbance and only when crop losses justifying action are threatened. Adverse

weather factors, while a powerful repressive force for pests in agroecosystems,

are not consistent enough to be a reliable suppressor of major pests. Use of natural

enemies and plant resistance are basically compatible and supportive in the inte-

grated control strategy. Cultural control, a third basically compatible tactic,

is commonly used in ways to expose the pests to adverse weather, to disrupt their

natural development, to increase the action of natural enemies, or to increase the

crop's resistance. Chemicals, although not always compatible with the use of

natural enemies, often can furnish a reliable immediate solution to a problem.

Thus, pesticides are an important and necessary element in integrated control pro-

grams. Finally, a basic fund of ecological and biological knowledge is needed to

guide decision-making in the integrated control strategy.

It is mandatory that scientists, in seeking better crop protection, explore

the potentials of pest control with broader perspective than looking to single

uncomplicated solutions. The search should include the broadest array of possib-

ilities for control with emphasis in utilizing those forces which nature itself

has put foremost; that is, the use of natural enemies, of plant resistance and of

manipulations which expose pests to adversities of the environment.

The attainment of resistance in our crop plants to all major pests and dis-

eases is an unrealistic goal. Nevertheless, resistance to key pests and diseases
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or even partial resistance to some of them can be most useful in integrated control

programs and at times is an essential element.

In the utilization of natural enemies, consideration must go far beyond the

techniques of classical biological control, i.e., introduction of parasites 
and

predators into new areas. Attention should also be given to assessing and under-

standing the role of natural biological controls, manipulation of the environment

to increase efficiency of existing natural enemies, periodic colonization 
of natural

enemies, supplemental feeding of natural enemies, and utilization of the 
invertebrate

pathogens such as viruses.

The horizons suggested by introduction of new invertebrate pathogens and

utilization of indigenous ones, such as insect viruses, have hardly been touched.

It is highly probable that pathogens selective for certain species or groups 
of in-

sects and innocuous to vertebrates abound in nature, but too little effort 
has been

made to find them, characterize them, and develop them for practical use. Pathogens

have many of the advantages of chemical insecticides and they lack many of 
their

disadvantages; furthermore, the available pesticide application technology is adapt-

able to them. Some of the known pathogens are quickly and highly effective, specific

in activity, safe and biodegradable. In some cases, they can be readily stored.

Their cost, lack of proved reliability, patentability, and problems of registration

clearance present some of the disadvantages and the barriers to their development.

FAO and WHO are now making progress in establishing protocols for determining safety

to humans for these microbial control products.

Pesticide Chemicals Serve a Special

and Essential Need in Crop Protection

Chemical pesticides remain in many situations a most powerful and dependable

tool for the management of pest populations. They can be more effective, depend-

able, economical, and adaptable for use in a wide variety of situations than many

other proven tools for maintaining pest populations at subeconomic levels. Indeed,

use of chemical pesticides is the only known method for control of many 
of the

world's most important pests of agriculture and public health. No other tool lends

itself to such comparative ease of manipulation and none can be brought 
to bear so

quickly on outbreak populations.

Narrowly-selective chemicals appear to offer an almost ideal means of pest

control. However, only a very few such chemicals have been discovered and developed

for commercial use. Future prospects for additional developed chemicals have become
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very dim. Historically, the chemical industry, for the most part, has had little

interest in finding and developing this type of compound. The financial return upon

investments in research and development of truly physiologically selective insect-

icides is small when compared with that for the broad-spectrum compounds now so

widely used for insect control. Except for a relatively few key pests of major

crops, e.g., boll weevil, rice stem borer, and codling moth, the chemical industry

would be hard pressed to recover research and development costs of monotoxic com-

pounds for pest control.

It is highly unlikely that the chemical industry will be willing to make un-

aided any substantial effort to discover and develop new selective compounds. This

results from the problems involved with development of resistance to insecticides

in many pest species with resultant rapid obsolesence of the chemical, unwanted

side effects, high costs of securing tolerances and registrations for use, and a

society that has become increasingly critical, perhaps unreasonably so, of chemical

pesticide use. In fact, the prospects are so unattractive it is unlikely that

industry will attempt to market such compounds previously synthesized and known

to possess interesting selective properties but which are now sitting on the shelves

of their chemical laboratories. This dilemma is one of the major obstacles blocking

the development of adequate crop protection for the future.

Fortunately, it is not always necessary to rely upon the physiological select-

ivity of chemicals to obtain some of the specific effects required in integrated

control and other pest management systems. Ecological selectivity obtained by the

discriminating use of even the most broad spectrum insecticides can be employed

in many cases for the development of effective, economical, and ecologically sound

pest control programs. Development of such programs is presently limited to some

extent by a lack of knowledge of the ecology, biology and behavior of pest/natural

enemy/crop complexes. A more seriously limiting factor is a shortage of properly

trained, imaginative, and capable applied crop protection specialists dedicated to

the development of pest management systems based on the principles of integrated

control. Nevertheless, there are some encouraging examples of progress along these

lines in both developed and developing countries.

While it is recognized that pesticide chemicals have been and will continue

to be an essential part of crop protection current practices in pesticide use have

not always been sound, not only in terms of food production, but also from the

standpoint of human health and environmental quality. There is substantial need

for trained personnel to assist and guide the "pesticide management process," i.e.,
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the proper selection, procurement, formulation, packaging, shipment, storage,

marketing, application, and disposal of pesticides.

The New Pest Control Technologies
on the Horizon Cannot be a Full Solution

Insect hormonal chemicals, a variety of biochemical determinants of behavior,

notably pheromonal type chemicals, and genetic interferences with reproduction have

stirred imaginations of entomologists looking for a third horizon of insect control.

These developments have not progressed far enough, however, to establish their

probable utility or possible adverse consequences. However, there is now consider-

able evidence that none of these new technologies will be panaceas and problems of

resistance, residues and undesirable ecological side effects will also be associated

with many of them. For the foreseeable future, these new technologies must be

looked upon as potential weapons which may be added to the crop protection scientists

arsenal. Furthermore, the systematic gathering of qualitative and quantitative

information on pest ecology and behavior is essential if many of the newer, as

well as the older, non-pesticidal control techniques are to find their proper

place in systems of crop protection.

Integrated control or pest management schemes will not arise automatically

from neither research emphasizing the new pest control techniques nor from long

term basic research alone. Practical integrated control programs available today

have arisen only from pragmatic research directed at finding solutions for the

real crop protection problems as they exist in farmers' fields. In nearly all cases

integrated control programs come about as the result of a gradual evolution in which

new technology has been introduced in a step-by-step process rather than through

the introduction of a complete fully-formed system.

Crop Protection in the International Agricultural Research and
Training Centers and a Multi-Country Research Project Approach to
Strengthening Programs and Solving Critical Crop Protection Problems

The Consultative Group has been giving considerable attention to the develop-

ment of international research and training centers as a basic element in a world-

wide agricultural research network. Significant accomplishments have already been

achieved by these centers and more are anticipated. However, in the crop protection

field it is widely recognized that their scientists are but a "thin line" in the

battle against pests and disease. Moreover, these international centers must, in

addition to their own research programs, form vital linkages with programs in both
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developed and developing countries if they are to reach their full potential for

contributing to improved agricultural technology. The international centers have

and will continue to produce new technology applicable to the problems of the

developing nations, but that is not enough. There must be a mechanism to join the

efforts of developing nations with those of the centers and other applicable insti-

tutions such as agricultural universities and institutions in developed countries

and certain international organizations. The coordination of efforts on common

crop protection problems through cooperative multi-country research projects could

form such a set of linkages for an international research network subtending the

network of international agricultural research centers.

These linkages must go beyond the "program collaborator concept." Under the

"outreach" program of the International Rice Research Institute, for example,

genetic materials are made available through a system of collaborators in many parts

of the world. The collaborating countries or institutions have and can benefit from

this participation by screening these genetic materials for adaptability to local

conditions. But that system does not go far enough in assisting with the develop-

ment of viable local programs. The "multi-country research project concept" would

establish a more intimate relationship with collaborating institutions by involving

their personnel in the processes of problem identification, project planning, project

implementation, and project review. This should enable the developing countries

to utilize more effectively their own scientists and the new technology flowing

from the international centers and elsewhere.

At the present time there is very little collaboration between developing

countries faced with the same pest or disease problem. Most developing countries

have very limited scientific or other resources to bring to bear on such problems.

The cooperative multi-country research projects would be a means of maximizing

the utilization, on a collective basis, of these scarce program resources, of mini-

mizing research results applicable to the real problems of each participating country.

Two elements would be critical to the success of these cooperative multi-

country research projects: (1) a source of "international" funding to defray the

truly "international costs" of the project such as the cost of meetings for planning

and reviewing research and perhaps project initiation and modest operational costs

of in-country project components; and (2) a management institution which would pro-

vide leadership in developing, implementing, and carrying out the project activity

as well as managing the financing for the project. This management institution

could be, for example, one of the international centers, or another appropriate
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international organization, or an agricultural university in a developed country.

Other important characteristics of cooperative multi-country research projects

on crop protection problems might be as follows: (a) a collaborative research re-

lationship between two or more research and/or educational institutions in develop-

ing countries and one or more "common interest" international institutions or agri-

cultural universities from a developed country; (b) a "common crop protection

problem" which is subject to a multi-country approach and which will benefit from

the broader perspective than can be gained by confining research efforts to a single

country; (c) financial support by the collaborating institutions (including both

developing and developed country institutions) to the extent of local funding avail-

ability and by other "international" sources; (d) a focus on high-priority crop

protection problems in each collaborating country; (e) a technical committee of the

active researchers from each collaborating institution. This technical committee

would have responsibility for developing the project outline which would ascribe the

research role to each collaborating institution. This approach would avoid un-

necessary duplication of effort, expedite research progress through pooled resources

and enhance communication between scientists of common interest in different

countries so that each can benefit from the results and experiences of his inter-

national peer group; and (f) have the goal of strengthening crop protection programs

in the developing countries commensurate with their long-term needs to insure

against catastrophic crop losses from pests and diseases.

An important justification for "internationalizing" crop protection research

is the fact that many of the most serious pest problems are very widespread in

distribution and importance. These problems must be studied and understood on an

international scale to permit development of ecologically and economically sound,

long-term control strategies. On the other hand, many pest problems are location-

specific in that certain varieties perform differently between areas as a result of

differences in strains or races of the pests or different environmental factors.

We must know and understand the common elements of different locations which ac-

count for problem similarities but just as importantly we must know the factors

which produce problem dissimilarities between locations because these may provide

the basis for control procedures at other locations.

In summary, the cooperative multi-country research project approach enables a

group to accomplish collectively objectives that cannot be realized working in-

dependently with limited resources.
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The Future Trends and Needs for Crop
Protection in the Developing Countries

It is clear that enhanced crop protection response capability is an essential

requirement for increased food production in the developing countries. This en-

hanced capability will assist both in securing the gains achieved and to be achieved

through the "Green Revolution" and by reducing the severe food losses to pests and

diseases. To improve significantly crop protection response capability, an im-

mediate and broad attack on the problem must be made including, a) training and

retraining of crop protection and pest management specialists; b) education of

farmers and the general public in crop protection matters; c) in-country institution

building; d) development of implementation technology for crop protection systems;

and e) adaptive research approached on a collaborative, multi-country basis to

develop crop protection solutions suitable for farm-level usage.

Training. Many crop-protection administrators, researchers, teachers and

extension workers in developing countries received their formal training during the

fifties and early sixties when an over-reliance was placed on pesticide chemicals

for crop protection. In addition, many of these same scientists were trained in

sophisticated university laboratories quite unlike the ones usually available to

them in their home countries. Many of these crop protection personnel are becoming

increasingly aware of the importance of a broad ecological approach to crop pro-

tection and the significance of an intensified attack on practical problems

threatening food production. Their earlier training is inadequate to meet these new

goals and much additional training will be needed. A great variety of tactics are

available to achieve these training objectives, including short courses, workshops,

conferences, short-term consultants, and most importantly, active participation in

collaborative research projects in the developing countries. Future training of

additional crop protection specialists for the developing countries should be

focused on the special needs within their own agricultural systems and should also

emphasize locating the training in the developing areas.

Education of General Public. Substantial efforts should be made to inform

the general public as to the severe food losses caused by pests and diseases and

the significance of an ecological approach to crop protection and the preservation

of environmental quality. An informed public (including farmers) is an essential

step in the implementation of adequate and effective crop protection programs.

Institution Building. Although some progress has been made toward develop-

ment of in-country crop protection capability in local institutions, this must be
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expanded and reinforced with emphasis on a multidisciplinary approach to crop

protection. Again, participation in multi-country research projects should assist

in this goal.

Implementation Technology. To implement these crop protection programs,

changes in farmer and consumer attitudes and also of government regulations are

needed along with increased awareness and knowledge of the complexity of agroeco-

systems. We need especially to alter our pattern of pest control advising. Not

only are the biological aspects of crop protection complexities involved in the

program implementation but also the political, social, regualtory, and educational

avenues will have to be developed if the real food production potential is to be

attained and protected.

Adaptive Research. In the first place, adaptive research derived in large

part from existing knowledge and aimed at the problems as they exist in farmers'

fields is needed. This adaptive research should include a) learning how to use

chemical pesticides to the best advantage, b) understanding the ecology of the

pest in its agroecosystem for purposeful manipulation of pest populations, c) com-

prehending the significance of the non-crop elements of the agroecosystem and their

limitations on various control methods, and d) solving the incompatibilities among

various control technologies. A reasonable balance of strategic or long term re-

search should be included to provide the framework of understanding on which im-

proved crop protection measures of the future will be based. The strategic research

could provide ecological knowledge to improve the background of new control measures,

predictive modelling, better understanding of processes involved in agroecosystems,

etc., which should lead to improved crop protection.

Berkeley, California
January 10, 1973

This statement was prepared by Ray F. Smith, Professor of Entomology,
Entomologist in the Agricultural Experiment Station, and Chairman of
the Department of Entomological Sciences, University of California,
Berkeley. He is also currently Project Director of the University of
California/USAID Project on Pest Management and Related Environmental
Protection and has been the Rapporteur for the FAO Panel of Experts
on Integrated Pest Control since 1967.
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Hanson's letter to Albrecht, January 10, 1973
Subject: Agenda Proposals for Bellagio

Agenda Item 1. Inter-Institute Program Relations. (Lead discussant:
Hanson. )

Topic 1. What should be the division of labor and forms of coopera-
tion between centers workingo_n the same crop?

This topic covers the following relationships:

Rice: IRRI, CIAT, TITA.
Maize: CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA.
Sorghum: ICRISAT, CIMMYT.
Potatoes: CIP, CIMMYT.
Grain legumes: CIAT, ICRISAT, IITA.
Barley: CIMIMJYT, ICRISAT.

It also includes the following questions:

(a) What is meant by "primary" and "secondary" r'esponsibility
for a crop?

(b) What is meant by a "relay station" ?

(c) Is "primary" responsibility world-wide, and is "secondary"
responsibility regional? What is the relationship between
them ?

(d) When two Centers work on the same crop, what forms of coopera-
tion are desirable regarding:

Annual research programming.
International workshops.
Use of training facilities.
Outreach projects.
Dist ribution of germ plasm.

(e) What is the experience to date of two Centers participating in
the same outreach project?

Other aspect of Thpic 1 ?

Topic 2. Discussions between economists of the Centers, including
meetings at CIMMYT (November 1972), TAC (February 1973), and Centers
Week (August 1973).

Topic 3. Jurisdiction over programs by Centers Trustees; and effects
of recent program recommendations or decisions by TAC, the Consultative
Group (as a body), and the Consultative Group staff.
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Toic 4. Relationships between Centers andRegional Bodies. We
can consider:

WARDA
Asian Vegetable Center
Southeast Asian Regional Agricultural Center
Inter-American Institute for Agricultural Sciences
Proposed Near East crops research center
Mediterranean-Neareast Wheat and Barley Program
Asian Corn Program
Andean Corn Program
Central American Foodcrops Improvement Program.

Above topics taken from Albrecht agenda of December 5, plus additions
by CIMMYT. More topics may be added by other Centers, at Bellagio.

Topic 5. Should Center staff stationed outside the host countybe
charged to Core Budget?

Several donors have asked CIMMYT whether it is willing to absorb in
its core budget the salaries of staff stationed outside the host country.
Examples are:

(a) Regional wheat production consultant for Mediterranean and
Near East.

(b) Regional wheat pathologist for Mediterranean and Near East.
(c) Regional seed production specialist for Mediterranean and Near

East.
(d) Maize pathologist for Southeast Asia, to work mainly on one

disease (downy mildew).

CIMMYT has taken the position that all such personnel outside the
host country are best financed by special grants because: as soon as a
Center assigns resident personnel outside its host country, and charges
them to its core budget, it begins to use its core budget to compete with
the bilateral activities of its own donors.

On the other side of the argument, CIMMYT is not able to conduct
research in Mexico on some diseases of wheat and maize which are widely
prevalent, and it would obviously serve the purposes of CIMMYT's mandate
if we were able to place a full-time researcher to work on wheat diseases
in North Africa, or the Andean zone, or on maize diseases of southeast
Asia?

Do the Directors of other Centers face a similar problem?
Do they have any advice to CIMMYT ? (Sooner or later this pro-

blem will face any Center engaged in outreach projects. )
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Agenda Item 2. Program Reviews. (Lead discussant: John Nickel, IITA).

Consultative Group document, Agenda Item 9, Meeting of November
1-2, 1972, serves as adequate outline.
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Agenda Item 3. Financial matters. (Lead discussant: U. J. Grant, CIAT).

This is an accumulation of many topics, loosely called "financial",
and it is possible that Grant will want to ask some others to present the
initial discussion on some of the following topics:

Topic 1. Michael Ruddy paper on financial reporting between Centers
and the Consultative Group. (Harold Graves indicated there will be a revised
paper ready f or Bellagio).

Topic 2. Definitions of:
(a) Overhead or indirect costs, as used for charging donors of

special grants.
(b) "Administration" as used in preparing core budget.
(c) "Special projects", as used by Centers in excluding some

activities from core budget.

Toiic 3. Honoraria and fees:

(a) What treatment does each Center give to Trustees, including
honoraria and expenses?

(b) What is the top range of consulting fee paid by each Center?
(c) What treatment does each Center give to members of

external Panels, if different from consultants?

Topic 4. Revolving fund for housing and food services:

(a) Does each Center have such a fund?
(b) What services are merged in this income-expense fund?
(c) Are prices set so as to accumulate a surplus,and surplus

will be used as a depreciation fund to pay for replacement
of capital items at end of their useful life?

(d) Do external auditors review the accounts of the fund ?

(If answers to these questions are brought by each Center in
writing, the discussant can present a composite picture).

Lo2pic_5. IIE Services contract.

(a) Do the Directors want to initiate discussions with IIE on
eliminating the cash advance which is made as a pre-
caution against termination of TIE agreement? (Not the
quarterly advance for disbursements each quarter).
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(b) Do the Directors want to appoint someone to e the
adecuacy of present insura nce pa rkced tnrough
lIE, and to present recommendations tO C'enters
William Gormble says the present package was agreed
in 1969, at which time the benefitls rm iIE xre identical

to those provided by hrle Fo nidations to their own staffs.
Since 1969, the Foundations have increased their benefits
(such as medical insurance, because of rising medical
costs) but no one has reviewed the HE contract on behalf
of the Centers.

(c) Do the Directors want to ask IIE to investigate an offshore
retirement and insurance package for non-US citizens
employed by the Centers ? W illiarn Gormbley says that
at present, any non-UVS citizen coilecting' retrement or

life insurance payments from TTA-CREf will be forced
to pay substantial US income taxes, even tbouh he is not
a US citizen and does not live in the US. This could be
avoided if an offshore insurance and retirement svsten
were set up at a place like the Bahamas. IE could still

be the adinistrator on nehalf of the Centers. We oul-d
need to authorize IE to investig'ate and present its recoi-
mendations to the Directors.

(d) Do all Centers avoid pavment of FICA taxes (US social security

taxes) on non-US citizens employed through IIE'
(e) The question has been raised by,, sorne CTMMYT employees who

are US citizens th at y do not want to pay FIC taes

(social security). Itus of the Centers enables

IE to sop naying eS eta, but lE says it mist make

the decision in e all (nes not just one Center,
and the dciion ma have toe unanimous for all em-

ployees, ot on an individual empl oyee basis. H this

question ar i sen in other Centers ? What is the view of
the Directors

Topic 6. C a flow a ro ,n a ioer n i by Centers.

(a) What has been o experienc o all Centers to date wit _n1

borr a orw in(c ) What i) iwofteDrcoserithciumace
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(d) CIMIMYT is accumulating a reserve fund of its own, which is
expected to roach $200, 000 in 1973. Wlhat is the practice

in other Centers ?

Topic 7. Investmnt y Centers of surplus funds" at interest.

(a) What has been the experience of Centers to date ?
(If a hank agreement is involved, can we circulate copies
at Bellagio ?)

(b) What is the f orm of authority from the Trustees to the Center
Director to place funds at interest ?

(c) For what purpose have the Trustees of each Center authorized
the Director to use the interest earned?

Topic 8 . Tax payments by Centers.

CIMMYT pays normal taxes in Mexico and collects back a refund at the
end of the year, for which the Mexican Government must go through a formal
appropriation.

What is the arrangenent of other Centers regarding taxes including:

(a) Payment of income taxes and social security taxes on non-
citizens of host country.

(b) Vehicle registration taxes.
(c) Visa fees to host government.
(d) Customs duties on imports.

Tonic 9. Credit cards for Center Emplovees.

W,hat is the practice of Conters in proiding to its emplo-ees, at Center
expense, the use of Air Travel Cards, and general credit cards (such as
American Express).

Where card";sae pro.ided, do you requpire that bills be paid b the
employee, and renwi, m; reKe j om the Center, r does the

Ceiter pay the bill= aiect ?

Top 1G. Personal lns, o oti 'orm; Of emr enov .

(a) Does your C'eri mak personal loans to employees againt

(This generally applies with greater urgency to lover paid staff,
who are most often citizens of the host country.
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Topic 11.nurneaca.

Can the D1irectors bring to Bellagio a s.tatement of their insurance package,

excluding life and medical insurafnce on ciloyees, and we can prepare at

Bellagio a taoble comnaring the adequacy o coverage at each Center'? This

would include

(a) Bonding of employees who handle money.

(b) Vehicle insurance package.

(c) Liability insurance for persons other than employees who are

killed or injured on Center property, or by acts of Center

employees off the property, but still permitting lawsuit

against the Center.

(d) Fire and theft insurance against buildings and movable prooerty.

(e) Travel/acci-ient insurance on Trustees, consultants, etc.

travelling on Center business.

(f ) Loss of Thg e while travelling on Center business.

(g) Professional liiity insurance.

(h) Officers and Trustees liability insurance.

Has any Center had experience with a professional insurance survey,

which might assist other centers, both in the type of person employed, and

the findings ?

To>ic 12. Center reporting to the US Internal Revenue Service on Form

990 Re0urn 0 Orga nizaton Ecempt r income Tax.

CIMMYT recei ved a letter from the US Treasury Department dated

11 April 1972, stating:

(a) CTIMIYT is exempt from paying US income tax.

(b) ClIMMYT is not a private founut ion.

(c) US c itiz ens cannot contribute to CTIMYT and deduct the

contribution in calculating US income tax.

(d) CIMYT is not liable for US FTCA taxes isocial security)

tness: we file a .vainr.

(e) For the tie bein, CIM.' must1still o ninmato

retur on I m I , t:g i M ncomr

is "it te same status receiri by all Cen ters ?

C MyT' Ias to icus rn inerpreons ahout how to fill out

(CLMMT ill cir I a. *spre paper I on this itt.t
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Acenda Itemr -. Personnme ma tters. (Lead discu ssant: Rbert Chandler.

Like Item 3 on Financial matters, Item 4 is a loose accumulation of

topics all related to personnel practices. It is possible that Chandler m:v

ask others to make the initial presentation on some topics.

Topic 1. What should be the degree of unifornitv between Centers,

on persognel ruwiors

(a) Since salaries of senior professional staff are claimed to be

influenced by an international standard, should there be

a common Hscale? How can the Centers compare salary

data between themselves?

(b) Should perquisites be uniform or similar ?

(c) Should titles be uniform or sirnilar ?

To what extent can practices in a host country cause different Centers

to follow different scales and different perquisites for senior profes-

sional staff? For supporting staff'?

Topic 2. Should salaries and benefits Ic uniform for nationals of host

country and those recruited internationally engaged in similar

work ?

(a) Vh1at is present practice of each Center ?

(b) Should the directors seek a consensus on this?

(c) Can differences between Centers be justified by differences

between host countries'

Top ic 3. Comnparison of ackaes of benefits for orofessional staff.

Assuming that Ford Foundation will provide a discussion paper showing

comparisons between present packages of benefits used by centers and some

donors, the Directors can discuss the differences, and decide whether they

wata cnensu ona each beeft . This; co er-s:

(b) lehicle benefli s.

(c) Education beneits.

(d) Sh1i pmnirut of personnel e ts.

(c) Mdie7! h eneit: Ieckms, iedrical evacuation, medical

( ) inurance pa kage: : cidnt, major medil, prop r y

in transit and at post.
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(g) Retirement benefit.
(h) Other cash allowances:

Overseas promum
Hardship allowance
Cost of living allowance.

(i) Other reirnbursements:

Language study
Membership fees for professional organizations.

If we do not receive a discussion paper on the above, it will he neces-

sary to achieve such a comparison of benefits during the meetingi, by the

contribution of each Director. For this purpose, each Direct or would need

to bring his personnel manual, or some document that summarizes benefits

for personnel.

To c 4. Packaae of benefits for "supnort staff", who are generally

host country nationAs .

(a) Does each host country of a Center have a social security

package, and does each Center supplement that package with

retirement, insurance, and medical benefits ? If so, can

we discuss the program of supplementation.

(b) How does each Center try to relate its salary and benefit

package for local 'support staff" to the local market of

salaries and benefits ? What type of local organizations

do you interview when seekingcY to establish the "going rate"!

in your host country ? Do you follow the 'going rate"

or stay substantially above it ?

(c) Has any Center had expericnce in employing a local labor

special it as a cons ul taInt, to advise on tae requiren nts

of the local laws ? Is there any experience here that will

benefit other Centers ?

Topic 5. Package of benefits for outreach staff, assigned outside host

country.

CIM ' 1has had a problem when some aons necial g`rants "o

CIMMlYT ha sked to use their l I of benefit in the ant, and ti aue

some CI'MMYT staff to receive ncncfis :,hat we less tha 1 those etated i e

CIMMYT personnel policies.

CI MM \YTi, belie ves there slhould bo agrecmen. amone the Cemer on what

should tthc the enters will acc In a

Special Gn eor an oua. n r0j1ct.
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CIITYT will circulate a separate paper on this topic, ith recom-

mendations.

Tojpic 6. Travel practices.

(a) Each Director might be asked to submit a summary of the class

of air travel used, and the discussant can formu-late a

compar is on.

(b) Travel of spouse on business trips at Center expense. Same

procedure as for (a).

Topic7. Leave practices.

(a) Annual.

(b) Sick leave.
(c) Compassionate.

(d) Study leave or sabbatic leave.

T opi c 8. Retirement.

(a) Does each center have a mandatory age of retirement?

(b) Do centers have a retirement system for employees not

covered by IIE employment? Could we see a document

which describes the system of contributions and benefits ?

Topic 9. Personnel cooperation betv-een Centers

(a) Inter-Center recruitment.

(b) Staff exchaes for periods of months or years.

(c) StAfi participation in events of other Centers.

Topic 0. Pc onel e r n-enure at Centers.

CIAMYT's Administrative Review Panel found much confusion among

CIATMY Tff egN arding thir mions o "teure", which might be

stated: it a mnis omloyK undC 1 er Core b et, is he"

nt" a nin empli a under a Special Grant ( or

What hap if a man eimployed ovivinally mnker core budget is asked

to take mn arssi7nmn unr n term project?

C( [ '. T.-, cwI T " 1 v n 70n; is tie prawtice of Wic er

COmer s, r Y, ing "rmainent employm wm" : r "tenure" ? Do all appoin-

ment lctters state a fixed term, renewable, or do sone letters specify ie-

finite inployment ? Or like CIMMY.T, is there confusion ?

WIt -Ioulud bej 1c practice
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A!enda Itern 5. Future meetins between Directors and other Centers,

staff. ( Lead discussant: Chairman Arlbrecht.)

(a) Can we schedule at Bellagio another meeting of Directors at

Centers Week, and identify agenda items ?

(b) Looking beyond Centers Week, 1973, can we assume that

these meetings w ill be neeied at least twice a year, and

make tentative inquiries for a meeting place in February

and August each year ?

(c) Should the group have a standing chairman each year, or a

rotating chairman each meeting? Should we decide on a

chairman now for timmeeting at Centers Week?

(d) Should the Directors consider plans now for a series of

meetings by specialized staff of the Centers to discuss

practices and experiences in:

Publications

Biornetrics
Handling of visitors
Executive offices

Controller offices
Personnel offices (or relevant personnel)

Economic staff

Farm managers
Laboratory heads

Training directors

Outreach directors.

(e) Since economists of the Centers wvill be meeting( during

Centers Week at the request of the Consultative Group,

should the Directors plan to meet with the economists in

Washington during Centers Week?

I anson has agena su nm ihwns for nmt neeting incudming:

(a) Trus t ee affairs.

(b) 1) o Up don1,1 io m

(c) lou goaernmt reaItions.

(d) Press reulatins.

(e) L&Irship success[i in Cnters,

f) jim 1;c) ai miu 0Q~ qmk m ion sav; ntifte staffs.
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PaIc 1
CIMYT us~estions: for dcuments or data to be brought by Directors

to Bella io.

(Note: CIM'Y T beliees that Bellagin discussions, or privatc con-

versations, may be helped if the Directors bring the following types of

information with then.)

(1) Full text in the Manual or policy statement of your Institute

regarding:

Wives travel on business trips at Institute expense.

Study leaves and sabbaticals.

(2) How much increase in payroll did your Institute incur by its

salary increases for 1973? CIMIYT increase was:

Annual rate of payroll, December 1972 $ 1, 451, 267

Annual rate of payroll, January 1973 1,555, 016

Gross increase 103, 749

Percent of increase 7.1%

(3) Summary of insurance package carried by your Institute, prepared

by your Controller or Executive Officer, including vehicle, fire, theft,

liability, security bonding, etc. but not including the insurance given to

employees.

(4) Sample reports of External and Internal Program reviews. (This

will be such an important topic that it would be helpful to have enough copies

to circulate to all participants. )

(5) Computer facilities: Could we know the equipment and staff each

Institute ma inta ins for comprUtCr services. On computers, the make and

model. On supplemntal ecuimen t such as puncher and sorter, make

and model. On taiff, do you employ a puneher ? Programmer(s)'? Do you

lease or buy equipment ?

(6) Placing surplus funds at interest: If your institute has a document

describing tie loan a1r'me ms n foruus funds, may we see copies?

(7) Pcr b a pcka. : : rd Foundatio doe.s nt supl a

comona''nmn; of neits used >'ll Cent's a o w ill 'e a manal u a

statement of your package o bnefits to discurnn ue meetin.

(0) Rei renat alanr local e.rmplovees, not thh in ral !11' If your

institute hs uch a pln, e we se the docmnt estaishing the ts.?



Support for Research seem good. Until now, comparatively little research
has been done on this backyard crop.

Pearson Commission called on the industrialized CIAT is further experimenting with schemes of turning
r-!ries to devote "a significant share' of their cassava into animal protein, through feeding it to swine
srch and development resources and facilities to in place of corn.
cts specifically related to problems of developing Problems of introducing existing breeds of swine into

nies. It suggested atarget f o 5 percent tropical lowland areas, and adjusting them to the high-
public expenditure for. research and development, energy diet of cassava, are also being faced at CIAT.

said that at least half of that amount should But solution of these problems would mean a boon to
ualy be spent in developing countries. It urged millons of farmers on smalholdings which could not
ensive and concentrated effort in areas most likely carry cattle, for a few pigs would add needed animal

offer far-reaching returns'. Among tihe areas men- protein to the family diet. Besides the research pro-
ned were population studies, food supply and tropical grams at the CIAT farm near Palmira in Colombia.
nculture. some 15 to 20 agronomists are being trained in the
the last two years Canada has taken several steps cassava-sw.ine system, so that they may !aunch exten-

* answer this call. It has financed the launching of sion programs in their own countries around Latin
International Development Research Centre in America and the Caribbean. Canada has announced a

ava, pledging support of a budget of some $30 contribution of $3.250,000 over five years to support
ilion over its first five years. And it has become a this cassava-swine project.
'ancial partner in three of the four major institutions

, research and training in tropical agriculture: the A similar sum of S3,250,000 is being used to support
* ernational Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Nigeria, the triticale breeding project at CIMMYT. Triticale. a

ne Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) man-made plant derived from crossing wheat (TrificunM)
Colombia, and the Centro Internacional de Mejora- with rye (Secale), has existed for 80 years but only
ento de Maiz y Trigo (CIMMYT) in Mexico. A short recently were problems of infertilitv and shrivelled grain
ction on each of these ventures foHo.s. overcome - partly through the work of plant breeders

Tne assistance to both CIAT and CIMMYT is aimed at and scientists from the University of Manitoba. There is
helping to reverse one of the most worrying trends in hope that it may not only prove to be a source of very

'e pattern of food production in the 1970s: the widen- high quality protein, but also keep the rye characteris-
a of the protein gap. World Health Organization tics of reasonable yields under dry conditions and
'ures show that, while the per capita orcduction of thrive under conditions of heat and cold where tradi-

!"e staple foodstuffs may have increased sliqhtly during tional grains do not excel. Triticale is already being
'o last few years, the per capita consumption of grown experimentally in more than 20 countries through

pcrtein has declined on a worldwide basis - and CIMMYT's international nursery program. Tne work
.oastically so in many of the poorer countries where undertaken during the next few years is likely to be
tNotein deficiency disease. or kwashiorkor. is wide- decisive, since the genetic ingredient that suggests
pread. Since about 70 percent of the protein in the trizicale is videly adaptive as well as high yielcing
urnan diet at present comes from vegetable sources may be selected out during the continuing breeding

and 30 percent from animal sources, an increase of program. unless research is held to such wel-defined
production in both categories is clearly the best means objectives at this stage. The Canadian assistance is
of making more protein available over the next 10 therefore offered at a crucial point. Some of the
wars. Canada's help with the cassava-swine project research work will be carried out at Macdonald College
at CIAT, and with the triticale project at CIMMYT. is (McGill University) and at the University of Manitoba,

n effort to tackle the problem in both categories. as well as in Mexico and other countries.
alssava, a starchy root plant otherwise known as At the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in

m'anioc or yuca. is the principal source of food for Nigeria, the emphasis is upon general research into
ome 300 million people in tropical Africa and Latin soil and crop management on small multi-crop farms in

America. The worldwide average yield is only four tons the humid and sub-humid tropics, togetner with work
1er acre, but there have been experimental yields of on maize and rice improvements. The IITA was estab-

. tons per acre: the protein value also varies widely lished in 1968 as a partnership between the Ford and
aong the plants that CiAT workers have collected in Rockefeller Foundations and the Nigerian Government,

Colombia and Ecuador. ranging from less than two to which made available the 2400-acre site norTh of
r than seven percent. Both these variations. together lbadan. Canada became a full partner in 1970 with a
1 the fact that the Plants may take anywhere from contributon of S3.4 million over five years, and is

0 to 28 months to rnature. suggest interesting avenues represented on its executive committee. Much of the
)r research. The possibilities for increasing yield and early work at IITA has consisted of resettling villagers,

Protein value, and breeding earlier maturing plants, clearing forest areas, building laboratories and a dam.
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and recruiting staff. Experimental plantings began in money to cover the cost of international travel to ease

1969-70. By late 1971 the research trainee and research collaboration and exchange between research workers

assistant program will be fully launched, with some 40 in these indigenous institutions. Until now, the trend

nersonnel who can later return to their own countries has been for them to travel only to metropolitan coun-

to spread research and extension work. tries, rather than learn from each other through mutual

The network of these three institutes extends in many visits.
directions. Canada, for instance, will serve as a link To the inaugural meeting of governors, Dr. Hopper

between the triticale research at CIMMYT and the proposed a "program stress that seeks to promote the

wheat breeding programs CIDA is sponsoring in East welfare of peoples. both farm and non-farm, living in

Africa, and the Dry Land Farming Program that is rural areas throughout the world". In March, the

being operated by the Canada Department of Agricul- governors approved a 1971-72 budget that would allow

ture on behalf of CIDA in India. commitments of $7.1 million for research that has "an

especially rural thrust". The four initial program areas

are: agriculture, food and nutrition sciences: popula-
Coordination of Agricultural Research tion and health sciences: information sciences; social

The intrinsic complexity and long-term nature of most sciences and human resources. The Centre's first grant

research programs pose a problem of coordination, was for a study of the experiences of 5,000 Bajan

Canada, in common with several other countries and women to discover why birth rates have declined

international oraanizations, has been conscious of the remarkably in Barbados, a study which the governors

need for close international cooperation in order to believe could have relevance in many countries that

avoid wasteful duplication of efforts, and to ensure have launched family planning programs. The Centre

that adequate resources are available to support the has allocated a significant part of its 1971-72 budget

most promising lines of research. During 1971 an im- for travel by research workers of many countries to

portant international initiative was taken to meet this workshops and conferences, and to undertake specific

need for coordinating agricultural research. Under the projects under contract.

sponsorship of UNDP/FAO/IBRD, a Consultative Group Chairman of the Centre's Board of Governors is Mr.

on Agriculture was established with members from Lester Pearson, while the 10 non-Canadian governors
both developed and developing countries as well as LetrPasnwhlte10o-Cadngvros
theveld d evelopingtcons as ella come from Thailand, the United States, Britain, Austra-

teFord and Rockefeller Foundations and the leading lie, Jamaica, France, India, Nigeria, Senegal and Brazil.
international agricultural research institutes (CIMMYT,
CIAT. ITTA, and the International Rice Research Insti-

tute). The group, of which Canada is a member, will
consider proposals for new research programs in

tropical agriculture and possible ways of financing
them on a long-term basis.

The International Development Research Centre

After three years of planning. the International Develop-
ment Research Centre was established in Ottawa in
1970 and held the inaugural meeting of its 21-member
Board of Governors in October, 1970. Financing to the
level of a minimum of $30 million during the first five

years has been pledged by the Canadian Government.
The IDRC is an avowedly international institution: for

10 members of its board are non-Canadian, and its

present small staff embraces several nationalities
including persons from developing countries. Dr. David
Hopper, IDRC President, has indicated that the Centre's
most significant objective is "to assist the developing
regions to build up the research capabilities, the inno-

vative skills and the institutions required to solve their

problems". For this reason. the Ottawa headquarters
has recruited only a few senior research workers to

identify projects for support, while a large proportion
of the funds will be directed to supplementing activities
in developing countries with equipment, training, and
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Paper for discussion Fri-day morning at

Bellagio V Conference, May 19, 1t972

ORGANIZATION OF CAPABILITIES AT INTER NATIONIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES

OR OTHER CENTERS TO DEAL VITH1 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMIENT

A. T. Mosher

Since this is not the first time this topic has been discussed,

one form the paper to open the present discussion might take would be to

try to summarize previous discussions and then outline various lines of

action that might be considered. I have been present in several of the

earlier discussions, in the United States and Asia, but not in those that

have undoubtedly been proceeding elsewhere. Consequently, I have chosen

not to attempt such an overall review, but instead to outline the general

situation we face as I understand it, and then to propose a particular

possible response to it. Such a procedure admittedly runs the danger of

being influenced by personal biases, but I assume that the subsequent

discussion can be counted upon to deal with that.

I. The Situation

A. The Relevance of Economic and Social Research

Within the past few years there has been increasingly widespread

recognition of the importance of econo mic and social research related L

agricultural development. The relevance of such research is perceived at

three points.

First, it is relevant to the rate of exploitation by farmers of

new technology. Farmers' incntives to adopt new technology are affected

by yield response and cost implications, by relative prices of farm pro-

ducts and farm inputs, and by land tenyure system.s. Their oppoxet ie

have an impact al so. The douree to whi ch th ey know about ne'w te cino1  y

Relat ive p ice of arlm p rocts and farm inout s a so i'nfluence the

rate of development in tie nonagicultural sectors o an ecmy throu

their impact On food prices in thec it is amd v th dem that icE

subsidies make on public revenues. Policies wJith res'pect to I Lld

and teancy affect the distriitin of political powr at Lte-sae

that they af fec the ccnomicsP Oi frm11ing.



and how to use it, the efficiency of arrangements to make farm inputs

locally available, the convenience and terms on which credit is available,

arrangements for timely and efficient marketing and transport of farm

products --- all of these affect farmers opportunities and all could be

improved by appropriate economic and social research.

Second, economic and social research are needed in order to deal

constructively with the economic and social effect of rapid changes in

the pattern and amount of agricultural production. These rapid changes

in production frequently create problems with respect to:

--- trends in sizes of farms

--- changes in employment opportunities

--- changes in income distribution between farm owners, tenants
and laborers; between farm operators in the same localities;
and between farmers in different parts of the country

--- changes in requirements for the processing, storage and
transportation of farm products

--- the erosion of long-established patterns of economic and
social interaction among the populace of rural communities

--- changes in requirements for rural social services such
as education and health

--- shifts in political power within the country

--- changes in trade patterns within countries.

Third, there are urgent problems with respect to the organiza tn

of farming in many countries. What constitute appropriate adjustments to

rapid rural population growth in the presence of extreme land pressure and

farms already very small-? What are the means whereby farm equipment can

be made available to farmers of smill farms? Knowl edge of what has hoen

happening with in sociali.st countries in recent years I is raising criticmal-
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questions about the advantages and disadvantages of various forms of farm

organization and management and about their applicability within different

social and political contexts.

Fourth, there is increasing concern about the process of agri-

cultural planning itself. All of the foregoing types of problems have

implications for planning but beyond those there are urgent economic and

social problems with respect to planning itself. To what extent should

it he production planning? To what extent should it be planning of public

policies and programs only? how restricted or widespread should partici-

pation in planning be? Should it be left to professional planners and

legislators alone? How far should technologists be involved? Public

administrators of implementing programs? Farmers? Urban groups affected

by agricultural policies?

Part of this increasing concern about planning has to do with

its form: what are the relevant categories of planning, the most useful

forms of disaggregation or aggregation within it, and the most useful

criteria for establishing priorities. Another part has to do with the

degree to which agricultural planning can be cast in forms that take

advantage of current statistical, econometric, and computer technologies.

B. The tesponse of Technical Assistance Agenci e s

Various private and public, national and international techni cal

assistance agencies are already giving attention to these problems, and

that attention has increased in recent years. It has taken two forms.

One has been directly to conduct indicated types of research, either
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in-house or on contract. The other has been to give technical and/or

financia3 aid directly in support of specific research projects conducted

by appropriate entities in each of selected countries.

The question before us for discussion today is whether the situ-

ation calls for setting up some new international arrangement to concentrate

on dealing with one or more of these problems. Our announced topic implies

that any arrangement set up should attempt to deal with this set of problems,

but we should recognize that there have been several proposals to go the

other route, selecting a single one of them for concentrated attention.

My reading of the factors involved leads me to conclude that the former

procedure is to be prefierred and I hope this paper will demonstrate why

I come to that conclusion.

Moreover, previous discussions have demonstrated that the questior

before us cannot he answcred except when it is posed in terms of the

proposed nature of such arrangements, their terms of reference and objec-

tives, and, at l. east in general, their modes of operation. That is because

any decision must h based not only on the importance of the topic or

topics to be dealt with but also on the fcasihility and likelihood of

being successful in dealing with them through the arrangements chosen.

C Sa Ii.ent Cha ract er is t-i cs of EcoI c' e and Soci a Prob lems

Any new interna!t ional arrangements that might be set up to deal

with one or more of them will need to take cognizance of several sallient

2 The OE CD employment study J, onie examle The stidy of thle social

implications of the green revolution b' Ih United Nitionil Research

Ins t iLtuL or Social Delost i oother. The FAO st udy oi tos a

of high-y ieding variti third. Th h h i n C tii tie cotrac'ts

that the .S Aenc y lor urntioal D svelomt has neoated for

research with respect to agricural crcdi -, tie pct of ive

prices, and new teclni queS o sect0o nlysis are other examples. . are

the 211(d) arrangement AID has mode to bi1d institui competenc1 to

deal with pr1lhems of a iuturnl deve lopment in U.S. nveties.
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characteristics of economic and social problems.

The first of these is that the "solutions" to many economic and

social problems depend for their effectiveness on their congruence with

the economic, social, political and cultural environment in which they

are introduced. Many of them are distinct to individual countries and

must be studied and solved within each national context. But even within

each country the national context keeps changing so that "solutions" at

one point in time are no longer adequate shortly thereafter. Moreover,

a satisfactory "solution" of certain problems in one country automati-

cally creates problems for other countries, as when a country that has

been importing a commodity becomes self-sufficient, thereby reducing the

foreign demand for present exporting countries.

A second salient characteristic is that economic and social

problems of agricultural development are not separable from related

problems in other parts of each national economy. A rise in the price

of a major food increases the incentives to farmers but simultaneously

increases costs to industrial employers. A public subsidy of the cost

of a farm input makes demands on public revenues that reduce the resources

available for other development activities. Consequently, much more than

the "agricultural sector" of each economy is involved in the social and

economic problems of agricultural development.

A third characteristic is the dependence, particularly of economic

research, on other disciplines for the alternative technologies between

which it makes judgments. The end products of most economic and social

research are not themselves technologies (except when these are tech-

nologies of an organizational or operational type). Instead, they are
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analyses of situations and policy recommendations with respect to the

ways in which, and the degree to which, biological, engineering and

organizational and operational technologies could most desirably3 be

applied and combined. Sometimes improved technologies (d0 not exist.

Economic and social research cannot create them but it can identify

needs for specific types of new technology and stimulate the search for

them. Information about alternative technologies that do exist is not

all available in any one place. Consequently, economic and social

researchers either must go to the sources of information about these

technologies wherever they may be or have other effective means for

drawing upon them.

A fourth salient characteristic of economic and social problems

is that to give effect to an economic or social solution through govern-

mental action depends on complex bureaucratic and political decision-makin;

and implementation processes. Consequently, if the results of economic

and social research are actually to be used, effective contacts of one

type or another must be established and maintained with policy makers

and administrators in each country, and even then the outcome is uncertain.

These salient characteristics of economic and social problems

per sist . They cannot be elimLnated. Whatever arrangements are set up

to deal with economic and social problems must take them into account.

D. Current Restraints to Conduct ing, More, and _More Pert inientmEnomi

and So ciaol Research

Unlike the salient characteri st ics of economic and social problems

that must be lived with, there are a number of current restraints to

"Desiriab ly" because value judgmI ients abouit social goals are implicit

in such decisions and these vary not only bet.een countrics but among

different segments of the population of each country.
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conducting more, and more pertinent, economic and social research that

could be substantially relaxed by appropriate action. The most impor-

tant of these, in my judgment, are the following. They are not listed

in any order of priority; all of them are important.

One restraint lies in the number of trained research workers who

are presently available. The absolute number of social scientists with

advanced training in Asia, Africa and Latin America is small. Many of

them are in teaching positions with only a limited amo'unt of time for

research. A few are in research institutes where they make little con-

tribution to training additional research workers. Many of them get

drawn at an early age into administrative positions where they have no

time for research. Increasing numbers are being employed by business

firms in the private sector. Yet a great many of them could put more

of their effort into research, given adequate facilities and incentives,

and many of them would like to.

A second restraint, closely related to the first, is the lack

of effective personal interaction among geographically dispersed

researchers. Only in the capital cities and major university centers

is such interaction now readily feasible. There are persons with basic

economic or social training in many other places in each developing

country who are not now engaging in research but who would like to do

so, and whose capacities could be considerably enlarged if adequate

provision for effective interactien with others interested in the same

problems were available along with provisions for financing cooperative

projects involving te participation of widely dispersed researchers.

Another closely related restraint is the lack of effective
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communication of research results among countries, even for researchers

in capital cities and major university centers. Research workers in a

developing country usually are much more up-to-date on what is happening

in major developed countries as reported in professional journals than

they are with respect to studies in nearby countries facing the same

problems they are. This lack exists among the research centers of

individual countries, as well. About two years ago, Dr. Castillo compiled

a detailed review paper of economic and social studies completed by the

University of the Philippines over the past fifteen years. Very little

of this information is available at other centers, even in the Philippines.

Still another important restraint is the weakness of existing

rapport between policy makers and social science research administrators.

Partly this is because policy makers have not been impressed by the

immediate value to them of past economic and social research. However,

it is also partly because no one has given sufficient attention to

bringing the two together.

Another restraint is the paucity of dependable data for economic

and social research in most of the developing countries. Much of modern

social science research, especially in economics, takes statistical data

gathered by others as its starting point. The systematic gathering of

such data is gaining ground everywhere, but much of it is not in a form

social scientists can use, there are many questions about its accuracy,

4

and the publication of what is compiled is often long delayed.

4Dr . Koffsky, in an earlier mmorandum, sugested that this probhle

should receive first attention by a new international program in the

field being discussed in this paper.
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Still another restraint, more fundamental in character, is the

shortage of disciplinary theory with respect to certain important types

of economic and social problems. For example, we are a long way from

having an adequate understanding of the relationships between income

distribution and economic development. Similarly, we are in need of

much better theory with respect to the allocation of resources among

intranational regions of differing growth potential. These are only

two examples from a much longer list of theoretical deficiencies.

Finally, I believe there is currently a serious problem of usur-

pation of the 2riority- ettina function in research by external agencies

either by supporting only externally selected types of research or by

offering substantial honoraria to researchers who will work on interna-

tional projects selected by the external agencies. Given the present

low to very modest salaries of research workers in developing countries

there is a strong temptation for them to put their time into those

projects from which they can get the greatest personal financial return,

regardless of their own judgment about the degree of priority that the

topic should be given from the standpoint of the national needs of their

own countries. What this suggests is that in any international arrango-

ments set up in the future, great care should be exercised with respect

to this. Priority-setting in research is an important facet of the

professional competence that needs to be enhanced in each country. I am

not suggesting that external agencies should not exercise discretion

with respect to priorities and partLipate in deciding what research is

to be supported, but there should he ways to do this without preemptin

the field.
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As we proceed through this paper, it will be discovered that I

take these restraints very seriously and suggest that relaxing certain

ones of them should be given the highest priority. Our resources for

economic and social research are severely limited; we should take steps

to make the best use possible of those we have and here I believe a

new international program could help. In the longer run other improve-

ments can be made, but in the long run the primary focus of any inter-

national institute can change also.

II. General Propositions

Based largely on the review of the situation outlined up to this

point, I would suggest six general propositions as guide-lines in

determining what kind of an international agency or agencies it might

be wise to set up at this time.

1. Because of various differences in priority problems and in

present international arrangements in different parts of the world, and

to facilitate interaction between a new agency and national agencies in

each country, any new organization or organizations set up in this field

should be regional in scope rather than having global responsibilities.

These regions could be demarcated in different ways. One that would seem

to make sense would be to have one for Latin America, one for South and

Southeast Asia, one for the Middle East and North Africa and one for

Africa south of the Sahara. These might be linked to each other even-

tunlly, but each should be largely autonomous within its region. They

would not need to be set up simultaneously, nor would they need to

operate in the same way or concentrate on the same activities, although

they might.
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2. Any international agency devoted to studying the economic

and social problems of agricultural development should concentrate first

and foremost on strengthening national efforts to deal with these problems.

It is always agreed that ultimately the purpose of international research

institutes is to strengthen the capacity of national agencies. Usually,

however, it is assumed that the international agency must develop a full

research program of its own first. That assumption has been found tenable

in the case of basically biological institutes where research can be

conducted in field plots and laboratories. But the situation is dras-

tically different in the case of economic and social research. For it,

problems exist in distinct national and intranational regional varieties.

The data for studying such problems are different for each country. The

problems need to be studied in close contact with their local variations.

Consequently, any international approach to studying economic

and social problems should, from the very beginning, place its primary

emphasis on developing national research within each country of the

region to be served.

3. The present commodity-oriented international institutes are

to be commended for including economic and social research in their

programs. This aspect of their programs is important, both to determine

and evaluate the economics of proposed new technologies and to examine

broader policy questions particularly germane to the commodity or com-

modities studied. However, commodity-oriented research organizations

are not an adequate base, even if they were greatly strengthened, for

international efforts to deal with the broad range of economic and social

problems of agricultural development. Many important problems cut across

commodity lines. Others are almost independent of commodity production
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patterns. There is considerable to be said for separate international

regional arrangements to concentrate on the economic and social problems

of agricultural development in addition to what can effectively be done

by commodity-centered research organizations.

4. No new agency should be looked on as a substitute for present

programs of existing technical assistance agencies, preempting the field.

Diversities of approach are an advantage. Considerable economic and

social research related to agricultural development is now being carried

on by international technical assistance agencies. The relevant question

is: are there important activities that could best be conducted by an

additional new agency?

5. Whether by a new international institute or by individual

technical assistance agencies, the range of types of national institutions

in which the study of economic and social problems of agricultural develop-

ment should be encouraged is quite broad. The national agencies that

should be considered in these efforts include governmental research

institutes, departments of faculties of agriculture, departments of general

universities, research institutes of universities, institutes of business

and management, and the research sections of operating agencies of national

and state governments. That all of these are pertinent to strengthening

economic and social research related to agricultural development is indi-

cated by the fact that at least parts of the subject matter dealt with

by each of these types of agencies are relevant to problems of agricultural

development. In addition, when one lists the research workers on each

continent who are actively conducting significant research related to

agricultural development they are found scattered among all of these

different types of organizations.
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Some might argue that is is wasteful to have scarce competent

researchers scattered among so many types of national agencies, and that

efforts should be made to bring them together in fewer and distinctively

research institutes. My reply would be that in order to give basic

training to additional research personnel it is important that many

economic and social researchers be in universities. Consequently,

arrangements should be made to utilize their abilities where they are.

6. If the new organization were to be designated a "research"

institute it is important that the word "research" be broadly construed.

In an earlier meeting, Dr. Wortman made a number of comments that are

pertinent to this point. He pointed out that frequently what is most

helpful is not new formal research but getting past knowledge to those

to whom it can be helpful. He remarked also that it is not the findings

of formal research alone but whatever knowledge would be useful in

planning about which we must be concerned. Certainly, structured social

science research is important but so are the experience gained in experi-

mental and pilot projects and other information that would not be

covered by a narrowly construed definition of research.

III. A Specific Suggestion -- for Asia

Because my experience has been limited almost entirely to Asia,

the remainder of this paper outlines a specific suggestion for a regional

international institute or center for South and Southeast Asia, honoring

the Ceneral Propositions stated above,

My suggestion is presented here as a set of four "activities" to

be engaged in by the Institute, each contributing to and supporting the

others.
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Activity I - Strengthening National Research Programs Directly

Central to the program of the Institute should be a set of

activities designed to strengthen national research on the economic and

social problems of agricultural development directly, by involving

researchers where they now are, strengthening personal interaction among

them, helping them to help each other since although they are limited

in number there are many highly competent persons among them.

That purpose could be implemented through a combination of three

sub-activities: (1) sponsoring several series of continuing seminars 
and

workshops on selected research topics, to increase personal interaction

among researchers throughout Asia; (2) setting up arrangements for the

widespread distribution of research results and other pertinent informa-

tion to those who could use them; and (3) organizing and financing

selected research projects.

Seminars and workshogs, Some of the seminars and workshops should

be limited to researchers lone_. Discussion in them would center on

research priorities and methodologies, and on the formulation of project

plans for specific research projects that might later be undertaken either

with national financing or financed in whole or in part by the Institute.

Other seminars and workshops would be made up of a combination

of researchers and olc makers, both in individual countries and from

different countries, to discuss research findings , identify unanswered

questions with respect to particular topics, examine the degree to which

current research is responsive to the needs of policy makers, and suggest

priorities for future research.

Still other seminars and workshops would concentrate on problems

of teaching in Anian universities because of the urgent need to train
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more researchers and to give them better training than they now receive.

An outside organization has an advantage in sponsoring such

seminars both within individual countries and internationally because it

can select the most appropriate persons for the seminars without regard

to internal hierarchies or organizational responsibilities. Consequently,

invitations to participate in all of these types of seminars should be

issued to individuals by the Institute itself, rather than by asking

governments to select representatives. This is necessary in order to

get the right persons: professionally active researchers interested

in particular topics wherever they may be located at home, and policy

makers and research administrators who are themselves decision makers,

rather than their assistants.

Distribution-of research results. The second part of Activity I

would be arrangements for distributing research papers and other per-

tinent materials to interested researchers and teachers throughout the

area served by the Institute. This could be done on the basis of highly

classified mailiug lists, so that individuals would get the documents in

which they have a special interest.

Researchprojects. The Institute should stimulate and in some

cases finance projects of social and economic research with preference

given to international projects but not ruling out some projects in

individual countries. These might or might not be projects that had

been developed in Institute seminars or workshops. Past exnpcrience

indicates that a numbeL of projects developed in seminars and workshops

might be picked up for national implemontation without Institute funding.

Projects funded by the Institute would not be limited to a list of

priority topics selected by the Institute in advance, but the Institute
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would influence the nature of research topics submitted in the future

for financial support through its selection of topics for seminars and

workshops.

Activity II - Library and Documentation Center

Important as Activity I alone can be in fostering better utiliza-

tion of research resources now available, it would need to be enriched

by new resources. Highest in that category I would put a first class

agricultural development library and documentation center.

It is a tragedy that there does not yet exist anywhere in South

or Southeast Asia a really first-class library and documentation center

on the economic and social aspects of agricultural development. There

ought to be at least one first-class center of this type in each country.

Building up a library and documentation center for the Institute would

immediately make one such facility available for those who could-travel

to it and it could aid in strengthening national library facilities by

making copies of important documents available.

Activity III - Participation in Research

Keeping its primary effort focussed on contributing directly to

the strengthening of national research efforts, the Institute would need

a small professional staff of its own (beyond what would be required to

perform the purely administrative tasks connected with Activities I and II)

so that it could, as an Institute, participate professionally in selected

research projects as well as in the seminars and workshops of Activity I.

Activity I would be nade central to make more effective use of

research personnel already in place in individual countries. Those

present research personnel are, and should be, scattered in numerous

locations in each country. They are, and should be , responsive mainly
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to presently perceived national research 
priorities.

The professional staff of a regional international Institute

ought to supplement and interact with those national resources in two

ways. One would be by adding to the presently available research

personnel in the region. The other would be to provide, at one location,

a strong multidisciplinary staff of social science researchers who are

not constrained by presently perceived national priorities.

Consequently, the function of this Institute staff would differ,

in a subtle but important way, from that in the present international

institutes. Here its function would be to participate professionally

(1) in all phases of Activity I, (2) being simultaneously engaged

directly in selected research projects, and (3) participating critically

in the determination of future priorities for Institute activities.

In order to serve those functions, the amount of direct -research

in which each member of the Institute's staff participates (whether

individual, or in cooperation with other Institute staff members, or in

cooperation with national research workers) should be limited to what he

can accomplish in one-half of his time each year. The other half of

his time should be devoted to consulting with researchers, policy makers

and administrators in individual countries and to participating in the

broader program of the Institute.

In addition, having a professional staff to undertake these tasks

would enable the Institute to play a significant role in the training of

additional researchers. That could be done by having selected graduate

students do their dissertation research at the Institute under the direction

of one of the Institute's staff members on the basis of appropriate ar-

rangements with their respective universities.
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This professional staff should be composed of from perhaps eight

to twelve social scientists representing different disciplines or fields

of specialization, recruited from anywhere in the world.

Activity IV - Visiting Research Scholars

Finally, I would suggest that the Institute make provision for

the support of perhaps six to twelve visiting research specialists at

any one time, each working at the Institute for from three to perhaps

twelve months. lie might devote full-time to his own re-search, outlined

in advance, or he might serve as an additional member of a research team

made up partly of members of the Institute's own research staff. Persons

chosen as visiting research specialists might: be in mid-career, or they

might be persons who had recently completed graduate study and were

awarded what would be, in effect, post-degree research appointments,

Within this program it- could be made possible for a visiting research

specialist to bring one or two of his own graduate students with him,

combining their dissertation research with his own study while at the

Institute.

A question that could well be asked is why I do not propose

establishing a larger Institute staff in Activity III. My judgmtent on

this is based partly on the consideration that the ma jor thrust of the

Institute 's program should be on stimulating and facilitating nt iona_1

research rather than on conducting a large amount of in-house Institut

research. It is based partly on a preference for securing a larger and

constantly revolving staff for the Institute by adding Activity IV

rather than by having more cont in i uig fuli-t ime staff mCer s. In its

total program, the Inst itute would, at any one time, have a staff of

fourteen to twenty-four, with six to twelve of them being temporary
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visiting research specialists.5 If more members were to be added to

the full-time staff, consideration should be given to stationing each

of these additional staff members at an appropriate national institution

somewhere else in the region and not at the Institute itself in order to

have more day-to-day contact with participating national institutions.

Provision of Facilities for Quantitative Research

In such an Institute as here proposed, it would be essential that

facilities for conducting sophisticated quantitative research be available.

Techniques of linear programming, recursive programming, systems of

simultaneous equations, and simulation models employing various combina-

tions of these and other techniques are now widely used in many countries

and more are being developed every day. They are being applied to the

study of more and more economic and social problems. All require computer

equipment for their use. Consequently, it would be imperative, if an

Institute were to be established with a research staff of its own and

with visiting research specialists temporarily in residence that fully

modern computational facilities be made available. Along with that, the

"library" discussed as Activity II should be expanded to include the

standardized computer programs that would be useful.

III. Concluding Comments

It should be recognized that in drafting this discussion papcr I

have set aside several earlier proposals that emphasized different specific

poblem foci for such an Institute, One of those was the proposal that

the Institute concentrate on developing viable agricultural policies.

5
This arrangement would facilitate giving effect to the sugstion

of Dr. Edgar 0 Edwards of setting up temporary task forces to study

particular problcmis.
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Another was that the initial thrust be an attempt to expand the agricul-

tural data base, country-by-country. A third was that international

arrangements be developed specifically to study the so-called second

generation problems.

The focus suggested here does not rule out activities related

to any of these but concentrates instead on providing the facilities

which would enable the economic and social researchers in each country

of a region to be more productive, individually and collectively,

working on problems growing out of the perceived and changing priorities

of their own countries, and gradually growing in research ability as

they do so.

My preference for this approach instead of adopting a specific

problem focus for the Institute is based on several considerations

mentioned at various points earlier in this paper:

1. that economic and social problems (even those of unquestioned

crucial importance) are so numerous that for an Institute

to concentrate on any one of them alone would be unduly

restrictive;

2. that economic and social problems which are common to several

countries involve sufficient differences because of different

national settings that they need to he studied in each country

rather than primarily at an international Institute;

3. that research priorities keep shifting from year to year, so

that being limited to a specific problem focus would restrict

the usefulness of an international Institute;

4. that determining research priorities is a function to be

stimulatud country by country, with international agencies

concerned about it, contributing to it, but not dominat ing it.

It is conceivable that after a few years of operation a very few

research topic foci might emerge as being the most important ones to deal

with. But if that happened it would have emerged out of the process of

the interaction among researchers, policy makers and administrators of
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different countries -- an interaction that the proposed program of the

Institute would have made possible.

My other concluding comment is that the need for strengthening

and extending the traing of social scientists remains and must be

dealt with. No substantially enlarged program can be mounted, either

nationally or internationally, unless that is done. There is great need

for revising undergraduate programs, for subsidizing the production of

teaching materials, for strengthening graduate training in Asian univer-

sities, for involving graduate students in major research activities,

and for expanded programs providing graduate assistantships at Asian

universities and fellowships for Ph.D. study, both within and outside

of Asia. This is a major need that in my judgment cannot adeqmitely be

met by a new Institute devoted primarily to research on economic and

social problems, although it can help. As with the present international

institutes, there would be an opportunity for graduate students of

various universities to do dissertation research in conjunction with the

new Institute and the Institute would undoubtedly mount special training

programs for its own, but it could not meet the major part of the need.

The continuation and strengthening of other activities of technical

assistance agencies will be needed in each country to that end.
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Bellagio V. Conference on International Agricultural Development

Bellagio, Italy - May 17-19, 1972

RESUME OF THE CONFERENCE

Session 1. The Status of International Agricultural Development: Situation
and Outlook

Chairman: Joel Bernstein, USAID

Discussant: Montague Yudelman, OECD*

1.01 General agreement was reached that with respect to agricultural

development, important achievements, and changes in the last decade as

well as continuing concerns include the following:

(a) Major scientific and technological breakthroughs in the

production of cereals, notably wheat and rice. Elements

of these advances, despite limitations, are now in use

on an estimated 5 million farms in the developing nations.

These advances clearly contributed to India's capacity to

deal with the feeding of an estimated 10 million refugees

in the crisis of Bangladesh. Yields per unit land area

have been rising in some areas as much as 3% annually

over the last five years. If this rate could be achieved

elsewhere and maintained where such levels now exist and

coupled with a 1% increase in land area cultivated, the

goal of a 4% annual growth in agricultural output could

be achieved.

(b) Positive attitudinal changes on the parts of many national

policy makers in the developing nations with respect to

the potential contribution of the agricultural sector to

overall development.

(c) Increased farmer enthusiasm for change in regions where

profitable innovations have been successfully developed.

* Dr. Yudelman's paper with underlying analysis and supporting data will be

circulated by him to all participants.
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(d) The productive presence of more trained, skilled people

and functioning agriculturally-related institutions in

many of the Less Developed Countries.

(e) An increase in the support for agricultural development

by both national governments and external assistance

organizations (in a period when overall development

assistance was not rising in real terms).

(f) The overriding presence of ever larger, younger, hungry

population in the LDC's. Even though farm-level crop

yields appear to be increasing, the population pressure

leaves no room for complacency.

(g) Continued relative deterioration in the export demand or

terms of trade for agricultural products from the develop-

ing nations. While product quality and standardization

may be contributing factors, international trade prospects,

amongst food products, appear to be most promising for

milk and meat.

(h) Rising concern about the relevance of the two-sector con-

cept of development (Sir Arthur Lewis's neo-classical

"subsistence to modern" theory) in many of the low income

nations today. Mounting evidence indicates that:

(i) High rates of growth of the labor force are likely

to continue for many years-

(ii) In the modern sector (including agriculture) output

is increasing more rapidly than employment, in part

due to the use of capital-intensive processes.

(iii) Population is exploding in the urban areas. Even in

this modern sector growing numbers are unemployed

and pressure is rising "to keep the people in the

countryside-"

(iv) Rural populations are continuing to increase absolutely

despite heavy out-m:gration.



(j) Mounting concern about the welfare of the less advantaged

(the 20% or more bypassed by modernization). If reliance

cannot be placed on older development models, how can

nations do more about (reconcile where necessary) the

multiple objectives of:

(i) further expanding output (growth);

(ii) generating productive employment and increased real

incomes for small holders, landless laborers, and

marginal populations;

(iii) improving income distribution;

(iv) producing and moving into consumption higher quality,

more nutritious foods (Special note was taken of

increasing research, education, and policy work on

human nutrition. Emphasis was given to expansion of

research on protein quantity and quality in cereals

plus the need for expanded work on food legumes.);

(v) Making public services more generally available

(especially in the rural areas).

Session 2. Progress and Evolving Roles of the International Agricultural
Research and Training Institutes

Chairman: Sterling Wortman, The Rockefeller Foundation

Discussant: F. F. Hill, The Ford Foundation

2.01 International network of agricultural research activities

A large number of nations, perhaps 70-80, still are burdened

with extremely low productivity of agriculture, particularly of those food

crops and animal species which are the sources of livelihood for high pro-

portions of rural people. Many of these nations are relatively new and

small; all have limited resources with which to meet diverse and urgent

developmental needs, of which agriculture is but one. While these nations



vary in their abilities to meet present food needs or raise farmers'

incomes, increasing numbers are seeking to markedly accelerate agricul-

tural output through rapid creation of modern, intensive, science-based

farming systems. One prerequisite is appropriate technology for a com-

plex of crops, seasons, and ecological regions - technology which in

large part eventually must be generated within the nations themselves,

on a continuing basis.

2.02 Factors limiting rapid increases of agricultural production

per unit area per unit time, include:

(a) lack of new, complete, highly productive, profitable

combinations of production technology for regions where

yields are low and static, and the use of which can

clearly be made understandable to farmers through appro-

priate trials and demonstrations in their own farming

areas;

(b) lack of access by farmers to inputs (i.e., fertilizers,

seed, credit, vaccines, feed supplements) required for

intensified crop or animal production;

(c) lack of markets, or of product/factor price relationships

which would provide incentive to farmers to increase output.

2.03 To meet, simultaneously and individually, the diverse needs for

technology of so many nations, is presently beyond the combined capabilities

of the nations and of assistance agencies. The situation must be considered

serious if agricultural output, of the poorer countries generally, is to be

raised from 2.8% per annum to the targeted 4.0% level - a level which would

cover demands of growing populations, with only modest increases in food

supply or incomes on a per person basis.

2.04 The concurrent acceleration of agricultural progress by many

nations will require continuing, concerted efforts of the nations them-

selves and of the assistance agencies which would help them. This can best

be accomplished through:
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(a) a combination of rapidly strengthened national organiza-

tions;

(b) a limited number of international research and training

centers to which nations can turn for assistance specifi-

cally tailored to their needs; and

(c) increased support by centers of specialization of the techni-

cally advanced nations.

2.05 A worldwide network of scientific, technical, and action programs

is needed which will:

(a) link together all relevant institutions and individuals able

to contribute significantly to the goals of the nations being

assisted;

(b) provide for appropriate division of labor among all cooperators;

(c) allow for maximum benefits to nations assisted, including

rapid development of capabilities of individual nations to

sustain their own progress at desired rates;

(d) allow expertise, wherever it exists, quickly to be brought

to bear wherever it would be useful, and to permit problems,

wherever they occur, to receive prompt attention by specialists

able to solve them.

2.06 Presently, the Consultative Group has agreed to support four estab-

lished agricultural research institutes (IRRI, CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA). An

International Potato Center, the International Laboratory for Research on

Animal Diseases (ILBAD), and the International Crops Research Institute for

the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) are being organized. Additional institutes,

in all probability, will be required, However, care must be exercised that

multilateral and bilateral aid to nations and to international centers is

kept in appropriate balance, since the measure of success of the total ef-

fort will be the advances in the nations to be assisted. Centers to be

added to the network must be established to attack problems which likely

1 Examples include IRRI, CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA, plus ORSTOM and the GERDAT institutes
of France.
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could not be resolved in any other way in the time period available,

Consideration should be given to creation of short-term specific pro-

grans, whenever possible, to funding of such programs at existing in-

stitutions, and to use of workshops or seminars.

2.07 Major and rapid progress has been made with wheat and rice

in raising productivity of farms, large and small, in favorable growing

areas of Mexico, India, and Pakistan, with scattered successes elsewhere

with various crops. In many regions, especially where crop-growing con-

ditions are more difficult, new technology either has not been applicable

or has not been developed, if indeed it can be. In many regions, es-

pecially in parts of Latin America, population density is high, land-

holdings are very small, and the farmers are yet to benefit - a situation

considered serious, if not explosive, by the nations concerned. This

demands serious attention by all who can contribute to identification

of effective remedies. These marginal producers - in less favored areas

or with small landholdings - require help, and research efforts to the

extent appropriate must be oriented to provide suitable technology for

them.

2.08 As financial support for international agricultural institutes

is broadened, both the institutes and the donors must exercise care to

maintain the unique characteristics of the centers which have made them

successful. These include apolitical and autonomous boards of trustees;

speed and flexibility of action; focus of research and clear-cut goals;

highly qualified, internationally recruited staff; long-term assignments

for key staff; and stability of support. Broadening of financial support

to include private or industrial sources may be explored by the institutes

individually or collectively,



Session 3. New Experience and Concepts in Organizing Efforts to Assist Small
Landholders

Chairman: Alfred C. Wolf, Inter-American Development Bank

Discussants: Roberto Osoyo A., Government of the State of Mexico, Mexico
Andrew Mercer, IBRD, Malawi

3.01 The conference had presentations by Roberto Osoyo about small-

holder development in the State of Mexico and by Andrew Mercer about the

International Development Association-financed rural development project

at Lilongwe in Malawi. Common characteristics of the two situations in-

clude: small farm size; non-irrigated farming; importance of maize; low

educational level of farmers; scarcity of capital and need for farm credit.

Common to the approaches used in each case are: reliance on self-help to

supplement official aid; necessity of recognizing farmers' self-respect,

of gaining their confidence, and of securing their participation in

decision-making; and provision of credit in kind at interest rates close

to commercial rates. In each case different organizational and institu-

tional arrangements have been devised to suit different circumstances.

Other differences include: the use of farmers as demonstrators and ex-

tension agents in Mexico, which was not successful in Malawi; on the other

hand, a significant role for women in staff positions and as committee

members in Malawi, which is not appropriate in Mexico; and the need to

provide almost all infrastructure, such as roads, at Lilongwe.

3.02 The conference noted that at a seminar on rural development held

earlier in the week at the OECD Development Center in Paris, it had been

recognized that rural development schemes depended for success inter alia

on political support, populace participation, and heavy input of skills,

including good management. On the basis of experience reported in the

Mexican and Malawi cases and elsewhere, the conference concluded that:

(a) rural development projects are not likely to conform to

one organizational pattern, but would take different forms

in different places and at different stages;
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(b) the prevention of land fragmentation is essential and

land consolidation is sometimes required;

(c) an appropriate melding of agricultural production and

social development is essential;

(d) plans need to be flexible and planners need to look ahead

to the stage beyond the end of the official "project";

(e) it is possible to devise ways of extending credit to small

farmers, and small farmers can be good credit risks pro-

vided there is a sound technical and financial basis for

their farming;

(f) a satisfactory economic rate of return can usually be

demonstrated for properly conceived rural development

projects, notwithstanding that the methodology of cost

benefit analysis needs to be improved in relation to the

estimation of social benefits.

3.03 The conference felt that the accounts of experience in

Mexico and Malawi, and experiences reported elsewhere, are encouraging.

(It was recognized, however, that there are situations where a particu-

larly harsh environment or political or institutional constraints may

defeat efforts to find a workable approach-) It was recognized that

approaches need to be devised for particular situations but that a

sharing of experiences of different situations and further comparative

analysis (such as that done by Carl Gotch) would be extremely useful.

The importance of developing approaches which would reduce the cost per

fanily was stressed.

3.04 Reference was made to two important aspects of the Plan Puebla

in Mexico: It not only benefited small farmers in Puebla and the State

of Mexico by demonstrating how technologies developed at CIMMYT could be

applied by them; it also benefited CIMMYT's maize research work and helped

to correct any unintentional institutional bias in the research in favor

of larger scale farming- The significance of linking Puebla-type projects

to research centers was emphasized, and the conference also recorded its
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recognition of the importance of extending and improving rural develop-

ment approaches in view of the urgent need to find ways of alleviating

rural poverty amongst many millions of people in the poorest segment of

society.

Session 4. Research and Development Gaps and Linkages

Chairman: Ralph Melville, Overseas Development Administration

Discussant: Gug Camus, ORSTOM

4.01 The conference received papers by Guy Camus outlining the

structure of the French system of scientific and technical assistance

in developing countries. The general characteristics and functions of

the organizations constituting The system and the processes by which

research boards, committees, or ministries define objectives, identify

needs, and shape programmes was explained, Points emphasized were the

flexibility of the system, the high-level scientific coordination, and

the effective collaboration of French and African nationals in the

system.

4,02 The importance of training of specialists of many countries

was stressed and also the continuous replenishment of the staff of

ORSTOM by annual recruitment to fill vacancies, for which the competi-

tion is keen. ORSTOM's permanent staff of 550 research scientists

includes 150 economists and social scientists,

4.03 The conference discussed the ways in which research gaps may

be identified. It was noted that the various sources from which sugges-

tions for research might come to the Technical Advisory Committee include

inter alia: members of the Consultative Group (comprising donors, sponsors,

and representatives of developing countries), meetings such as this at

Bellagio, or from members of TAC itself. The procedure by which the

ICRISAT proposal had been taken from initiation to final approval was

favorably commented upon. Tributes were paid to the outstanding work

which TAC has achieved in a comparatively short time.
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4.o4 The question of the scope of TAC's work, especially in rela-

tion to nonbiological research, such as research into problems of un-

employment or agricultural credit, was mentioned, and a number of

different opinions were expressed. The question of whether TAC should

be asked to consider research in industrial crops was discussed. No

conclusion was reached, and the conference decided that this question

merited further discussion at a future meeting in the context of

research gaps."

4.05 The value to the international centers of their program com-

mittees and independent review panels was mentioned by some speakers.

Mention was also made of the responsibilities of donors for satisfying

themselves about program and budgets of institutes which they supported;

it was felt that procedures for achieving this might usefully be dis-

cussed at a Consultative Group meeting.

4.06 The conference expressed considerable interest in the question

of linkages between research bodies. It was agreed that:

(a) Appropriate linkages should be built to tie together

relevant research activities being undertaken in

LDC's, DC's, and at international institutes. Link-

age in a network system should enhance the effective-

ness of relatively small and scattered efforts by

relating them to activities elsewhere.

(b) International agencies, donors, and international insti-

tutes should take initiatives in encouraging and support-

ing the building of effective linkages.

(c) In some cases it may be desirable to devise machinery for

coordinating or monitoring related research activities of

different bodies, to arrange for the exchange of informa-

tion, and perhaps in addition to identify gaps and suggest

how to fill them. Such functions might appropriately be

undertaken by an international institute; new centers

should not be created simply to undertake such functions,

but appropriate means of achieving suitable linkages should

be found.
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(d) The matter of linkages is, in the opinion of the con-

ference, important and complex but much remains unclear.

A further meeting would be useful to consider the matter,

on the basis of papers which would have to be prepared

describing examples of existing linkage and network ar-

rangements and experience to be derived from them. The

meeting should aim to reach conclusions about linkage

arrangements generally and make recommendations to meet

the needs of any particular situation where absence of

appropriate linkage was judged to constitute a serious

gap.

Session 5. Organization of Capabilities at the International Research

Institutes or Other Centers to Deal with Social and Economic

Problems of Agricultural Development

Chairman: W. David Hopper, IDRC

Discussant: Arthur T. Mosher, Agricultural Development Council

5.01 The conference expressed considerable interest in this sub-

ject, on which a paper was presented by Arthur Mosher. It was noted

that the next meeting of TAC was scheduled for August 1-4, 1972, and

it was decided to defer further consideration of the matter until a

reaction could be obtained from the TAC chairman; a copy of Arthur

Mosher's paper would be sent to him by Peter Oram together with a copy

of a detailed note which Peter Oram would send to all participants

of the conference recording the various views expressed in the course

of discussion.

6.01 Future Meetings

It was agreed that it would be useful to have another meeting,

at which there could be further discussion of:

(a) linkages (referred to in paragraph 4.06) and

(b) research gaps (paragraph 4.03)
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It was suggested that one day would be needed to discuss link-

ages and two days to discuss research gaps.

6.02 The Rockefeller Foundation agreed to plan and organize such a

meeting and will arrange for appropriate assistance from The Ford Foun-

dation, IDRC, Inter-American Development Bank, and other agencies, es-

pecially in relation to the documentation which will need to be prepared

for the meeting.

6.03 It was agreed that it would be desirable to plan for such a

meeting to take place in the period December 1972 to March 1973. Pos-

sible meeting places suggested were Bellagio, New York, IDRC headquarters

or at an international research center such as CIMMYT. John Pino under-

took to notify prospective participants (including perhaps some repre-

sentatives of developing countries) when location and timing had been

arranged.
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REPORT ON LATIN AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

SUIMARY

The attached document, "Report on Latin American Agricultural
Research Institutions," assesses the current status of agricultural
research in the region and makes recommendations for the improvement
of existing efforts. The recommendations for member countries and
the Bank were made by a group of agricultural experts brought to-
gether by the IDB and Dr. Luis Marcano, a Bank consultant. All rec-
ommendations were based upon the experience of the individuals in-
volved and an extensive study of the agricultural research situation
in Latin America made by Dr. Marcano and Dr. Carlos E. Fernnndez.

The purpose of the survey was to examine what steps would be
necessary to increase the contributions of important national re-
search institutions both individually and allied in regional net-
works linked to international centers. The focus of the survey was
on basic fcod crops vital to the nutrition of the population of de-
veloping member countries. A related purpose was to examine practi-
cal methods whereby national research institutions could take advan-
tage of the technological developments in basic food crops popularly
entitled "Green Revolution" as well as to contribute to future de-
velopments.

The report under review is a sequel to a prior document, "Agri-
cultural Experimental Stations in Latin America," which is the basis
for a complete directory of agricultural research centers. It is
suggested that the Bank take the initiative to complete the directo-
ry and maintain it up-to-date through an arrangement with the Inter-
American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (IICA) or with the Latin
American Association of Plant Breeders, or with both organizations.

As a result of the Group of Experts meetings, nine food crops
were designated as the most important for increased and improved
production. It was suggested that the Bank concern itself with three
of these on which there has been relatively little basic and adaptive
research. Each one of the three production lines - kidney beans,
cassava (yuca) and beef cattle - would be the subject of recommended
regional cooperative programs, coordinated by.IICA and involving the
cooperation of the International Center of Tropical Agriculture (CIAT).
A regional program requires a network of national institutions con-
sisting of one or two national research centers for creative, basic
research and national experiment stations in different countries to
carry out local trials and adaptive research.
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The report's recommendations include practical steps to initiate
improved and expanded research in the three food crop lines. The
first step in the organization of the three programs would be for the
coordinating entities (IICA and CIAT) to establish a working group
for each program. Each working group would consist of two or three
persons, including at least one specialist in the particular produc-
tion line. They would determine the capacities and resource require-
ments of the research centers recommended by the Group of Experts,
and also determine their interest in a regional program. Furthermore,
the working group would study alternative organizational methods and
prepare specific research programs for cooperating institutions. In
sum, the working group would prepare a concrete proposal for presen-
tation to the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Re-
search for financing.

One of the recurring problems emphasized by the experts is the
shortage of trained personnel, particularly in top research positions.
They recommend that the Bank make a study of future requirements for
research personnel trained at the post-graduate level and of the pos-
sibilities for the establishment of national education loan funds to
meet these needs.

Another type of problem, developing technology for the small
farmer, also met with considerable emphasis. The experts propose
the Bank sponsor a seminar to provide concrete means for dealing
with this aspect of research, taking full account of the scarce and
abundant resources available to the small farmer.

Other recommendations relate directly to the Bank's criteria
for evaluating proposed loan projects in agricultural research.
These criteria reflect the IDB consultants' views of the essential
ingredients for any successful research program. Each of the se-
lected criteria are discussed fully in the body of their report.
A summary is as follows:

1. Research programs should conform to, and contribute
directly to, national.development plans. In this
interest and for the best research results, programs
should focus on one line of production and should
cover all aspects related to the productivity of that
crop or livestock.

2. Objectives should be specific and concrete. The means
to achieve stated objectives should be well-defined,
indicating the sequence of proposed steps.
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3. The research program should be an integral part of a
larger development effort, including such ingredients
as credit, land reform, extension services, marketing,
etc.

4. A particularly close coordination should exist between
research and extension programs.

5. Socio-economic considerations should be adequately inte-
grated into the program in order to assess the impact of
new technologies on various population groups, employ-
ment, incomes, prices, etc.

6. Careful evaluation should be made of in-service train-
ing, technical assistance, real equipment needs (this
is frequently not a constraint in larger stations),
operating costs, library facilities and publications.


